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No. 25i>. DWELLING, North Main street,
8 room brick, known as the Van Akin prop­
erty. Choice location. Price $4000.
No. 244. TWO HOUSES on Norton St. 
each 2 story frames, adjoining each other 
6 and 9 rooms, well and cisterns at each 
house, ARTESIAN WELL, Ac. Price for 
both houses only $3,000 if purchased soon.
No. 232. Suburban Property, 2 acres 
good house, stable, large variety of fruit, &c 
Price only $1,600, if purchased soon.
No. 110. HOUSE and 4 Lots, adjoining 
city, 6 rooms, cellar, stable, Ac. Price $1650
No. 129. HOUSE, East Hamtramick St., 
nearly new, 8 rooms. Price $2000.
No. 228. HOUSE, Rogers street, 3 rooms, 
cellar, Atw Price $700 on extended credit.
No. 177. HOUSE and 2 Lots, West Chest­
nut St., 7 rooms, stable, artesian well—$2000
No 188. HOl^SE, Buygess street. 5 room 
brick, in excellent condition. Price $1200.
No. 259. HOUSE, Burgess street, 8 room 
brick, stable, <&c. Price $1600.
No. 231. HOUSE and 2 Lots, corner East 
High and Centre Run Sts., 5 rooms—$1000.
No. 215. THREE HOUSES, Corner Gam 
bier and Gay streets,—King property. Will 
be sold at it4>argain if purchased soon,
No. 229. HOUSE, and three-fourths acre, 
Mansfield road, adjoining city, 14 story 
frame, 6 rooms, cellar, stable, woodhouse, 
well, cistern, fruit trees. Price only $630.
No. 227. DWELLING, Gay street, 2 story 
frame, 13 rooms, stable, «&c. Price $4,500.
No. 226. STORE PROPERTY, West Vine 
street, 2 story brick. Can be bought cheap.
No. 225: BUSINESS BLOCK, Main'St., 
opposite Rowley House; 3 story brick, two 
large store rooms and warehouse. Second 
story conveniently arranged for housekeep­
ing or a Boarding-house. Price reasonable.
No. 224. HOUSE, West Sugar St., 1} story 
brick, 5 rooms, stable, &c. l’ricp $1350.
No. 223. BRICK HOUSE, West High St., 
wo blocks from Main. Price $2,500.
No. 219. HOUSE, West‘High street, 1J 
story brick. Price $950.
No. 218. HOUSE and FOUR LOTS, on 
East Front street. Price only $2,500.
No. 217. HOUSE, East Chestnut street, 
1} story frame, 5 rooms. Price $700.
No. 216. HOUSE, Jefferson street, 2 story 
frame, 7 rooms, cellar, &e. Price $1200.
No. 245. Business Property, South Main 
street, 2 story brick. Price $1500.
No. 126.—The II. C. Taft Property, Gam­
bier avenue, and running South to theC., A. 
A C. R. R. Containing about 18 acres. Fine 
frame cottage house, tenant house, well, cis­
tern, stable, beautiful evergreen trees, shrub­
bery, fruit trees, Ac. Price Reasonable.
No. 13G. HOUSE, Fair Ground Addition.
1 story frame. Price$500; $100cash, $5 perm.
No. 108. COTTAGE, Gambier Avenue, 11
story frame, 8 rooms. Price $1650.
No. 100. DWELLING, Fair Ground Addi­
tion, 11 story frame. Price $850.
No. 111. HOUSE, E. Chestnut street, 14 
storv frame, 4 rooms, cellar, &c. Price $725
Niff 213. HOUSE, West High street, 2 
stoiVframe, 8 rooms, cellar, stable, Artesian 
Well, Ac. Price $2000. Big Bargain !
No.- 212. • Double Dwelling, with two 
lots, on North Mulberry Street. 2 story 
frame, 12 rooms. Prieebnly $2,200.
No. 209. BBICK HOUSE and 2 Lots, on 
West High street, 4 rooms. Price only $900 
cash, or $1090 on reasonable time.
No. 208. HOUSE, East Vine St., 14 story 
frame, 4 rooms. Price $700 on easy terms.
No. 204. NEW HOUSE, 2 story frame, on 
Division Street; 5 rooms. Price $1,000.
No. 2)5. FRAME HOUSE; 7 rooms, one 
an 1 one-half story, on West IJigh street; 4 
cash in hand; pricelow; fcmust be sold)
No. 197. Brick Dwelling Block* East 
Front street—five houses—centrally loca­
ted; Price reasonable.
No. 178. DWELLING, •Jefftjrson street,
2 vStory frame, 8 rooms, cellar,, coal house, 
hydrant and Cistern. Price $1200.
FOR SALE FARMS.
No. 250. FARM, 65 acres, 3 miles West of 
citv, new 7 room house, stable, Ac—$3,575
No. 251. FARM, 40 acres, Calhoun Co., 
Iowa. Price $20 per acre on good time.
No. 251. FARM, 12} acres adjoining pity. 
Price $200 per acre on extended credit.
No. 255. FARM, 38 acres, 24 miles of city, 
log house, Ac. Price $60 per acre, long time.
No. 256. FARM, 18 acres, 3 miles of city, 
log house. Price $700 on easy payments.
No.* 257. FARM, 20 acres, near Hunts 
Station. Price $1200 on long time.
No. 258. FARM, 85 acres, near Bladens­
burg, good buildings, 5 springs, Ac. Price 
$50 per acre wji long time. Big cut for Cash.
No. 230. FARM,,35 acres, 4 miles' from 
Mt. Vernon, 14 story frame house, 4 rooms, 
cellar, 2 springs, cistern ..table, Ac. This is 
a choice little Farm. Price only $2,200.
No. 169. FARM, 90 acres, Jackson town 
ship; well watered; excellent buildings 
Price $80 per acre. A model Farm—cheap
No.'10+t FARM. 175 acres,- in Knox Co. 
due cukivation, excellent'buildings, well 
watered, choice location ; one of the finest 
Farms in the county. Price only $100 per A
For ’Sale or Exchange.
No.*243. HAT STORK for Knox Co. Farm
No. 242. TWO LOTS, in Braddock’s Fair 
Ground Addition. Price $600 in exchange 
for small Kansas or Missouri Farm.
No. 241. SIX LOTS in Mansfield, O., for 
Mt. Vernon property. Price $120(1.
No. 240. HOUSE and two Lots,. in Crest­
line, O., for Mt.Vernon property. Price$1000
No. 23). HOUSE, Sandusky street, in A 
No. 1 condition. Price $1500. Also, LOT on 
Hamtramick street ; price $200. Will trade 
for good house near Public Square.
No. 233. FARM, 160 acres, Cowley county, 
Kansas, (unimproved.) for city property or 
Knox county farm. Price only $12 per acre.
No. 234. FARM, 806acres, Cowley county, 
Kansas, well improved. Price only $15 per 
acre, Will take city property or choice farm.
No. 221. FARM, 60 acres, 14 mile South 
of Gambier; good buildings. Will trade for 
improved Farm, in or near Montgomery 
county. Kansas. Price$85 per-ncre. •
No. 222. FARM, 344acres, Jackson town­
ship, 'unimproved ; all under ^cultivation but 
fiacres. •Price $1500. Will trade for unim­
proved farm in Iowa, Kansas or Nebraska.
No. 211. FARM, 20 acres, 14 mile of Dan­
ville: fair house and barn. Price $1300. 
Will exchange for bouse or lots in this city.
No. 214. HOUSE and i acre in Gambier. 
Price $350, in exchange for city property.
LARGE LIST OF FARMS in Kansas, 
Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa, Illinois Ac.
FOR HALE-Building Lota.
LOT, East Vine street. Price only $375.
21 CHOICE BUILDING LOTS, in Ben­
jamin Harnwell’s New Addition to Mt. 
Vernon, Ohio. Eight on Gambier Avenue 
and Thirteen on East Front street.
LOT, West High Street. Price only $365.
LOT, North Main Street, one of the finest 
locations in the city. Price only $1,500.
FOUR LOTS, fronting on Sundusky St 
Price only $650, on liberal time.
LOT. West Chestnut St., with stable—$1000
Beautiful Acre Building Lots, within ten 
minutes walk of Main street, on long credit
FOR StLE Jlixi'lLuicoiis.
TYPE WRITER, cost $50. l’rice $25.
Spring Wagon, price $ >0... 2 horse wagon, 
price $10. -Side-bar Buggy, price $60. Skel­
eton wagon, price $15r
FDR IIKST.
HOUSES, in all parts of the city. Alst 
STORES find DWELLING ROOMS.
OFFICE and Society Rooms, North Main 
street. Will rent verv cheap to good tenants
I'WO STORE ROOMS, with arch betweei 
Main street, opposite Rowley House. Wil 
rent seperate or both together very cheap.
Bbick House, West High St., near Mail 
suitable for Boarding House or Residence. 
HOUSE, Front street. $6 per month.
OFFICE Rooms, corner Main and Gan 
bier streets. Choice location.
WAVTKI) Houses to Reni. 
We are having daily applicants.
HEM S ( »LLE( T1I> for non-resi­
dents and others,on reasonable terms.
r&~ Otherdesirable Farms and CityProj 
erty for Sale. Correspondence solicited.
HOWARD HARPER,
Real Estate Agent. Nit.Vernon,O
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of 
purity, strength and wholesomeness. More 
.ecomica’l than the ordinary kinds, and can­
not be sold in confpetition with the multi­
tude of low test, short weight alnmpr phos­
phate powders. Sold only in cans; Royal 
Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall street. N. Y,
6oct87’l v.
lli i.i.o, There!—A colored man has 
been admitted to practice law in the 
Court of Appeals in Kentucky, and 
Ma yor Shakespeare, of New Orleans, 
has appointed fifteen blacks as police 
officers in that city. The poor, down­
trodden negro!
The Democratic party has reversed 
the improvident and unwise policy of 
the Republican party touching the pub­
lic.domain, and has reclaimed from 
corporations and syndicates, alien and 
domestic, and restored to the people 
nearly one hundred millions of acres of 
valuable land to he sacredly held as 
.homesteads for our citizens.—National 
De'moeratic Platform.
ARE YOU NERVOUS?
Constant werry am! woik, in shop and kitchen, 
office or parlor, destroy nerve forte. Excess in any 
direction sitrely end*in sleeplessness, forgetfulness, 
morbid fears, and other sy mpteuns of
NERVOUS DEBILITY.
Every part of our bodies is filled with nerves, and 
the wear and tear of the nervous system results in 
dizziness, heart troubles, deranged digestion, neu-f 
ralgia, and kidney diseases. Strengthen the nerves, 
and at once the suflfe er is
A NEW MAN.
Ask your doctor if Cklery is good for nervous dis- 
eases/tind lie «ays, Yes Ask him if Coca is good, 
and he says, Yes lint li»*nevcr thotjght o*T <-cm- 
bining them ! Celery and Coca are
The BEST NERVE TON/CS
and their spec..)' stflative, strengthening and stimu­
lating powers are fully obtained in
This medicine is invaluable in the treatment of all 
nervous disorders. When the brain is exhausted, a 
little of this wonder&il nerve tonic will give it lone 
and dasti-'ity. With the Celery and Coca, are corn- 
lined the best blood purifiers and kidney .nil liver 
regulators. It surely
Nervous Prostration.Nervous Head 
' ache.Neuralgia, NervousWcakncss, 
Stomach and Liver Diseases, and all 
^affection--. ol the Kidneys.
Recommended by professional and Ltisir.css men. 
Send for hook.
Price $I.OC. Sold by druggists.
WELLS. RICHfRDiOtJ & CO.. Proprietors 
PVPL1NGTOK. VT
Be Sure
To ask for Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, if you 
are in need of a Blood-purhier—the 
only certain ami reliable remedy for 
pimples, blotches, and all other erup­
tions of tl>e skin. As an alterative,
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
after atrial of nearly half a century, is 
universally conceded to be the best ever 
discovered.* It is agreeable to the taste, 
ami, being highly concentrated, only 
small doses are needed.
An old lady of eighty, Mrs. Mary C. 
Ames, of Lockport, Me., after forty years 
of snllering from a humor in the blood, 
manifesting itself in Erysipelas ami oth­
er distressing eruptions oft the skin, at 
last began the use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, 
ami, alter taking ten hotties, she is now, 
she says, ‘'as smooth ami fair as ever.”
«I,eamy?r S. McDonald, of Sole.y at., 
Uhariestown, Mass., suffered greatly 
from Boils umlf Carbuncfts, and for 
nearly two months was unable to work. 
A druggist ailvised him to take Ayer’s 
Sarsaparilla, after using two bottles of 
which lie was entirely cured. He lias 
remained in good health ever since.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Aver it Co., I.owell, .Muhm. 
Soldi.) a,I Druggist*. Price $1; six bottlea, $ j.
Skin-Success Ointment and Soap—





WOMAN OR CHILD 
who is not blessed with 
a fair, healthy Skin, or 
13 troubled with humors.
“Twin Marveb ot Healing.'’
At druggists/ Skin-Success’





FOR rough or scaly 
skin. Indlspensablo 
fortho Toilet. Peer­
less asa Preservative. 
Perfect as a heater.
At druggist*, 'Skln-Succcss’ 
l25c.&7Sc. -Skin-SuccessSoa;)’ 
25c. I-uimerChemicalCv.g.'.Y.
Skin-Success Soap alleviates and heals 
“ “ cures all Skin Diseases.
For sale hv G R. Baker »fe Son.
The Black Diamond Prepared Roofing
is thoroughly durable, does not run in 
Summer nor crack in Winter. It is 
water, rust and fire proof, and adapted 
to all climates. It can he laid over old 
shingles on either flat or steep roofs. It 
costs less than either tin, iron or shingles. 
It can be laid by any one.
For descriptive circular, price list and 
address of nearest dealer, write to 
FOREST CITY CHEMICAL CO.,
70 Walnut St.nn 29 Ejuclid Ave,, _
Cincinnati, O. Cleveland, O.
NEW INVENTION IN LACING.
W.S.A.CORSET
with self-adjusting back 
can be changed from
y tight to loose-fitting 
five seconds, without re­
moving from the person
NEVER REqUIRBS 
New L A <'JiS o FST E ELS
Laces will net SH( 
THROUGH flic DRESS 
The bealtlncsft, best-fit 
ting und most comfort
able CORNET made.
Tlie Selt-A«l.j»isling -<’6rset <’<>..
120 Fr\Nklin St., Nj;w Y6i:k4City. 
Factory, Rochester N. Y. , 26ai»r‘2m
Mr. Thurman proposes to keep a 
oivil tongue in his head. Let’all other 
candidates and campaign orators follow 
the old Roman’s example.—Dayton 
Democrat.
• This may he well enough as a gen- 
erft} rule, still an exception should he 
made in the case of Foraker—the For­
aker, tqngue would be lost if it could 
riot dip into slander and filth, and the 
present Ohio governor should not be 
ddfpri ved of his necessary diet. It is 
safe to give Foraker all the rope he will 
use. It docs nobody else any harm.— 
Toledo Bee.
The Noble Old Roman.
Mr. Thurman in public life stands for 
sterling integrity. Throughout his 
long career nobody ever questioned his 
sincerity or his honesty. His name 
means principles and ideas. Althongh 
seventy-four years of age and although 
relegated to obscurity five years ago, 
he is to-day the very hope and inspira­
tion of the Democratic masses. Twice 
has the party organization in his State 
of Ohio discarded him when choosing 
a United States Senator. Three years 
ago, when the new Democratic Admin­
istration was being made up, he was 
thought to he too old for a cabinet po­
sition or even a foreign mission. Not 
long ago he described himself as en­
tirely out of politics—as an old man 
standing on the shores of the river 
Styx waiting for the ferryman.
To-day we have the Democrats light­
ing the fires on the hill tops throughout 
the land in his name. In ten days he 
has been rejuvenated and brought to 
the front. His red handkerchief is the 
standard to which the clans rally. His 
name is used to eonjure with and to 
call the gray heard from the caves. 
And why? Because everybody knows 
that Allen G. Thurman is an incor­
ruptible man; that he has rendered 
public service for the honor that came 
to duty publicly performed; that he 
never sacrificed his principles, and that, 
partisan as he is, he can he trusted at 
all times to defend the rights of the 
people.
Great is the power of an unstained 
name in public and private life. Our 
congratulations, with those of 5,000,000 
Democrats, to the bluff, tough, uncom­
promising, resussitated old statesman 
of Ohio.—New York World.
How the President Will Run.
Washington, June 15, 1888.—Presi­
dent Cleveland tells a good story about 
his experience in politics suggested by 
the ’‘horse talk” of Mr. Kenzie, of 
Kentucky, at the St. Louis Convention. 
The fiery son of Kentucky compared 
the President to Lexington and Ten 
Broeck in the campaign of 1884, and 
aid he would be Eclipse this year, the 
others not placed.
“Having been elected Governor of 
New York by over 190,000 in 18.82,” he 
said, “it seemed to me a very narrow 
margin to have only 1,047 in 1884, and 
used to think this narrow escape was 
not altogether one to be proud of. Con­
gressman Scott, of Pennsylvania, came 
in one evening and T was telling him of 
the great disparity in my vote in New 
York between 1882 and 1884 and how
t impressed me. *
‘Mr. Scott converted me to his way 
of thinking by a practical comparison. 
Said he:—‘When a good horse beats a 
scrub that is not counted an honor 
among turf men by any means, but 
when your favorite is matched against 
the best the field can’offer and he 
comes in ahead, an inch is all the ad­
vantage you want to win the race. 
That is what makes the. track so at­
tractive and gives so much glory to the 
winning horse.’ ”
Betting on Cleveland.
Washington, June 15. 1888.—Con­
gressman Timothy J. Campbell, of New 
York, wagered $5,1 MX) with ex-Congress- 
n Paige, of California, last night, 
that President Cleveland would carry 
New York State next autumn by a 
good round majority. One hundred 
dollars forfeit was posted by each gen­
tleman and the remainder of the wager 
is to be deposited immediately after 
the Chicago Convention has finished
its deliberations.
Mr. Campbell, who. returned yester­
day from a visit to his district, reports 
the party well organized in new York 
city and Brooklyn. He fixes President 
Cleveland’s majority in New York city 
as not less than sixty thousand, as-com­
pared with forty-three thousand four 
years ago. In Brooklyn and through­
out the State he believes the gains will 
be corresponidngly large.
Arrest of Mrs. A. R. Parsons.
Chicago, June 20.—Quite a flutter of 
excitement to relieve thg political 
whirl, was caused (his afternoon by the 
arrest of Mrs. L«fe$' Parsons, the dusky 
wife of the late A. R. Parsons, the ex­
ecuted anarchist. Ahs. Parsons was 
being driven about the streets in a 
buggy attached to the rear of which 
was a life-sized crayon of hpr deceased 
husband and was distributing circulars 
descriptive of the merits of Parsons’ 
hook, “Anarchism.” A large crowd 
followed the conveyance which was 




TAKE ft WOMAN'S ADVICE.
This Is only the second time In eight weeks thst
I have had-to yolisb my boots, and yet I had hard 
work Rotting my husband to give up his old blacking 
brush, and tho annoyance of having the paste black­
ing rub Lit on his pants, and adopt
Wolff'sACMEBIacking
A magnificent Deep Black Poliefc« which lasts 
on Men’s boots a week, and on Women's a month.
WOLFF & RANDOLPH, PHILADELPHIA.
FOUNTAIN
------BR.A2STDS-------
KIN H CUT AN 10 PLUG 
Incomparably the Best
Judge Kelley Hung Up to Dry.
From the New York Evening Post, June 16.
Protection has been running mad in 
the House ever since the tariff debate 
began on the separate items, but it ran 
madder on Wednesday than ever be­
fore. For example, a paragraph of the 
Mills bills was taken up which puts 
jute-spinning and jute-weaving ma­
chinery on the free list. Here the ven­
erable Mr. Kelly came out strong. He 
had heard it said on this Moor that jute 
machinery was not made in this coun­
try. He did not credit that statement. 
He had good reason to believe that it 
was made at Bridesburg, Pa. At all 
events he was sure that it was made 
somewhere in the New England States, 
because he had met a man from Bos­
ton, Mr. William Whitman, who had 
told him so. But even without Mr. 
Whitman’s testimony it was ridiculous 
to suppose that it could not be made 
here, and if it was not made here it 
ought to be. There was no difference 
in principle between jute machinery 
and cotton or woolen machinery. The 
only difference was in detail, and 
therefore the custom officers would 
not know a jute machine from a cotton 
machine when it was imported, and 
might let in a cotton machine free of 
duty by mistake, to the detriment of 
American industry. Mr. Breckenridge, 
of Arkansas, questioned Mi. Kelley in 
order to find out what he knew specific­
ally and precisely—whether jute ma­
chines were or were not made in this 
country—and found out that Mr. Kel­
ley knew nothing at all except what 
Mr. Whitman had told him. Further 
cross-examination of Kelley showed 
htat Mr. Whitman was not in the jute- 
spinning business, and that his asser­
tion was probably altogether conjectural 
like Kelly’s own. Then Mr. Brecken­
ridge stated that the Committee on 
Ways and Means had had before them 
the leading jute-spinners of the coun­
try from Brooklyn, Boston, St. Louis 
and Charleston, and that “the testi­
mony of ail these gentlemen was that 
not a particle of this machinery is 
made in this country.” So far was it 
from being true that cotton and woolen 
machinery were substantially the same 
as jute machinery, in point of tact the 
different kinds of jute products re­
quired different kinds of .machinery. 
For example, the- machines used for 
making burlaps could not be used for 
making bagging. So Mr. Kelley was 
wrung out and hung up to dry. But 
his colleague, Mr. Bayne, came to the 
rescue and wanted to know why, if the 
tax on jute machines was a purely rev­
enue duty, all the money derived from 
it going into the Treasury, the duty 
should he repealed. Mr. Breckenridge 
replied because the Government didn’t 
want the money. So Mr. Bayne was 
wrung out and hung on the same iine 
with Mr. Kelley, and the House pro­
ceeded to the tax on tin-plates.
Mr. Fitch Leaves the Republican
Party and Becomes a Democrat.
Washington, June 15, 1.888.—Repre­
sentative A. P. Fitch, of the thirteenth 
NeXv York district, whose ringing 
speech in support of the Mills Tariff 
hill a few weeks ago created so much 
consternation in the ranks of the pro­
tectionists, has, it is reported, [decided 
to affiliate with the Democratic party 
in the future. Mr. Fitch was elected 
to the present Congress as a Republi­
can, receiving nearly four thousand 
more votes 'titan his Democratic op­
ponent, General Yiele.
Mr. Fitch, it is said, has applied for 
membership in the Tammany Society. 
He has been considering the advisabil­
ity of a change of parties for some time. 
He believes that his political principles 
are more closely allied with those of 
the Democrats than with those of the 
Republicans. One evidence of’this ’is 
his pronounced views in favor of tariff 
reform. It is understood that he will 
make thejaQeJor Congress again this 
fall as a full Hedged Democrat.
The Fight for Monopolies.
The Republicans insisted that th§ 
tariff on tin plate must be doubled. 
Not content with the monopolies which 
they have created by the present tariff, 
they insist on creating a new one. Is 
it not painful to see a whole party, 
onefe honest and in favor of liberty, 
join hands not merely to maintain exis­
ting monopolies, but- to create new 
ones burdensome in a peculiar manner 
to the whole people ? But it is just be­
cause this new monopoly would levy a 
toll upon every .house in the land that 
it is so bitterly fought for. The prize is 
very great. General Russell A. Alger, 
the lumbar millionaire, can levy toll 
on the people of only a few forestless 
States, such as Iowa, Minnesota and 
Illinois; the tin plate millionaires who 
would be created by this Republican 
proposition would make tributaries to 
their greed ev£ry kitchen and store­
room in the United States—New York 
Herald.’
Three Noble Women.
From the Portland Oregonian.]
Monday evening, as three young wo-
meJJ were passipg the corner of Third 
and Taylor streets, a hackman asked 
them to takea ride* Oneof them told 
him to drive around the corner and 
draw up to Ihe sidewalk. He did so, 
and alighted to open the door of his 
hack, when two of the young women 
seized him, and the other, taking his 
whip from the socket proceeded to lay 
it on over his head and shoulders with 
great vigor. After receiving a small 
taste of what he richly deserved he 
managed to escape, and jumping on 
his hack drove off, leaving his whip as 
a trophy in the hands of the young 
woman.
Gathered Roses.
“We thought her dying when she slept, 
And sleeping when she died.”
But the bitterest sting of such a sor­
row is to think that she might have 
been saved. They saw the rose fade on 
her cheek and the eye grow dim. Had 
they but known of Dr. Pierces Golden 
Medical Discovery, who can tell but 
she might still be with them, the sun­
shine of their home. Take tlie remedy 
in time, and you will find that con­
sumption (which is scrofula of the 
lungs) can be cured.'
Dillon Goes to Prison.
Di blin, June 20.—The appeal of 
John D^llyn from the sentence to six 
months’ imprisonment fol'gviolation of 
the criTnes act was heard to-day and 
sentence^ confirmed.
Mr. Dillon was taken to Dundalk jail 
and imprisoned. On the route to the 
prison he was heartily’ cheered. An 
address was presented to Mr. Dillon, 
signed by 150 members of the llousfc of 
Commons, resenting the policy of send­
ing him to unmerited inrprisonment, 
and expressing hope that his sojourn 
•in prison would be made'less hitter ba­
ttle knowledge that sympathy for him 
is not confined to Ireland.
An Echo From Slavery Days.
Froyi the' Cincinnati ®nquirer.]
A Cincinnati gentleman and his fa­
mily, who spent the winter in Florida, 
became much attached while there to 
ft colored waiting maid and wished to 
bring her home with them., After 
studying the matter over she agreed to 
come on one condition; that was that 
the family should keep her forever and 
not selLher. Of course, this condition 
was accepted.' The poor-creature act­
ually believed that by going to live as a 
servant in the North she became a 
slave and could be sold.
WISE-MAHOXE CONTEST
Leads to a Fight in Credentials Com­
mittee.
Several Hounds Indulged In. Without K te enre 
to Prize Ring Rules, During Which 
Chairs are Swung with Rapid­
ity and Fists Used Freely.
Chicago, June 20.—The Tribune this 
morning, publishes a highly-sensational 
account of the proceedings before the 
committee on credentials, late last 
night, in the Wise-Mahone contest. It 
s ivs:
Sergeant-at-Arms Smith opened the 
door and looked anxiously around the 
hall. Half a dozen men were shouting 
at the top of their voices:
‘ You are a liar,--------------- .”
“Give it to him!” was distinguished 
above the storm of invectives. The 
commotion grew into an uproar. The 
door swung back and a negro rushed 
into the hall with terror written in 
every feature.
“My God! they’re going to shoot!” 
he exclaimed. “Malione and Wise is 
fighting. Some one will be killed, 
shuah.”
The door suddenly opened and Ser­
geant-at-Arms Smith grabbed an officer 
and pulled him inside. ‘As they passed 
in the Tribune reporter caught a mo­
mentary view of the exciting scene 
which was being enacted. A heavy 
chair was descending on the head of 
some unfortunate and another was 
poised in the air presumably for the 
same purpose. Almost at the thresh- 
hold of the dooi two men were on the 
floor, engaged in a desperate struggle.
A man was reaching over to separate 
them when he was struck in the face 
by a man who evidently was not un­
skilled in the manly art of self-de- 
fens©.
“Kill him!” “Hit him!” “Look out 
for him.” The presence of the police­
man had a wonderfully quieting effect, 
and the tempest subsided as quickly as 
it started. In about a minute Sergeant- 
at-Arms Smith appeared at the door like 
a rainbow after a thunder-storm. His 
hair was disarranged, but he was smil­
ing and warm.
“Any one killed?” asked the report­
er.
‘Killed? Ha! ha! that’s funny,” com­
menced Mr. Smith. “It’s awful hot in 
there, and a man fainted away. Never 
saw such a hot room in my life. Had 
to throw a pitcher of ice water on him. 
He’s all right now. Come to all right. 
Ha! ha! Well, well. Hot, isn’t it; yes, 
sir, he just fell right down while mak­
ing a speech. Officer, keep these men 
back from the door. We opened the 
door a moment to give him a little 
r.”
Later it was learned that the trouble 
started between Wise and Mahone. 
While the Mahone delegate, Col. Allen, 
was talking, Brady and Wise frequently 
interrupted. Mahone and Wise were 
sitting not more than five feet apart on 
the same side of the table. Wise said 
something in an undertone to Mahone, 
which no one caught, but the little 
brigadier at once jumped up and reach­
ed for Wise. The latter let out for Ma­
hone, but the members sitting between 
them prevented any damage. Both 
were talking excitedly, but attention 
wup for a moment diverted from them 
by Congressman Libbey, one of the 
anti-Mahone men, who struck at Al­
len.
Accounts differ, but most of the 
members seemed to think that Alien 
was hit. He was still on his feet, and 
Libbey shouted at him: “D—n you; 
d—n you.”
The assailed man launched back and 
in a moment the wildest confusion pre­
vailed. Several of the Mahone people 
went to Libbey and bore him down to 
the floor. All the colored men in the 
room then took part and the mass of 
arms and legs in motion was such that 
the peace-making members hardly 
dared approach. It was in fact the 
beginning of an old-fashioned Virginian 
figli t.
“Don’t you touch me,” roared one 
of the men hi the midst of the melee. 
Ex-Congressman Brady, who is himself 
pugnacious, was one of the Wise fol­
lowing for whom the Mahone hench­
man seemed 4o feel the greatest ani­
mosity. “Doi*’t let Brady get away,” 
yelled a voice that sounded like Ma- 
hone’s and a rush was at once made 
for him. A pair of Western men at 
once 'closed in and saved Brady from 
inuclrharm. The peace-makers finally 
succeeded in pulling most of the fight­
ers apart, but it was not until the po­
liceman at the door, who rushed in, 
had cracked several colored heads with 
his club. One man, said to be named 
Mott, was especially ugly, and could 
not he- quieted till the Sergeant-at- 
Arms seized him by the throat, ex­
claiming, “Stop, stop,” and threw turn 
half across the room.
Whem the semblance of order, was 
restored, two or three members were 
standing on the table, the policeman 
and the Sergeant-at-Arms had squads 
of belligerents under their care, while 
Chairman Hepburn was keeping a 
close eye on Mahone and Wise.
Mr. Wise expressed his regret at the 
occurence, explaining how aspersions 
had been cast upon him that were un­
bearable. Mahone said nothing. Mr 
Libbey alsa spoke half apologetically, 
saying in the heat of the moment he 
thought Allen was striking at Wise, hut 
he did not think he, himself, had really 
hit Allen. The committee thought that 
something of this kind was necessary 
Several members had proposed to ’ex­
pel Libbey, and if he had not made 
this explanation he would undoubtedly 
have been expelled. The desire to 
avoid publicity, however, was strong 
It was agreed that the row should he 
kept a secret.
BLAINE AND GRESHAM MEN.
Indulge in a Knock Down Fight in 
the Grand Pacific.
Chicago, June 22.—Late last evening 
a Blaine procession marclied into the 
rotunda of the Grand Pacific Hotel 
with a band of music, and hoisted 
their transparencies. The cheering 
was tremendous — tin horns, Hags 
canes, umbrellas and hats helping on 
the general enthusiasm. A Gresham 
procession had returned to the hotel 
only a few minutes before, and somv 
of the Gresham men did not relish the 
Blaine enthusiasm. They went to the 
Gresham rooms and brought out 
couple of transparencies used in the 
parade and hoisted them to counteract 
the cheering for the man from Maine. 
The din now became frightful. The 
big rotunda Was one solid mass of hu 
inanity, men standing on chair 
lounges and wherever they could ob 
tain a foothold. Cheers for Blaiue and 
counter cheers for Gresham rent the 
air until Clark street became impass 
able from the crowds trying to get 
into the hotel. Hats were hoisted on 
canes and umbrellas, and amid the 
din the old campaign shout of “Blaine 
Blaine, James G. Blaine,” could he 
heard like the yell of a marching army 
The sympathizers seemed to be about 
evenly divided, and when the Blaine 
noise faltered, the Gresham men 
cheered like madmen.
Suddenly the man carrying the 
Blame transparency was hoisted on 
the shoulders of a group of’enthusiasts, 
and fiom this eminence he waved the 
name of the Plumed Knight. The 
crowd went wild. Then the Gresham 
men did the same and for twenty min­
utes there was a rivalry to see which 
motto wpuld be placed the highest. 
Men pulled off their coats, climbed on 
and waved the
fell it was grasped by a score of hands 
and sent aloft again. Finally the 
Blaine man reache 1 the capital of the 
pillar. His banner was now highest, 
but a Gresham fellow, more of a sailor, 
climbed up his pillar to the projection 
above the capital and pushed his ban- 
tier against the ceiling. The crowd 
went wild. He had hardly descended, 
when a pack-of Blaine men set upon 
him, and in a second every vestige of 
linen was torn from the frame he car­
ried.
The Gresham men retaliated, and 
.the Blaine banner was only saved by 
being , rushed out through the cigar 
store. In the melee, tlie partisans 
pounded one another in the face, and. 
several of the men were knocked to 
the floor. Policemen in vaui tried to 
force their way through the dense 
crowd, but before they reached the 
combatants the struggle was over. In 
revenge two Gresham men climbed up 
and fixed their favorite’s picture on the 
highest point of the pillars and left it 
there. S.ucli a scene was never known 
in Chicago before.
Last night was the last occasion 
many ot the “clubs” had to shout for 
their favorite candidates, and they 
made the most of it. The Alger clubs 
paraded, the Shernnfn forces were out, 
and the Gresham clubs repeated their 
tour of the principal streets with a 
half dozen hands and myriads of 
torchlights. The principal Gresham 
demonstration was composed of a 
large number of workingmen armed 
with tin dinner pails and spades, who 
paraded, headed by the Topeka flam­
beau club. Blaine processions were 
nor wanting either, during the evening.
HIS SHARE OF THE PORK
An toOhio Congressman Brought 
Time on Tariff Debate.
Wheeling Register.]
Congressman Raynor, of Maryland, 
put Joseph D. Taylor, of Ohio, in a 
pitiable position on Thursday in the 
House. Taykr has consume 1 a great 
deal of time discussing the proposition 
to strike out the clause from the Mills 
tariff hill putting tin plate on the free 
list. He rattled away, beat the air and 
tried to paint a sorry picture for the 
country if tin plate was placed on the 
free list.
Finally, before he concluded his re­
marks, Mr. Raynor asked the privilege 
of interrupting him to ask a question. 
Joseph gracefully yielded, when Ray­
nor asked him if he was not a member 
of the Iron Roofing Association. He 
began to reply in an evasive way, 
when Raynor shouted: “Answer my 
q|iestion !”
Taylor wriggled and hemmed and 
had’ed, but Raynor made him answer, 
‘Yes,” shouted Taylor, in despair, “I 
am.”
“And doesn’t tin plate come in com­
petition with your iron roofing?” again 
asked Raynor.
Taylor tried to evade a direct answer, 
but the Democrats would not let him 
proceed till he answered tlie question, 
and finally he admitted that it did.
Now,” said RavnOr, “I want to ask 
you if you have not been standing in 
your place here in the house trying to 
legislate for an industry in which you 
are personally and financially interes­
ted ?”
\t this the Democrats broke out into 
a wild cheer, and Taylor looking the 
picture of humiliation dropped into his 
seat, the cold perspiration, oozing fi’om 
his brow. Without another word the 
Republicans permitted a vote, and tin 
plate went on the free list.
Health in Hot Weather.
Dr. William Hammond.]
Excessive heat causes gastric juice 
and intestinal diseases, and especially 
peculiar disorder known as heat- 
fever or sunstroke. To lesson the lia­
bility to the first group mentioned, 
some attention to the food taken into 
the system is necessary, and it is es­
pecially requisite to avoid vegetables 
or fruits that are not fully ripe. There 
is scarcely a vegetable grown in our 
climate and which is used as food 
which is not wholesome if eaten in 
season, not in a semi-decomposed state, 
and properly prepared for the table. 
A like statement is applicable to fruits, 
from the strawberry, which is the first 
to appear, to peaches, pears and ap­
ples, which come later in the season. 
But when they are brought from a dis­
tance, having been picked when still 
green, and after their arrival frequent­
ly been kept by the dealers until they 
are more or less rotten, they cannot be 
considered suitable articles of food. 
Children are especially liable to suffer 
from eating such substances. Their di­
gestive systems are exceedingly deli­
cate and their nervous systems are 
very impressionable. Frequently the 
groundwork for serious organic dis­
ease, from which recovery is scarcely 
possible, is laid in childhood through 
the neglect of parents to properly su­
pervise the food of their children dur­
ing the summer season. I have 
witnessed many cases of epilepsy 
which have deen caused by green ber­
ries and other fruit, especially apples,
that have been eaten in childhood.
LIGHTNING’S ODD FREAK.
Stripping a -Man of His Clothing 
Without Killing Him.
The narrowest escape from death by 
lightning of which I have ever heard 
came to my knowledge while lecturing 
a few \veeks ago at the Florida Chau- 
taimua.
The” drug store, which is used as a 
Post-office by tlie good people of De 
Fnniak, stands between the railroad 
station and their beautiful little lake. 
At the time to which I refer it was 
“protected” by a common size twisted 
copper band lightning rod, with iron 
core fastened to the house by glass in­
sulators in the old-fashioned way.
Several other houses in town were 
“rodded” in the same way; but alter 
this one was badly shatteretl they were 
torn off by their owners “to lessen their 
chances of getting struck, you know,” 
they explained. About a hundred feet 
back of the l’ost-office stood two fine 
specimens of the tall pines'which grow 
so abundantly in that region.
On the afternoon of the 18th of last 
August, at about one o’clock, a number 
of boys and men had collected under 
the Post-office porch, thinking, oA -ac­
count of the lightning rod, that they 
would be safe from the lightiling,*whicii 
was playing rather freely from a par­
tially cloud-covered sky. Among them 
was John Chisholm, a merchant ot De 
Fnniak, who was-sitting about half way 
between the corner post and the nearest 
window.
The lightning struck the two high 
pines, and after shattering their tops, 
leaped to the rod, completely melting 
its points, and then running down along 
the comb of the roof to the gable and 
down a corner. Mr. Chisholm’s only 
recollection of the stroke is a sensation 
like that of a heavy blast of air strik­
ing him between the shoulders. He 
was thrown upon his face ond taken up 
for dead. His shoes wqre new and his 
trousers nearly so, yet they were left 
looking very much as if they had been 
attacked by nil army of hungry rats. 
How a man, could have his clothes 
chewed off from him by lightning in 
that style and still live is a mystery. 
His shirt was torn entirely in two. His 
body was hadlv blistered, especially 
the knees down. Becoming conscious, 
he experienced a terrible feeling of suf­
focation and “headache, as though it 
would burst.” He remained helpless 
for four months,"suffering terribly from 
idling in the bones anti a stinging sen- 
ation, “as though a thousand needles 
were being stuck all over my body.”
Now, after a lapse of over five 
months, Mr. Chisholm has gradually 
recovered the use of his limbs, only 
offering from an occasional violent in- 
olrintary jerk in the back. He attends 
to business, and has recovered much of
is former health.
Several others sitting near were, of 
course, more or less shaken up.
Dr. Alfred caught a part of Mr. Chis­
holm’s charge in his foot, and went on 
crutches for several days.
Tlie jeweler, Mr. Cochran, who was 
at work in the window nearest the 
corner, had his hair and breast badly 
singed, and the photographer had his 
aipe knocked out of his mouth and 
woken to piqces.—Prof. Demotte, in 
Scientific Amerjcan.
Seeing With a Rabbit's Eye.
Baltimore American.]
The readers of the American arc so 
much interested in the wonderful ex­
periment of transplanting a clear piece 
of a rabbit's cornea into the blind eye 
of a patient at the Presbyterian Eye 
and Ear Charity Hospital that they 
will be pleased to know that the suc­
cess of the operation is complete. The 
transplanting of a piece of tlie rabbit’s 
into the human eye was done ten days 
ago. No pain nor inflammation has 
followed upon the operation, which 
was so skillfully completed. At the 
end of the week the bandages were re­
moved and the eye of the man ex­
posed. The piece of the rabbit’s cor­
nea was completely united to the hu­
man eye, and had grown to the edge 
of the hole made in the blind eye op­
posite the pupil. The clear graft had 
become cloudy in the process of uniting 
to the human eye. Already, however, 
t has commenced to clear up, and the 
man is beginning to enjoy the pri.vi 
lege of seeing. This he has not done 
for three years, when the eyes were 
destroyed by lime. The operation of 
transplanting in the left eye was so
itisfactory that two days since Dr 
Chisholm operated upon the right 
blind eye also, transplanting in it a 
clear piece of rabbit’s cornea. He has
A Spiritualist’s Strange Funeral.
Kalamazoo (Mich.) Cor. Detroit Free Press.] 
There was quite a sensation as well 
as many horrified people yesterday af­
ternoon at the funeral of Allen Mc-
Linn, who died recently in Texas 
township, aged eighty-three years. It 
was his wish that, as he discarded all 
orthodox customs, none which he had 
rejected be observed at the funeral. 
Accordingly a brass band played lively 
airs. Miss Barnard and otliers sang 
choice selections. After the body was 
lowered to the grave the band played, 
and a son of the deceased was, as de­
clared, taken with the power of the 
departed and danced in lively and per­
fect time, executing steps known only 
to the deceased. When the
ceased he bowed only as his father 
could bow, and came out of the trance 
L. V. Moulton and Mr. Andrus made 
addresses. The Spiritualists, are great 
ly pleased at the manifestion of spirit 
power. Mr. McLinn had often stated 
that he would dance athis owt funeral 
He didn’t, but his son did for him
PERSONAL.
the expectation of giving 
man two useful eves.
the blind
Fearful and Wonderful.
The Bible says, “man is fearfully and 
wonderfully made.” But physiologists 
all corfce.de that the most wonderful 
portion of man is the nervous system 
In it are located the seats of life and 
mind, and the control of all the bodily 
organs. When the nerves are destroy­
ed, the part is paralyzed. The flesh, 
blood and bones are as nothing to it. 
Derangements of the brain or nerves 
are the causes of headache, fits, dizzi­
ness, fluttering of the heart, sexual 
weakness, sleeplessness,neuralgia, cold 
hands and feet. A free trial bottle of 
Dr. Miles’ Nervine—the latest and most 
successful for all these diseases, may he 
had at Green’s Drug Store. 3r
What Ails You?
Do you have dull, heavy headache 
obstruction of the nasal passages, di 
charges falling from the head into the 
throat, sometimes profuse, watery and 
acrid, at others, thick, tenacious, nw 
cous, purulent, bloody and putrid; eyes 
weak, watery and inilammed: ringing 
in the ears, deafness, hacking or cough 
ing to clear the throat, expectoration 
of offensive matter, together with scabs 
from ulcers; voice changed and nasal 
twang; breath offensive; smell and 
taste impaired; is there a sensation of 
dizziness, with mental depression, 
hacking congh and general debility 
If you have all, or any considerable 
number of these symptoms, you are 
suffering from Nasal Catarrh. The 
more complicated your disease has be 
come, the greater the number and di 
versify of symptoms. Thousands of 
cases annually, without manifesting 
half of the above symptoms, result in 
consumption, and end in the grave 
No disease is so common, more decep 
tive and dangerous, less understood, or 
unsuccessfully treated* by physicians 
The manufacturers of Dr. Sage’s Ca 
tarrh Remedy offer, in good faith, 
reward of $500 for a case of this dis 
ease which they cannot cure. The
Sarah Bernhardt recently gpent an 
afternoon at Monte Carlo and won $9<Xi 
at roulette. ,
Harriet Beecher Stowe celebrated 
her seveny-sixty birthday anniversary 
last Friday.
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, who has 
been writing for the public over 30 
years, is only 44»years old.
Gen. Terry has not been in good 
health since his return from Florida, 
but is reported as improving.
Mrs. Mackay recently presented her 
daughter, Princess Colonna, with a 
pair of jeweled bracelets valued at $45,- 
000.
President Gilman, of John Hopkins 
University, will deliver the commence­
ment address to..the young ladies of 
Wells college.
Editor Pulitzer, of the New York 
World, has sailed for Ourope, where he 
joes to he treated for an eye disease 
riiOwn as myopsy.
Dr. Samuel Nintiern, a young South­
ern poet, who recently published a vol­
ume of his verses, is reported dying at 
Tuscaloosa, .Ala.
President and Mrs. Cleveland have 
accepted an invitation to be present at 
the commencement exercises of the 
University of Virginia.
The marriage Prof. Hitchcock, of 
Darmouth college, to the daughter of 
Professor Charles Young, of Princeton 
will take place this month.
Everybody who visits Mr. Chauncey 
M. Depew’s beautifuLcountry home at 
Peekskill-on-the-Hudson wonders what 
the man wants to be President for.
The Empress’mother, of China’, has 
selected 300 young maidens,- daughters 
of Chinese gentlemen and noblemen, 
for the harem of the young Emperor.
Herr Krupp is about to erect a new 
gun shop at Annen. The peace of Eu­
rope Krupp is hound to maintain even 
f he doubles the fortune left liim hv his 
father.
The Duke of Portland won only $17,- 
503 by the Derby victory of his horse 
Ayrshire. The heaviest winner was T. 
G. Wilson, bookmaker, who cleared 
$90,000.
Mrs. Zerclda G. Wallace, who is gen­
erally referred to as the mother of 
General Lew. Wallace,as in reality his 
step-mother. Ilis mother died when 
he was a hoy.
Gen. Sheridan commanded the cav­
alry in the Army of the Potomac just 
t year, and in that time fought 79 bat­
tles and captured 205 battle flags and 
over 150 field pieces.
Michael Cudahy, once a bright 
young Irish hog-chopper, is now the 
partner of Phil Armour, is worth over 
$2,000,000, and he and his wife are lead­
ers in Chicago’s best society.
Redhead is the name of the richest 
man in Hutchinson, Kan. He made 
his money in baking powder. He is a 
prominent politician, and has a great 
prejudice against dark horses.
A Pennsylvania newspaper has the 
nteresting that Miss Gosn is the hand­
somest girl in Watsontown, Pa. AH the 
young men in that neighborhood swear 
by Gosh, figuratively speaking.
The Rev. Father Tolten, of Quincy, 
Ill., is the only colored Catholic priest 
in the United States. He was horn in 
slavery. He speaks several languages 
and Ins highly regarded by the clergy.
The Princes of Wales has became the 
patron of the Red-Poled Cattle Society 
of England. Doubtless the herdhook 
of the organization will have a wide 
sale among American Anglomaniacs.
Walter Cooper, a gypsy well-known 
in England, has just died, lie was al 
ways one of the crowd in attendance 
at a meet of the Queen’s Staghounds 
His favorite horse was burned at his 
burial.
E. S. Adams, who die<l Bucyrus, O., 
recently, was a great-grand-son of 
President John Adams, of Revolution­
ary fame. He was horn near Boston 
in 1803 and went out to Ohio with his 
parents in 1814.
The lirst Mrs. Tabor, the divorced 
wife of the Colorado ex-Senator, is liv­
ing quietly in Denver and is worth 
nearly a million. She is a shrewd busi­
ness woman and makesjnoney specu­
lating in stocks and mines.
Whitelaw Reid, Benjamin Harrison 
and Calvin S. Brice, the new patty 
leader and millionaire, are all gradua­
tes of Miami University, at Oxford, O., 
and were students within a few years 
of each other—graduating between ’52 
and 1850.
Mrs. Garfield has an income ot $15,- 
000, $5,000 of which conies from the 
Government in the shape of a pension. 
Gen. Garfield’s estate netted the widow 
about $45,000, and in addition she re 
ceived $25,000 life insurance. Congress 
gave her $4,(XX), and the popular sub­
scription raised just after Garfield's 
death amounted to $312,000.
In a recent French murder trial the 
hones of the .murdered man were 
brought into court aud placed before 
the accused. The man turned pale 
hut over the relics reiterated his pro­
testation of innocence; nevertheless 
he was convicted.
Yachting Party Devoured By Sharks
Pall Mall Gazette.]
A yachting catastrophe is reported 
advices just to hand from Por 
Phillip Bay, Australia, the whole of ; 
yachting party with hut one exception 
being, it is believed, devoured by 
sharks. It seems that four young men 
well-known residents of Port NIel 
bourne, left in the cutter yacht Cutty 
Sark for a week’s shooting and fishing 
on the Warrahee River. Three day 
music afterward the body of one of the party, 
Frederick Faulkner, was found on the 
beach at Point Cook. A further search 
resulted in the finding of the yacht 
sunk oil' Point Cook. It was subse­
quently raised. The large mainsail 
and jib were fully set and the halyards 
made fast. The yacht was found to he 
stoved in on the quarter, evidently 
from striking the rocky bottom. The 
names of the other three men were 
Alfred J. Faulkner, brother of Freder­
ick, Claude Hadley and William Grun­
dy. Nothing could he seen of the 
bodies by those who raised the yacht, 
hut several sharks were observed hov­
ering around. It was the belief 
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A Mother’s Horrible Crime.
Pittsburgh, Pa., June 21.—Josephine 
Mark thirty years old, of Allegheny, 
borrowed a quarter from her husband 
yesterday morning, went to a drug 
store and purchased arsenic for poison­
ing rats, then went home and put the 
poison in some sweet milk and gave it 
to each of her three children. She 
herself took a drink of the milk and 
offered a glass of it to her husband. 
Before he cuu’d drink it, little Ella, 
twenty six months old, was attacked 
with convulsions and died almost im­
mediately, and the mother and Mary, 
seven-years-old, expired before help 
came; the third child also went 
into convulsions, hut there are hopes 
ot saving its life. No cause he assigned 
as the couple lived happily and were 
playing with the children before the 
act. They lived with Mrs. Mark’s aged 
father and mother, who are crazed with 
grief. Mark was so excited he had to 
he restrained.
Baltimore & Ohio Excursions.
’ Gettysburg Re-uhion. Round trip 
tickets will he sold from June 28th to 
July^d, going; good for return passage 
to July Oth, at<l)e low rate of one fare 
for the round trip. Tickets via B. & O. 
are good via Washington and Balti­
more.
National Educational Association, at 
San Francisco, CaL liouud .trip tick­
ets will he sold from June 13th to July 
12th; good for going passage thirty 
days from days of sale; good for return 
passage within ninety days from date 
of sale. Stop-Over will he Allowed 
within limit of ticket in either direc­
tion, at the low rate of $82 25 from Mt. 
Vernon, Ohio.
Excursion rates for Fourth [of July 
to and from all stations at one fare for 
tli£ round trip. Tickets will he sold 
July 3d and 4tb, good for return pas-
ige July 7th, inclusive.
National Encampment of the Grand 
Vrmy of the Reptiblic, at Columbus. 
Ohio, September 10th to 14th. Round 
trip tickets will he sold September 8th, 
3th, 10th, 11th and 12th, good for return 
passage to September 19th, at the low 
ite of one cent per mile. Parties 
from a distance by depositing their 
tickets with the Joint Agency, can have 
limit for return passage extended thirty
lays.
Ohio State Teachers’ Association, at 
Sandusky, Ohio, June 25th to 30th. 
Round trip tickets will he sold June 
25th and 20th, good for return passage 
to June .‘40th, at one fare Tor the round 
trip.
Laying of the»eorner stone of the 
new Soldiers’ Home, at Sandusky,Ohio, 
July lltli; good returning July 14th. 
Round trip excursion tickets at special 
low rates. B. O. has its track laid to 
the Home grounds; excursion parties 
ill he landed at the Home on day the
Corner Stone is laid.
National Convention of Democratic 
Clubs at Baltimore, Md., July 4th. 
Round trip tickets will he sold June 
30th and July 1st, 2d and 3d, good for a 
eturn passage at a rate of one fare for 
the round trip. ..
Roman Catholic Union of the Knights 
of St. John, at Louisville, Ky. Round 
trip tickets will he sold June 23d, 24th, 
")th and 2Gth, good for return passage 
to June 27th, at 'ft rate of one fare for 
the round trip.'
Young People’s Society of Christian 
Endeavor of America, at Chicago.:— 
Round trip tickets will he sold July 4th 
nd 5th, good lor return passage to 
uly 9th, at a rate of one fare for the
round trip.
Tourists tickets are now on sale to 
Colorado, Utah, Iaaho, Wy omitig, Cali­
fornia, Oregon, Alaska, Deer Park, Oak­
land and the numerous summer resorts.
For further information, address W. 
E. Reppert, Division Passenger Agent, 
B. A O., Columbus. Ohio.
, A Common-Sense Remedy.
In the matter of curatives what ) 
want is something that will do its work 
while you do yours—a remedy that 
will give you no interference nor inter 
fere with your business. Such a remedy 
is Allcock’s Porous Plasters. These 
plasters are purely vegetable and ahso 
lutely harmless. They require no 
change of diet, and are not affected by 
wet or cold. Their action does not in 
terfere with labor or business; you can 
toil and yet be cured while hard at 
work. They are so pure that the 
youngest, the oldest, the most delicate 
person of either sex can use them with 
great benefit.
Beware of imitations, and do not he 
deceived by misrepresentation.
Ask for Allcock’s and let no explana 
tion or solicitation induce you to a< 
cept a substitute.
- e —11 - - -
At the shops of the ‘ Pennsylvani 
Railroad Company in Altoona the 
the building of a complete locomotive 
ready for use upon the road, was ac 
complished in sixteen hours and fifty 
five minutes. This is reported to he 
the best, time on record, heating tin 
Baldwin works, which carried the lion 
ors, by seven hours and five minutes.
The bandanna' has been making 
great rechrd of late. “The Bandanna 
Baseball Club” is in active existence 
the “Bandanna Loan and Saving Com 
pany,” with a capital of $100.(lK), has 
been organized in Cincinnati, O., while 
the “Bandanna” cigar will soon he 
placed upon the market. And the 
campaign hits only just begun!
Over fourteen pounds of ambergris 
were found floating in the surf at Mar 
hlehead Neck, Mass., Friday. At first 
the fortunate finder was ignorant 
the substance’s identity, hut lie made 
an analysis, which showed it to be 
genuine ambergris. It is worth at tin 
present market quotation about $3,000
Vigor and Vitallity
Are quickly given to every part of the 
body by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. That 
tired feeling is entirely overcome! The 
blood purified, enriched, and vitalized 
and carries health instead of disease to 
every organ, the stomach is toned and 
strengthed’, the appetite restored. The 
kidneys and liver are roused and in 
vigorated. The brain is refreshed, the 
mind made clear and ready for work 
Try it.
IOO Doses
One Dollar. Hood’s SarsnparWla Is the only 
medicine ol which this can be truly said; 
and it is an unanswerable argument as to 
the strength and positive economy of this 
great medicine. Hood's Sarsaparilla is made 
of roots, herbs, barks, etc., long and favorably 
known for their power in purifying the blood; 
and in combination, proportion, and process, 
Hood's Sarsaparilla is peculiar to it»clf.
"For economy and comfort we use Hood's 
Sarsaparilla.” Mas. C. Brewsteii, Buffalo.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla takes Ices lime and 
quantity to show its effect than any other 
preparation 1 ever heard of. I would not be 
without it in the house." Mrs. C. A. M.
Hurraed, North Chill, N. Y. 100 Donee
One Dollar
Hood's Sarsaparilla cures scrofula, salt 
rheum, all humors, bolls, pimples, general de­
bility, dyspepsia, biliousness, sick headache, 
catarrh, rheumatism, kidney and liver com­
plaints, and all affections caused by Impure 
blood or low condition of the system. Try It.
“ I was severely afflicted with scrofula, and 
for over a year had two running sores on my 
neck. 1 took five bottles of Hood’s Sarsapa, 
rilla, and consider myself entirely cured.”
C. E. Lovejoy, Lowell, Mass.
‘‘Hood's Sarsaparilla did mo an immens 
amount of good. My whole system has been 
built up and strengthened, my digestion im­
proved, and my head relieved of the bad feel­
ing. I consider it the best medicine I have 
ever used, and should not know how to do 
without it.” Mary L. Pekle, Salem, Mass.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. ?l; 6ix for $3. Made 
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass
IOO Doses Ono Dollar.
Mrs. Esther Locke, who died at New 
Brighton, S. I., last week, was the wi­
dow of Richard Adams Locke, who in 
1835 startled the country by a literary 
feat, which was afterward known as the 
‘Moon Hoax.” The article in question 
announced the discovery by Ilerschel 
that the moon was inliahiatcd ftnd gave 
lenghty description of the people, 
vegetation nnd architecture. The
lory made Locke famous.
The American work of fiction that 
has had the greatest sale is Mrs. Stowe’s 
‘Unde Tom's Cabin.” Next to it 
omes “The Lamplighter,” a Boston 
school teachers work, that has been 
through 200 editions of 1,000 copies 
each. The third hook on the list of 
successes is Halherton's “Helen’s Ba­
bies .”
Don’t Whip a Sick Horse,—(M. P.)
Nor take Cathartic Pills when your 
bowels or liver are sluggish. They are 
whips. But try—once at least—Miles* 
Nerve and Liver Pills. They act 
through the nerves. Samples free, at 
Green’s Drug Store. *3
The presentation of a hill for $14,- 
830 by the physician who attended the 
late William A. Wheeler, the ex-vice 
President, makes the executor of Mr. 
Wheeler’s estate pause, The doctor’s 
name is Theodore Gay, and there is 
going to he a lawsuit over his claim.
Cope Whitehouse, son of the late 
bishop of Illinois, has been made a 
commander of the order of the Os- 
manieh by the Khedive of Egypt, as a 
recognition of his services to the coun­
try by showing the practicability of 
the use of ,the Fayoum basin and res­
ervoir for the surplus waters of the 
Nile and as a means of adding largely 
to the cultivable area of the delta.
An Invarible Sign.
Swelling of the atikles or feet when 
not due to rheumatism, Prof. DeCosta 
says, is always paused by a weak or 
diseased heart. So is shortness of 
speech, pain or uneasiness when lying 
on the left side, smothering spells. 
The only cure is Dr. Miles’ New Cure. 
Sold at Green’s Drug Store. 3^|
The 1’rinccof Wales has invented a 
velvet dress coat. This revolution in 
war paint has been .aecoipplished by 
degrees. The Prince Began by appear­
ing at certain fashionable “at homes” 
in a velvet lounge coat, and that gar­
ment has gone through a progress of 
sartorical evolution, and is now bf the 
correct orthodox claw hammer shape.
Congressman Breckinridge, of Ken­
tucky, who is noted for his eloquence 
as an orator, says that his favorite 
hooks arc the ljihle, Shakespeare and 
“Dou Quixote.” It is his custom be­
fore making a speech to read a chapter 
in the Bible, and he usually chooses 
the hook of Isaiah.
A well is being bored at the Union 
depot nt New Lexington. It is down 
52 feet and the borings that come up 
are of considerable interest. Pieces of 
coal, Wood, beech, oak and other leaves 
hate been found at a depth of 50 feet. 
The leaves are very perfect ami can he 
easily and readily distinguished.
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For Secretary of State, 
BOSTON G. YOUNG, of Marion.
For Supreme Judge.
L. R. CRITCHFIELD, of Holmes. 
For Member Board of Public Works, 
JAMES EMMITT, of Pike.
The year 1888 will witness the end of 
the Republican party.
C. and T.—The Champion Ticket— 
Cleveland and Thurman.
The Republican Platform declares 
for a one cent postage law. This is 
cheap demogogery. Whenever a one 
cent postage system can be made self- 
sustaining, it will be brought about as a 
non-political measure. That time has 
not yet arrived. Cheap postage at 
at present would only benefit wealthy’ 
firms and great corporations, who car­
ry on a large correspondence, and not 
the toiling masses. The deficiency in 
meeting the expenses of the Post-of­
fice Department under a one cent post­
age law, would have to be met by a di­
rect draft upon the Treasury, to be paid
out of the pockets of the people.
—-------- -------------
Levi P. Morton has never been a 
popular man, even in the Republican 
party, as is well-known in New York. 
He has been a chronic office-seeker, 
but never bad any influence as a party 
leader. It was his great wealth that 
secured for him the nomination for 
Vice President, under the belief that 
he would shell out liberally. He will 
get no Democratic vdtes in New York, 
and as he is unpopular with the rank 
and file of the Republican party, In's 
his nomination will prove an unfortu­
nate one for those who brought it about.
Tile Lob Amy liter.
C U d
Grandson Harrison, of Indi­
ana, and Money-Bags 
Morton, of lew 
York,
Will Lead the G. 0. P. to 
Certain Defeat in No­
vember.
A Weak Ticket, But They 
Couldn’t Do Any Better.
lowerCleveland, Thurman and 
taxes. In koc signo rinces.
Down with war taxes, and down with 
the party that wishes to keep them up.
There were thirteen deaths in New 
York, Sunday, caused by the excessive 
heat.
Blaine demanded the deleat of Sher­
man, and his friends complied with his 
wishes.
The Chicago platform may be stated 
in five words: “dear clothes and cheap 
whisky.”
Sherman is pleased because no other 
Ohio man was more fortunate than 
himself.
A dozen or more “favorite sons” 
were packed in ice and sent home from 
Chicago.
Gen. Sheridan is still improving, and 
he will probably be removed to the sea­
shore soon.
Harrison couldn’t carry Indiana in 
1876, and lie certainly cannot carry
it in 1888. __
Sherman didn’t win, but be succeed­
ed in downing Blaine, not for four 
years, but forever.
The Democrats are well satisfied with 
the Chicago ticket. They think it is a 
good one—to beat.
Foraker played a hold and desperate 
game at Chicago, but he exposed his 
hand and was euchered.
If Alger had put his bar’l on tap two 
months earlier there would have been 
a different result at Chicago.
If there was any enthusiasm in Mt 
Vernon over the Chicago nominations, 
it was not visible to the naked eye.
“A great man’s small grandson and 
a notorious boodler,” is the way the 
Plain Dealer introduces the Chicago 
nominees.
The so-called Republican victory in 
Oregon was no victory at all,and the 
latest returns show that the result was 
very close.
He is the grand-son of his grand­
father, and that is about all that can be 
said of (he Republican nominee for 
President.
The Republicans in their Chicago 
platform out Ananiased Ananias. That 
is the way the Cleveland Plain Dealer 
expresses it.
Ben Harrison’s chance of being 
struck by ligbtningis about as good as 
his chance of being elected President 
in November.
Levi P. Morton is a rich New York 
hanker, a representative of trusts and 
monopolies, and that is about all that 
can be said of him.
Sherman had a private wire from 
Chicago to his office in Washington, 
but the ticks brought no cheering notes 
to his troubled soul.
When Sherman was defeated and 
Harrison nominated, the Republicans 
hereabouts “grinned horribly a ghastly 
smile.”
------ - —♦—............
McKinley was a bigger man at Chi­
cago than Foraker, and he didn’t make 
one-tenth the efforts to “show off” that 
“Little Breeches” did.
I:; the eighth or final ballot, in tbe 
the Chicago Convention, Harrison re­
ceived votes in every delegation except 
Arkansas and Michigan.--- •— ----- -
Moses never made such a mistake as 
Boh Ingersoll did at Chicago when he 
undertook to boom Gresham. It was 
political death to poor Gresh.
The new Emperor of Germany says 
he will have peace in Europe if he has 
to fight for it. He also declares hits 
purpose to crush out socialism.
V. desperate effort was made at Chi­
cago to work up a boom for Chauncey 
M. Depew, the great Railroad magnate 
of New York, and at one time it looked 
as though it was going to be successful. 
The delegates from the Western agri­
cultural States, however, could not be 
coaxed or driven into the movement, 
and they gave Mr. Depew very plainly 
to understand that if he secured the 
nomination, the Grangers of the West 
would not support him under any cir­
cumstances. It was then that Mr. De­
pew concluded that lie was not wanted 
any longer and retired from the track.
The Republican Platform contains 
the same old “chestnut” about “stamp­
ing out polygamy” that has been re­
iterated by that party for over a quarter 
of a century. “Talk is cheap.” During 
all the long years that the Republican 
party has been in power, what has it 
done towards “stamping out polyga-, 
my?” Absolutely nothing. More has 
been accomplished by the Democratic 
party in the few years it has been in 
power towards the suppression of the 
“twin relic of barbarism,” than by the 
Republican party during the entire
period of its existence.------------•------------
The Republicans at Chicago had a 
bitter tight over the adoption of a Pro­
hibition plank in their platform. The 
Anti-Saloon element labored earnestly 
to carry their point, but they were over­
powered, and the subject was entirely 
ignored. This is not surprisingly, con­
sidering the oceans of liquor that “went 
down the red lane” in Chicago. The 
Republicans, for political effect, can 
talk Prohibition long and loud, but 
after all they drink their full share of 
the whisky that is manufactured in 
this country.
Placing Col. Conger of Akron on the 
Republican National Committee for 
another year, in opposition of the loud 
and earnest protest of the leading Re 
publicans has created much ill-feeling 
in Northern Olffo, and will greatly 
weaken the Republican party. The 
Akron Beacon, the old and faithful Re­
publican organ in Summit county, is 
very emphatic in its denunciation of 
this honor bestowed upon a man it 
styles a bolter and disorganizer. 
Troubles seem to beset the G. O. P. on 
every side.
Gov. Foraker is happy. He got 
into a lively row yesterday and had a 
lot of fun denouncing persons and 
things. As the great American de­
nouncer Gov. Foraker is a glorious 
success—Chicago Herald.
The Governor will have all the fun 
he wants with his party associates be­
fore he gets through. There will be a 
fine assortment of concealed knives 
brought home to use on Foraker in the 
future.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Mr. Estee, of California, the chair­
man of the Republican National Con­
vention, made the wise remark that 
there would be no surplus in the treas­
ury if it were spent. Exactly so; and 
that is just what the Republican party 
wishes to do—doubly tax the people; 
and spend the surplus in extravagant 
appropriations, for the benefit of mo­
nopolists, so that the present high war 
tax may he kept up forever.
The New York Sun says: The Re­
publicans cannot obtain a monopoly of 
the American flag in the Presidential 
campaign. The Democrats will carry 
it higher and further, and longer and 
more enthusiastically, and not less pa­
triotically than they can. It cannot 
be made the emblem of a party. It is 
the flag of the whole American people. 
And long may it wave o’er the land of 
the free.
The Republican Platform means high 
war taxes on the necessaries of life, bnt 
cheap whisky and a free chaw of to­
bacco for the poor workingman.
In Chicago the cry was “Blaine or 
Bust.” The “Bust” came after a six 
days’ contest such as was never before 
witnessed in a civilized country.
The New York TFor/d says: Gov. 
Foraker sustained himself very ably in 
Chicago as the “Raw-head and Bloody- 
bones” of the Republican party.
Harrison’s record on the Chinese 
question will lose him the vote of all 
the Pacific States, so says Mr. DeYoung, 
the Republican leader in California.
The Ohio delegation stuck to John 
Sherman on every ballot except the 
final one, when J. B. Lucky, of Toledo, 
bolted and cast his vote for Harrison.
A flash of lightning on Saturday 
destroyed two six-thousand-barrel oil 
tanks, at Findlay, belong to tbe Lake 
Erie Oil Company. Loss.about $10,0(X).
Bolt Kennedy has been saying some 
mean things about Judge Thurman. 
So much the better. No honest Demo­
crat would desire the praise of such a 
man.
The effort of Billy Mahone to “tote” 
Sherman through at Chicago was a 
signal failure. The little Virginia 
demagogue is a played out political 
trickster.
Sherman is the ablest and brainiest 
man in tbe the Republican ranks to­
day, hut he has been slaughtered by 
false friends and open enemieq of bis 
own party.
Steve Elkins, Tom Platt and Powell 
Clayton were the Blaine managers and 
boomers at Chicago. They swore that 
Sherman should not be nominated, and 
they were successful.
The New York Graphic says: The 
Democratic party is this year a fight­
ing party. It has the prestige of vic­
tory and the confidence that attends 
wise an able leadership. It knows 
what it is going to say and how -it is 
going to act. It had the first National 
convention and made the chief issue of 
the campaign. Its glove is within the 
ring before its opponent has bared the 
hand.
From the Democratic National plat­
form: It has reversed the improvident 
and unwilling policy of the Republican 
party touching the public domain, and 
has reclaimed from corporations and 
syndicates, alien and domestic, and re­
stored to the people nearly 100,000,000 
of acres of valuable land, to be sacred­
ly held as homesteads for our citizens.
The "Southern Bourbons” and “ Re­
bel Brigadiers,” notably Repudiator 
Mahone and Hotspur Wise, cut an ex­
tensive figure in the Chicago Conven­
tion. If the disgraceful scenes enacted 
between these fellows had taken place 
at the St. Louis Convention, oh, Jerusa­
lem! what a hideous howl the Republi­
can papers would raise.
The Harrisburg Patriot says: Thur­
ston, temporary President of the Re­
publican convention, declared James 
G. Blaine to be the “uncrowned king” 
of the Republican party. Exactly so. 
The Republican party, as the disciples 
of Alexander Hamilton, are ready for 
a king. But it will be a long time be­
fore they crown him.
Mu. Blaine received the news of 
Harrison’s nomination, while examin­
ing an old ruined palace at Linlithgow, 
Scotland, where Queen Mary was born, 
while he was escorting Mrs. Carnegie 
among the curiosities of the place. 
Total indifference was written on every 
muscle of his face. He didn’t even 
smole a smile. .
The newspaper correspondents who 
have been following the Blaine-Carnegie 
show in Scotland, asserted that Blaine 
had no direct information from the 
Chicago Convention; while the news­
paper correspondents in Chicago de­
clared that his friends kept up a tele­
graphic correspondence with him daily.
There never was a National Conven­
tion of any kind held in this country 
where there was such an intensely bit­
ter feeling exhibited among the friends 
of the rival candidates, as was mani­
fested at Chicago last week. Jealousies, 
bickerings, personal abuse and even 
pugilistic encounters, were marked fea­
tures of tliis conclave of “all the de­
cency and all the morality” party. The 
leaders in the Ohio delegation at one 
time were on the very verge of an open 
rupture if not a personal conflict. Gov. 
Foraker for several days kept away 
from the Sherman headquarters, and 
opened headquarters of his own, and 
privately received delegations from 
other States, which gave rise to a report 
that he was secretly devising a scheme 
to betray Sherman. When Foraker 
was advised of the feeling in the Ohio 
delegation towards him he became 
violently angry and abusive, and it 
looked if he would eat somebody alive. 
If it had not been for the interference 
of mutual friends, it is probable a fight 
would have taken place between him 
and Ben Butterworth. Foraker made 
a speech in his own vindication, in the 
Sherman headquarters, which proved 
satisfactory, and subsequently, when he 
seconded the nomination of Sherman, 
he made himself the hero of the dele­
gation.
The tight in the Virginia delegation, 
which the police had to be called upon 
to stop, and the encounter between 
Blaine and Gresham Clubs at the Grand 
Pacific Hotel, are described on the first 
page of this week’s Banner.
The real business of the Convention 
did not commence before Thursday 
morning, when the Platform was re­
ported and adopted, and the speeches 
nominating the baker’s dozen of candi­
dates commenced, which occupied 
most of the day. We deem it unneces­
sary to enter into any details in regard 
to this uninteresting explosion of words 
We may say, however, that the name 
of John Sherman was presented by 
Gen. Daniel B. Hastings, of Pennsylva­
nia, in a very able speech, and was 
seconded by Gov. Foraker, in “the ablest 
effort of life.” This speech of Foraker 
like that of Garfield in Sherman’s be­
half at Chicago in 1880, while it was 
master-piece of eulogistic word-paint­
ing in favor of Sherman, was the 
studied performance of an actor, who 
sought to make himself the hero of 
the drama. And we must say that 
Foraker gained his point.
We may here remark that while the 
committee on credentials reported in 
favor of seating the Mahone delegation 
from Virginia (which was considered a 
point in Sherman’s favor,) an appeal 
was taken to the Convention, and the 
minority report, in favor of the Wise 
or anti-Sherman delegates, was adopted 
by a large majority. This was a black 
eye for Mahone and Sherman, as it 
clearly indicated that Sherman’s friends 
were in the minority in the Convention
On Friday, the balloting commenced 
Upon tbe call of the States, they re 
sponded as follows:
Alabama—Alger 1, Depew 1, Harrison 1 
Sherman 12.
Arkansas—Ingalls 10, Harrison 8,Gresham
1, Sherman 2.
CalifomiaCasts 10 votes for Blaine. [Great
cheering.]
Colorado—Allison 1, Gresham 3, Harrison2
Connecticut—Ilawley 12.
Delaware—Harrison 6.
Florida—Fitler 3, Harrison 1, Sherman
Georgia—Gresham 1, Harrison 2, Sherman 
19. Lincoln 1.
Illinois casts 44 votes for Gresham.
Indiana—Gresham 1, Harrison 29.
Iowa—Allison 20.
Kansas—Ingalls 17, Blaine 1.
Kentucky—Alger 4, Depew 1, Harrison 4 
Gresham 5, Sherman 12.
Louisiana—Sherman 8, Gresham 5, Alii 
son 2, Alger 2, Depew 1, Harrison 1.
Maine—Gresham 1, Sherman 1, Alger 
Harrison 2, Depew 3, Allison 2.
Maryland—Depew 1, Sherman 5, Allison
2, Harrison 5, Gresham 1, Blaine 2.
Massachusetts—Depew 1, Blaine 2, Allison
2, Gresham 2, Harrison 4, Alger 6, Sherman 9
Michigan—Solid for Alger and casts 26
votes.
Minnesota—Alger 1, Depew 2. Gresham 11
Mississippi—Depew 2, Gresham 3, Sher 
man 14.
Missouri—Sherman G, Alger 6, Harrison 3, 
Gresham 11, Allison 3, Blaine 1, Depew 2.
New York—Depew 71, Blaine 1.
Nevada—Allison 3, Alger 3.
Nebraska—Allison 3, Sherman 3, Alger 3 
Gresham 1, Rttsk 1.
Ohio—Sherman 46 solid votes.
North Carolina—Harrison 1, Depew 1 
Blaine 1, Alger 2, Sherman 15. Gresham 2.
New Hampshire—Harrison 4, Depew 4.
New Jersey—Phelps 18.
Oregon—Gresham 3, Harrison 1, Blaine 1
Pennsylvania—Blaine 1, Alger J, Phelps
3, Depew 8, Fitler 16, Sherman 31.
Rhode Island—Allison 8.
South Carolina—Ingalls 1, Fitler 1, Depew
1, Alger 3, Sherman 11.
Tennessee—Allison I, Harrison 1, Depew
2, Blaine 5, Sherman 7, Alger 9.
Texas—Gresham 5, Sherman 7, Harrison
1, Alger 3, Allison 7, McKinley 2, Blaine 1 
Phelps 1.
Vermont—Harrison 8. >
Virginia—Alger 3, Allison 3, Gresham 1 
Harrison 4, Rusk 1, Sherman 11.
West Virginia—Alger 1, Blaine 2, Gresh 
am 2, Harrison 2, Sherman 5
Wisconsin—Rusk 22.
Arizona—Alger 2.
Dakota—Allison 1, Rusk 1, ^Gresham 1 
Harrison I, Sherman 1, Alger 1, Fitler 1 
Depew 2, Phelps 1.
District of Columbia—Blaine 2.
Montana— Gresham 1, Allison 1.
Idaho—Allison 1, Gresham 1.
New Mexico—Alger 1, $herman 1.
Utah—Allison 2.
The result of the first ballot as a: 
















The result was received with no sign 
from the Convention as to what im­
pression had been made.
Before the second ballot was taken 
Mr. Smith, of Pennsylvania, withdrew' 
the name of Edwin Fitler, of that 
State, who is Mayor of Philadelphia.
On the second ballot, 53 of the Penn­
sylvania delegation voted for Mr. Sher­
man, but he lost 33 votes in other 


















Alger........ ....... .................... ............ 122“








McKinlev...................   8
Miller....'.............  2
The Convention then took a recess 
until 7 o’clock in the evening.
After the result of the third ballot 
became known, doubt and uncertainty 
reigned supreme. Sherman’s friends 
were terribly disappointed when they 
found that his vote was falling off in­
stead of increasing; and a feeling pre­
vailed all ovei the Convention that 
nothing was to be gained by another 
ballot, and an adjournment took place 
until Saturday morning, by a vote of 
535 to 282.
Just as the Convention adjourned, 
however, there was a loud call for 
Pagan Bob Ingersoll, when that gentle­
man made his appearance, and amidst 
cheers and hisses, delivered a llaming 
speech in opposition to Blaine and in 
favor of Gresham. The noise and con­
fusion were so great that the Pagan was 
compelled to shut up. It is believed, 
however, that he did Gresham more 
harm than good.
Saturday opened the fifth day of the 
Convention, but the delegates, tired 
and disgusted, were dilatory in coming 
together, remaining in their headquar­
ters endeavoring to effect compromised 
and combinations, all of which were 
ineffectual. Sherman’s friends tailed 
to receive any new’ recruits, and were 
gloomy and angry, and more especially 
when they discovered that the colored 
delegates from the South, upon whose 
fidelity they had relied, were deserting 
them, having got a sight of Alger’s 
bar’l. They found, also, that the Penn­
sylvania delegates were wavering, and 
that the New York contingent, after 
Depew’ had withdrawn, went almost in 
solid body for Gen. Harrison, of In­
diana. This change was greeted with
cheers and hisses from the galleries.
The fourth ballot on Saturday morn­












It will be noticed that McKinley on 
this ballot received 11 votes and Lin­
coln, Douglass and Foraker each one 
vote. McKinley arose and declared 
that he was not a candidate, and re­
quested and demanded that no votes 
would be cast for him, as he did not 
wish to be unfaithful to John Sherman.




Gresham.....................................   37
Blaine.............................................. 43
McKinley......................................... 14
Allison...........................................   99
Alger................................................. 142
After this ballot was taken, ex-Gov. 
Foster, of Ohio, moved to adjourn un­
til 4 o’clock in the afternoon, which 
prevailed by a large majority. At the 
afternoon session, however, nothing 
was accomplished, and the Convention, 
by a vote of 496 to 322 adjourned until 
*11 o’clock Monday morning.
It was at once proclaimed that this 
adjournment was in the interest of 
James G. Blaine, and was brought 
about by his friends, who seem to have 
directed every movement in the Con­
vention from the beginning.
of New York, Wm. Walter Phelps, o1 
New Jersey, and Gen. Hawley, of Con­
necticut, the man with the biggest pile 
of money, Levi P. Morton, of course, 
carried off the “prize.”
And thus the wrork of the greatest 
circus and menagerie ever witnessed 
in the world, was brought to a close to 
the great relief, but fitter disappaint- 
ment of the great mass of the Republi­
can party.
This ticket has not a ghost of a chance 
to win, and the Republicans know it.
“In Memory of James M. Comly,”
Is the title of a small volume of 81 
pages, handsomely printed and neatly 
bound, issued for private circulation by 
the friends and family of the late Gen. 
James M. Comly. The volume contains 
a Biographical Sketch of the deceased 
journalist, a Tribute to his Character 
from the pen of his son, Guy S. Comly, 
Addresses before the Society of the 
Army of the Cumberland, Extracts 
from Gen. Comly’s Writings, Comments 
by the Press on bis Death, Letters of 
Friends, Resolutions, Ac. Gen. Comly 
was for many years the able editor of 
the Ohio Stale Journal, was a distin- 
tinguished soldier in the late civil war, 
and subsequently, for five years, was 
United States Minister Resident at 
Honolula, a position he filled with 
marked ability. Returning ffome he 
took up his residence in Toledo, be­
coming editor of the Commercial news­
paper, and continued in that capacity 
until he died. Among the editorial 
fraternity, Gen. Comly had hosts of 
warmly attached friends in all parties, 
the writer of this being among the 
number. He was an amiable, kind- 
hearted, true and sincere man, and 
“None knew him but to love him, 
None named him but to praise.”
Mrs. Cleveland.
The Boise City Statesman (Rep.) says:
‘Mrs. Cleveland is the wisest and 
shrewdest lady who has occupied the 
White House for years and years.”
A correspondent of the New Orleans 
Picayune, who called on Mrs. Cleveland 
few days ago, says: “After a half 
hour passed in her company one 
ceases to wonder at the extraordinary 
popularity to which she has attained. 
Her manner is charming in its sim­
plicity—destitute of any show of as­
sumption or affectation,with still a trace 
of girlish naivete about it and united 
to becoming dignity of bearing and vi­
vacity of expression.”
Ben. Harrison, the Republican 
nominee for President, recently wrote 
a letter to a personal friend in Helena, 
Montana, in which he made the dis­
tinct and emphatic statement that he 
was a candidate for President as long 
as he had a chance in the convention. 
He would not, he said, consent to ac­
cept second place on the ticket under 
any contingency, and if he found he 
could not get the first place he would 
throw his strength to the candidate 
who would agree to allow him the 
privilege of choosing the place in the 
Cabinet he desired.
What Ingalls Said of the Candi­
dates, Including Harrison.
Chicago, June 23.—The Daily News, 
prints the following letter from Senator 
John J. Ingalls, received by a meifiber 
cf the Kansas delegation in the‘Re­
publican conventlom
Vice President’s*Chamber, 1 
Washinton, June 19. J
Yours of 13th at hand. It does not 
make much difference who is nomi­
nated, in my judgment. The candi­
dates will cut but a small figure in the 
fight. We can elect anybody, or we 
shall fail. The least conspicuous and 
the least complicated man will be the 
best—somebody like Hayes in 1876. 
Among all the men named there is not 
one “leader.” No one whose personal' 
or historical relations to the people 
would make a difference of 1,000 votes 
in the canvass. Sherman, Allison, 
Harrison, and others have records that 
would be weak on the tariff, the cur­
rency, the Chinese question, etc., De­
pew’s connection with railroads and 
corporations would be a heavy load, es­
pecially in the agricultural States. We 
might as well nominate Gould or Van­
derbilt at once. My impression is that 
Alger or Gresham come nearer filling the 
bill than any of the others, with some 
fellow like Phelps of New’ Jersey, who 
could reach the conservative forces of 
the east and get/contributions from the 
manufacturers and Wall street. But 
you can judge much better than I what 
is best, after consulting with the dele­
gates.
I have the use of the wires during the 
convention, by the courtesy of the com­
pany, and you can therefore telegraph 
me fully at all time6 if anything of in­
terest transpires.
Truly yours, John J. Ingalls.
The following from the Washington 
Critic, pretty accurately described the 
recommendations of the various can- 
dates at Chicago:
I’ve got a barrel—Alger.
I’ve got a record—Sherman.
I’ve got a grandfather—Harrison.
I’ve got a tongne—Ingalls.
I’ve got a State—Allison.
I’ve got a backset—Gresham..
I’ve got a bloody jehirt—Foraker.
I’ve got a chance—MeKinley.
I’ve got a party by the tail—Blaine.
Any crooked type will represent the 
Republicans' devious path. Since these 
combinations are fashionable, what’s 
the matter with this:








The New York Sun and the Cincin­
nati Enquirer are now red-hot for 
Cleveland and Thurman, but no one 
knoweth where they will be found be­








ROGERS & BROS. SPOONS.
KNIVES AND FORKS.
Do not buy Imitation of Superior 
Goods, when you can GET THE GEN­
UINE at prices we will make. No 
charge for engraving.
LEGAL NOTICE.
IN PURSUANCE of an order of the Pro­bate Court of Knox county, Ohio, the 
undersigned will offer at public auction on ,
SATURDAY, JULY 28th, 1888,
At two o'clock, p. 41 . upon the premises, 
the following described real estate, situate in 
the county of Knox and State of Ohio:
In the 1st Quarter of the 6th Township 
and 12th Range, U. S M. lands, and being a 
certain tract or parcel of land lying on Wig­
gins street in Gambier, Knox county, Ohio, 
as extended East on the Millwood road:
Commencing at the South-west corner of 
a lot owned and heretofore owned by 
Michael Lyon, being part of an out-lot on 
tbe East side of tbe town of Gambier, and 
being the same property sold to George W. 
Pearce by R. S. French and wife: thence 
North along the West line of said Michael 
Lion’s lot, 13 rods: thence West to the 
corner of a lot owned by Joseph Brown; 
thence South along the East line of said 
Brown’s lot until it intersects the North side 
of Wiggins street as extended East; thence 
along the North side of said street East un­
til the place of beginning; estimated to 
contain one-third (J) of an acre. 
APPRAISED AT—$533 33*.
TERMS OF SALE: One-third cash in hand 
on day of sale; one-third in one and one- 
third in two years from day of sale; deferred 
payments to be secured by mortgage on the 
premises sold, and to bear 6 per cent, inter­
est from the day of sale.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 
of the County Infirmary of Knox Co., O.





PARASOLS, WHITE GOODS, LACES, GLOVES,
MITTS, EMBROIDERIES, HOSIERY, &c.
<HT FOlt BAKU A INS.




The Democratic National Committee, 
headed by Gen. Patrick A. Collins, of 
Boston, on Tuesday, notified President 
Cleveland of his unanimous re-nom­
ination as the Democratic standard- 
bearer for President; and to-day (Thurs­
day) Judge Thurman will be notified of 
bis nomination for Vice President.
A Conference Committee, appointed 
by the friends of the prominent candi 
dates, was held on Saturday, the object 
being to agree upon a candidate, if 
possible, who could carry a majority of 
the Convention, and thus secure the 
nomination. Ex-Gov. Foster and Hon. 
Ben Butterworth, represented Ohio on 
the committee. It was decided, by a 
large majority, that Sherman was out 
of the fight, but Foster and Butter­
worth would not agree to this propo­
sition. Mr. DeYoung, of California, 
declared that the Pacific States would 
not vote for either Harrison or Allison 
on account of their position on the 
Chinese question. This statement pro­
duced a profound sensation. He fur­
thermore declared that Blaine is the 
only Republican who can carry Califor 
fornia and tbe other Pacific States. It 
is believed that this statement laid both 
Harrison and Allison on the shelf.
This game of bluff on the part of 
Blaine’s well-drilled generals, seems 
to have carried consternation to the 
hearts of the friends of all the promi 
nent candidates.
SE( OXII WEBK.
The Convention met on Monday pur­
suant to adjournment.
The movement to nominate Blaine 
by acclamation was nipped in the bud 
by tbe receipt of the following dispatch 
from that gentleman sent from Edin­
burg, Scotland, June 24:
To Boutelle and Manley, at Chicago:
Earnestly request all friends to r 
spect my Paris letter.
[Signed] James G. Blaine.
Another dispatch was received < 
Monday morning, as follows:
I think I have the right to ask my 
friends to respect my wishes and refrain 
from voting for me.’ Please make this 
dispatch public.
[Signed] James G. Blaine.




















Sherman....................................   231
Haymond......................................... 1
The withdrawal of Blaine and Alii 
son, and the determination of their 
friends to vote for Harrison, took the 
last hope from the iriends of Sherman 









This result was received with consid 
erable applause, which came chiefly 
from the Indiana section of the gal­
lery, and cries of “He’s all right,” were 
heard above the din.
The Vice President
After the nomination of an Indiana 
man for President, an Eastern man for 
Vice President became a political ne­
cessity: and as there were only three 
Eastern men talked of— Levi P. Morton,
fiePinkertonCoffee Co





Weoffer in every department U Y TK AO It l>I A A U Y HAIHJA IYN 
The Bargains will consist of Goods that are needed for immediate use, and 
the prices we make will be fully 25 per cent, less than the same goods cun 
BE BOUGHT FOB.
300 Pairs Rid Gloves 
225 “
al 49c. value 75c. 
ill 7Qe “ so 
500 “ “ - - at t.25, value $1.75 and $2
500 “ Silk Taffeta. - - at 25c. value 40 to 50c.
350 “ Lisle Thread, - at 52c. value 40 to 65c.




1 lot 4-4  Dress Goods, 30c.
1 lot 4-4 “ “ 374c.
1 lot 0 4 “ “ 75c.
t lot Fancy Stripe and Check Silks, 25c. 
1 lot Surah . - - - 50c.
LACE






- value $1.25. 
value 50 to 05c. 
value 75c.
The incincere, wavering, cold-blood­
ed support received by John Sherman 
from a portion of the Ohio delegation 
had its effect upon other delegations in 
Chicago, and failed to elicit any enthu- 
siam in his behalf. John may well ex­
claim, “Save me from my pretended 
friends.”
The Ohio Eagle, Lancaster, was a 
twelve page paper last week, filled with 
matter mostly of a local character, of 
much interest to the people of that 
solid old town. Illustrations ot busi­
ness blocks and private residences were 
one of the marked features of the big 
paper.
Emferor William II, of Germany, 
has decided to open the Reichstag in 
great state; also to open the Landtag 
with special ceremonies. He will crown 
himself King and Emperor in Septem­
ber, and will postpone all warlike 
operations, if possible, until that time.
A report comes from St. Paul de 
Loando staling that Henry M. Stanley 
had met with fierce opposition while 
making his way toward Emin Pacha, 
had been seriously wounded and had 
been obliged to encamp until reinforce­
ments should reach him.
The new Emperor of Germany, ac­
companied by the Empress, rode into 
Berlin on Sunday, and received a mag­
nificent greeting from the people, Unter 
den Linden. This was an honor ex­
tended to his illustrious father one 
hundred days previons.
Steve Elkins was the Warwick who 
pulled the wires in the Chicago Con­
vention. Failing to bring about the 
“spontaneous” nomination of Blaine, 
he dictated and demanded tfle nomina­
tion of Harrison, and signal success 
crowned his efforts.
When Harrison’s nomination became 
known,Foraker sprung up like a “jump­
ing jack,” and produced a well-defined 
laugh by announcing that the nominee 
“had the good sense to be born in Ohio.” 
Morton was not born in Ohio, but that 
was not his fault.
The Philadelphia Record says: Gov. 
Foraker, of Ohio, is a very thorough 
partisan. He not only makes war on 
Cleveland and Thurman but on Mrs. 
Cleveland and Mrs. Thurman. This is 
running politics into the ground.
Major-General J. M. Schofield, by 
seniority of position, would become 
head of the army in event of the death 
of Gen. Sheridan. He now commands 
the division of the Atlantic, with head­
quarters at Governor’s island.
The Republicans fondly imagine that 
Levi P. Morton's immense wealth will 
enable him to carry New York. But 
the Indiana game of buying votes, if 
attempted in New’ York, will result 
a few funerals.
Hon. G. M. Salzgaber is the Demo­
cratic nominee for Congress in the 
Sixth (Van Wert) district. He is an 
able lawyer, an earnest Democrat, and 
a popular citizen. His election is 
certain. _________
Some fiends opened a switch near 
Olean, New York, and the lightning ex­
press train was thrown from the track 
and badly wrecked. The engineer was 
killed and two persons seriously hurt.
There is not a line or a word of free- 
trade in the Democratic platform, and 
those who assert anything to the con­
trary are deliberate falsifiers, who have 
not the honesty to speak the truth.
Foraker and Blaine managed be­
tween them to slaughter John Sherman 
at Chicago, and thus ends his political 
career. Sherman’s friends will not soon 
forget this baseness and treachery.
All is not lovely in Plymouth church 
since the Rev. Lyman Abbott was in­
stalled as pastor. Mrs. Beecher appeal’s 
to be particularly displeased with the 
successor of her hnsband.
Speclacles and Eye Glasses.
You cannot afford to trifle with your 
eyes or risk them in the hands of those 
you know nothing about. Have them 
carefully fitted and warranted at
F. F. Ward’s.
BASE BALL GOODS,
Croquet,Hammocks, Ropes and Spread­
ers, at very low prices. Also, reduction 
in Lawn Tennis Supplies, at
F. F. Ward,
Cor. Main and Vine streets
Wanted—Good Oats.
The Kokosing Mills will 
pay the sum of 35 cents per 
bushel for good Oats deliver 
ed at once, at the Company’s 
Mills in this city.
Kue-Ken Oil. What is it?1
DISHES! DISHES!
Cheaper than ever at Arnold’s, and 
of all kinds. Call and have a look at 
the different styles.
THIS TELLS
Why you make money by 
purchasing DRY GOODS anc 
NOTIONS at BROWNING 
& SPERRY’S. A dollar 
saved is a dollar earned.
THE
Rush of people seen in out 
store for the past ten months 
proves beyond a doubt that 
BARGAINS can be secured 
in every department of our 






SIGN OF BIG WATCH.
MT. YEKNOY OHIO.





Specialty cured by Inhalation of Comi>ound 
Oxygen Gas after all else fails.
Lately >f Circleville, Ohio, now perina- 
nently located tit
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
OFFICE ANO KESI»EN< E.
309 WEST HIGH STREET.
OFFICE HOURS—Front 9 to 11 a. in. and 1 
to 4 and 5 to 8 r». in.
w
Zil" Nn Charge for Trial Operations. 
All Diseases of tbe
EYE. EAR,
Is that a clean, new stock or 
Dry Goods, fair and square 
dealing with everyone, is the 
only thing that merits 
confidence of the people.
Thanking the public
their generous patronage dur-1 
ing the past year, we shall! 
redouble our energies to please! 
you this new year.
the
for
: : : value $1.75.
: : : value $3 to $4







LOOK OUT FOR BARGAINS.
RAWLINSOIT’S,
F.n«t Sfrevf and
fetr- STORE OPEN EVENINGS.
Public Square
CARPET STORE
Now receiving our New Spring Stock of
---- AND—
RESPIRATORY
CATARRH, THROAT AND LUNG DIS­
EASES speedily cured by Inhalation of 
Medicated Air, as it reaches every part af- 
ected. All diseases of Chronic nature de­
tected by the urine. X©” Tbe Doctor tells 
you all your complaints and asks you no 
questions. .^-0- Trial operations for Catarrh 
free of charge, No charge for counsel.
Dr..Heard is the only ITrrissopianist or 
Water Doctor in this part ot’Ohio, and it is 
an undisputed fact that they are the only 
class of physicians who treat Chronic Diseas­
es SUCCESSFULLY; one trial will convince 
the most skeptical. Nocharge only for medi­
cine until cured. The Doctor tells you all 
your diseases by the water and asks no ques­
tions. That passed in the morning preferred. 












]\/FONEY at 5J to 7 per cent, interest on 
i a i f)d -iVl. Ohio Farms. First Mortgage. Ixing
D liA11 ’ 14 114 fn /IT \14A1111V Time. Call on or address TI EEEIt *V
rvPllW II III d A IP V BARRETT. South-east Corner High andU1 V II illllM VJ‘ Ulltl I Is spring Streets, Columbus, Ohio, under Mcr-
□ I v ! chants and Manufaesurers Bank. 21junly
HOT WAVE
Has come to stay for some time and we are prepared to 
furnlsli you Garments to KEEP YOU COOL.
Seersucker Coats,Vests, Alpacas, Serges, Flannels and 
Worsteds Linen, White and Fancy Vests. Boys and 
Men’s Thin Clothing of Every Description.
Special Inducements in Underwear, Hosiery, Shirt 
Waists, French Flannel Shirts LINEN AND WHITE 
STRAW HATS VERY CHEAP.
Our Fine Dress Suits and Business Suits, for variety, 
style and Prices cannot be equalled, and all we ask is call 
and see us and satisfy yourself. G.A.R. Blue Suits at $7.85.
THE CLOTHIER, HATTER AND FURNISHER, Uhk 
South-west Corner Public Square, Mt. Ver






flic Patterns were never Prettier and tbe
PRICES NEVER LOWER, 
"Window Shades
In Great Variety Patterns.
Curtains of all kinds; Curtain Trimmings; Cur­
tain Poles, Upholstering Goods, Mats, Rugs,&c.
---- — a“LSO A LOT OF---------
Colored Silk and Satin Parasols!
AT HALF PRICE.
Our store is crammed full of Goods; our expenses 
are light; we buy FOR CASH; sell FOR CASH, and 
at prices that are right every time, ('all and look 
over ourstock. You will be surprised.
r








Your Nlcrt'hiinl will 
uttriKl lu the IhimI. 
lies* For you.
Have him mviuI llicm 
(<> us. Fur w e uuaran« 
Ice all work.
WALTER BUHL & CO.,
DYES
1>O Your Own Dyeing, at Ilome.
Th-y will dye •verytliinp. They ere «old «very. 
where. Price IO®. « paekugo. They have iio. qual 
for Strength, BrightneM, Amount In Paelia),’., 
or for l'u»tnc»» of Color, or non-f nding Qualitim*. 
They do not crock or imut; 40oolorit. For »al« by
J. B. WARREN. 7jum4y
PATENTS.
Q()l.IClT<»i:S AND ATTORNEYS 
i 1 —FOR—
U.S. ANDFOREIGNPATENTI




With Assochtte<lOftleesin Washington and 
ForeigncountrieB. Mch*23-78y





, I I) niclu l’lillu.lrliibia 
[lit Hie NewKimpur Ailvi-r.




Wo, 5 Kremlin, Monument Square
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.
MOUNT VERNON, 0..... JUNE 28, 1888.
THE CLEVELAJiH'LlIB.
Permanent Ifeadqiinrtera. Ban* 
ulng Hall, Nt. Vernun, O.
B>rC Regular Meetings, on Monday 
Night of Each Week.
ALL VOTERS who
will pledge their 
support to the 
Democratic Na­
tional, State and 
County tickets are 
invited to become 
members.
BRANCH CLUBS 
should be forme' 
in every toWnshij 
at once.
J. M. ARMSTRONG, President. 




In accordance with custoyi for many 
years the proprietor of the Banner an­
nounces that the paper will be furnished 
from now until after the Presidential cam­
paign for the extremely low rate of
50 CENTS,
which covers a jierioJ of five months.
As it may be necessary for every Demo­
crat to have a first-class metropolitan week­
ly during the canvass, arrangements have 
been made with the proprietor of the weekly
NEW YORK WORLD, 
by which the Banner and that able journal 
can be furnished until November 13, at the 
very low rate of
. 75 CENTS FOR BOTH.
These rates can not be obtained through any 
other source. Get up Clubs at once. Every 
Postmaster in the country is authorized to 
receive and forward subscriptions. Forward 




— The rain interferred with the field-day 
sports at Gambier, on Monday.
— The Choral Union gave concert and 
social at the K. of P. armory on Vine street, 
Monday evening.
— J. S. Marquis, piano tuner, will be in 
Mt. Vernon about July 1. Leave orders at 
Baldwin’s book store.
— The campaign otler of the Banner is 
appreciated and many new names are being 
added to the list daily.
— The 3-year-old son of Mr. Elmer Janes, 
at Centrebnrg, died on Wednesday last from 
inflamation of the bowels.
— Mt. Zion Lodge, F. A A. M. observed 
St. John’s Day by appropriate services at the 
lodge room, Saturday night.
— The candidates of both parties have 
been named. The campaign is now open, 
therefore pay 50 cents and get the Banner 
for five months.
—Word has been received from all parts 
of the county that a large crowd will visit 
the Fair Grounds on the Fourth of July, to 
witness the races.
— Mr. Dong. Maxwell, of this city, has 
been appointed chief engineer of the Central 
Insane Asylum at Columbus, and will be­
gin his duties next week.
— The Secretary of the Mt. Vernon Driv­
ing Association has information that a good 
string of horses will be here to compete for 
purses on the 4th-of-July.
— A little daughter of John Clark fell 
from a fence Saturday and sustained a frac­
tured arm. Drs. Russell and Peterman were 
called to attend the injury.
— Mr. II. A. Weld, a graduate of Oberlin 
College, has been elected Principal of the 
Mt. Vernon High School, to take the place 
of Professor Yarnell, resigned.
— Elias Hutch, a brakeman on the C. A. 
A C. road, had a finger badly mashed Satur­
day while coupling cars. Drs. Russell and 
Boynton amputated the member.
— The small boys burned a lot of powder 
Monday, but the politicians of the Republi­
can party did not enthuse over the Harri­
son nomination worth a tinker’s anathema.
— The gas well on the Banning farm, just 
North of town is to be “shot” this morning 
with eighty quarts of nitroglycerine, in the 
hope that a larger tlow of gas may be ob­
tained .
— A little son of Anthony Whittington 
had a finger mashed Sunday, by being 
caught in the cogs of a ear loading machine 
at the B. A 0. depot. Dr. Bunn attended to 
the injury.
— Judge M. K. Cowen of Mansfield, was 
in the city, Sunday on his way to Millers­
burg to attend the funeral of his brother’s 
wife, Mrs Samuel Cowen, who died on Sat­
urday. Her age was 73 years.
— The contract for erecting the new brick 
school house in District No. 4. Clinton 
township, has been awarded by the Board 
of Education to Mr. J. C. Hardsoek, of Bran­
don, the.consideration being $1,200.
— In the case of the village ot Frederick­
town against James Tivenan, president of 
the Owl Creek Club, Judge McElroy ren­
dered a decision adverse to the latter and 
the case will be carried to the higher courts.
— The Coshocton company attached to 
the 17th regiment, 0. N. G„ are arranging 
fora sham battle to take place near that 
city on the 4th-of-July. Company (!., of 
Mt. Vernon has accepted an invitation to 
participate.
— George W. Shrimplin, serving a term 
in the penitentiary for robbery committed 
in Knox county, according to the Columbus 
papers fell into a vut of boiling water last 
Thursday, and his right leg and body were 
badly scalded. *
_ Mrs. A. It. McIntire recently received
from her brother, Mr. Arthur Richards, of 
Aspinwall, Central America, ■ a-beautiful 
leopard skin nig, with the head of the ani­
mal attached. It is greatly admired and is 
a very valuable present.
— Mrs. Sarah C. Sandford widow of the 
late Geo. W. Sandford, has been paid $2,000 
through the Peterman agency, being the 
amount of a policy of insurance held by her 
husband in the Masonic Mutual Aid As­
sociation of Cincinnati.
— The tnistees of Ohio Wesleyan Uni­
versity, at Delaware. at their final session, 
determined to proreed at once in the erec­
tion of a new chapel and a music hall. The 
estimated costpf Uie former is $75,000 ; the 
latter will cost about $30,00).
— The Standard Oil Company has made 
arrangements to erect three large oil tanks 
near the gas works, capable of holding some 
six hundred barrels of oil. It ii the pur- 
jaise of making Mt. Vernon a distributing 
point for this portion of this State.
— Freddie, the ninc-year-old son of John 
Baughman, was kicked over the right eye 
by a horse Friday, causing a fracture of the 
skull. Drs. Gordon and lairiinore performed 
the operation of trepanning, and it is be­
lieved the patient’s life may l>c saved.
— Anxious Inquirer—No it was not 
Harrison Atwood, whom the Republicans 
nominated for President on Monday—it 
was some other felloty, probably not any 
more competent to fill the position than the 
eratic Yankee Justice of the Peace.
— A number of local capitalists are talk­
ing of starting a movement having for its 
purpose the erection of an electric street 
railway, of the “belt” system, in this city. 
Several feasible routes have been propoeed, 
and it is believed that the venture would 
prove a paying 6ne.
— Miss Luella Knode and Mr. Frtd 
Blocker, both formerly* of this city, were 
married Thursday night at tlie home of the 
bride’s unde, Mr. G. G. Knode, in Chicago. 
Quite a number of Mt. Vernon friends were 
in attendance. The newly wedded couple 
will make their home at 3K0JSouth Halstead 
street.
LEPLEV'S LIVELIHOOD.
He ('•iiimitN a Number ol’ For­
geries in Order to Acquire
Wealth.
Moses Lepley is a young man about 28 
years of age who resides in Harrison town­
ship, and who imagined that lie could gain 
a livelihood by “manufacturing” notes con­
trary to law. He selected his father, uncle, 
and other relatives as victims to work upon 
and emboldened by his success he attempt­
ed his crookedness upon others, and now 
rests behind the bars at the county jail to 
answer the charge of a series of forgeries, 
that beyond doubt will land him in the pen­
itentiary. Some two months ago he came 
to Mt. Vernon and negotiated a loan of $200 
at S. D. Dalrymple’s office. He produced 
an ordinary promissory note with the in­
dorsement of his father Calvin Lepley and 
his uncle Martin Lepley, as sureties. Mr. 
Dalrymple secured the money from County 
Auditor C. W. McKee, and turned the note 
over to him. About the 14th of June 
young Lepley again visited Mt. Vernon and 
produced a note for $150 with thesamesure­
ties, which he finally succeeded in obtain­
ing the money upon through Mr. C. F. 
Colville. He next fixed up a note for $400 
with bis father and uncle as indorsers and 
on Wednesday of last week visited Dalrym­
ple’s office, where be proposed to sell the 
sarn’e to Mr. Colville at an unsual discount. 
This aroused the suspicion of the latter and 
securing the note he went to see Mr. Mc­
Kee, who, on comparing it with the one in 
his possession, had his suspicions aroused. 
The two gentlemen then determined to visit 
Mr. Lepley, pere, and at once drove to his 
home. Upon their mission being explained 
he at once pronounced the signatures a for­
gery. The father denounced the conduct of 
his son and told ihe gentlemen that they 
could pursue any course they pleased. Up­
on returning to Mt. Vernon the gentlemen 
visited the office of Justice Barker, where a 
warrant was sworn out ordering the arrest 
of Moses Lepley, which was served by De­
puty Sheriff John Fowler, who drove to 
Howurd and secured the culprit. The pte- 
liminiary hearing will take place this morn­
ing before Justice Barker and as the case is 
a “sure one,” it is very likely that the pris­
oner will wave examiniation. and that the 
case will go over to the grand jury,
P. S.—The hearing of the case has been 
postponed for two weeks from to day, or 
until July 12th.
PERSONAL, POINTS.
Dr. C. P. Peterman returned home to 
Brooklyn on Tuesday.
Captain M. M. Murphy has returned home 
from his trip through the West.
Mrs. F. D. Sturges returned home Satur­
day from a visit with Cleveland friends.
Mrs. Carrie Allen, of Boston, is the guest 
of her aunt, Miss Reeves, on Gambier street.
Ex-Probate Judge Pealer has returned 
home from a business trip to the interior of 
Indiana.
Miss Nannie Oglevee has returned from 
Mansfield, where she was the guest of Mrs. 
Cummings.
M iss Madaliye I’ocock, of Columbus, is 
the guest of Miss Katherine Braddock, at 
Thistle Ridge.
Mrs. Thomas S. Phillips has returned 
home from a pleasant visit with friends at 
Philadelphia.
Mr. II. M. Young has returned from a 
trip to Danville, N. Y., where he underwent 
a surgical operation.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Brown, of Den­
ver, were called here last week by the death 
of Mrs. Col. W. F. Sapp.
Mr. Will M. Townsend, of Zanesville, 
made a call upon the Banner, Monday, 
while en route to Gambier.
Mrs. J. H. Knox, of Dcs Moines, Iowa, is 
spending the summer with her sister, Mrs. 
Samuel Sanderson, on Gay street.
Miss Kate McKown, who is a student at 
Shepherdson College, Granville, has return- 
home to spend the summer vacation.
Mr. Ed. Gunsaulus, one of the editors of 
the London Times wts here Saturday on his 
way home from the Chicago Convention.
8. T. Douthirt, of Indianapolis, formerly 
of Delaware, who has ason at Kenyon Col­
lege, called upon the Banner on Tuesday.
E. M. Bemiss, Esq., of Cincinnati, who 
has a son at Kenyon College, was in the 
city on Tuesday and made the Banner a 
call.
Mrs. J. W. Frye and Mrs. W. D. Bell were 
among those who attended the wedding of 
Fred Blocher and Luella Knode at Chicago 
last week.
Mrs. Henry Buckland and Mrs. Dr. Mc­
Millen came over from Columbus, Thurs­
day, to attend the funeral of Mr. Henry 
Buckland.
Mrs. J. W. McDonald, nee Miss Dora Pat­
terson, of Iowa, is the guest of her parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. James Patterson, on West 
Chestnut street. ,
Prof. J. A. Shawan, Superintendent of 
our Public Schools, started this week on a 
two months* trip to Europe. He will sail 
on Saturday from New York on the Fernes- 
sia, and will visit England and Ireland 
during his absence. Bon voyage.
Miss Florence Ball, a daughter of Rev. G. 
W. Ball, was married yesterday morning to 
Mr. Fred Clark, of McPherson, Kansas. 
The ceremony was performed by the bride’s 
father, assisted by Rev. J. S. Reager, and 
the newly wedded couple took the afternoon 
train for their western home.
They Take Their ( row and Then 
Ratify. r
Tlie nomination of Harrison and Mor­
ton by the Republican National Convention 
at Chicago, was received by the adherents 
of the party with absolutely no enthusiasm. 
In fact it fell like a wet blanket upon the 
old stagers of the party and a weak cheer 
from those in front of Stadler’s bulletins, 
was the only manifestation of approval that 
occurred. The “Blainetes” are in the large 
majority in Mt. Vernon, and that their 
favorite should get left made them exceed­
ingly blue. It was amusing to hear the old 
political hacks attempting to explain to the 
ignorant ones on the street, who their candi­
dates were. For over a week certain mem­
bers of the Lincoln Club had circulated a 
subscription paper to “obtain funds for the 
jollification meeting.” Frank Baldwin re­
fused to sign anything until he “knew 
who was going to he the nominee.” Many 
others did likewise, but nevertheless fifty 
dollars wns raised which was invested in 
Roman candles and other fire works. Mon­
day night a procession was formed, mainly 
composed of small boys, and the pyrotech­
nics shot heavenword. Assembling in front 
of the Curtis House sjiceches were made 
1 from the balcony by Messrs. If. II. Greer, 
P. B. (’base, W. L. McElroy and Revs. Geo. 
C. Williams and E. E. Cunningnatn, all of 
whom slopped over in their efforts to holster 
up their very weak ticket. Last night the 
tow’ll was again “painted red” and the lead­
ing speakers of the occasion were Congress­
man Cooper, Dr. R. C. Kirk, J. IL. Weight, 
Esq.. Rev. E. E. Cunningham, and others.
A Sneak Thiel's Job.
About nine o’clock, Saturday morning a 
genteel appearing young man, about 25 
years of age, entered the millinery store of 
Mrs. L. J. Graham, on north Main street, 
and asked the lady to give him change for 
one dollar. When Mrs. Graham laid two 
half dollars upon the show case, the fellow 
grabbed the money and ran out of the door 
and turned into Chestnut street. The plucky 
woman followed him and cried out “stop 
thief,” hut although she ran the scoundrel 
for several blocks, nobody was met to in­
tercept him. lie ran down to the B. A O. 
depot and then south along the track and 
made Ids escape, although several parties 
tried to find him. Upon her return to the 
store, Mrs. Graham found upon the floor a 
badly torn one dollar hill of a defunct State 
hank at Elkhart, Indiana, that the sneak 
thief evidently dropped, which is all she has 
to show for her two good silver half dollars.
— A dispatch from Mt. Gilead says: A 
new ham of Ben. Potts, northeast of this 
city, was struck by lightning Friday night 
and completely torn to pieces. It was a 
costly structure and the largest timbers were 
actually splintered. The building was not 
fired. A dispatch of the same date, con­
tains an account of the saw mill of Michael 
Hirth being destroyed by lightning thesame 
day; loss $500.
An liiiisual Number of Vis­
itors at Gambler.
Result of the Field Sports, the 
Orations, and Other Inter­
esting Details.
The present Commencement week at 
Gambier gives promise of being one of the 
pleasantest and most succussful one in the 
history of Kenyon College. An unusually 
large number of visitors are already present 
and more are continually arriving. With 
the exception of Monday afternoon the 
weather so far has been all that could be 
desired, and the many strangers in the 
village are enjoying it to the fullest extent. 
The exercises of the week commenced with 
divine service in the Church of the Holy 
Spirit, Sunday morning, when the grad­
uating class attended the holy communion 
in a body. Sunday evening was the time 
set apart for the Baccalaureate sermon. 
The preacher on this occasion was the Rev. 
Cyrus S. Bates, D. I). LL. D., rector of St. 
Paul’s church, Cleveland, formerly Profes­
sor of Mental and Moral Philosophy at 
Kenyon. A great deal was expected of Dr. 
Bates hut the reverend gentleman fairly out­
did himself, and delivered such a sermon 
as had never before been heard in Gambier. 
His remarks and words of encouragement 
and advice to the members of the gradu­
ating.class, were especially appropriate and 
interesting, and deserve to be long remem­
bered ainl heeded.by those young men.
The features of Monday were the tennis 
tournament,’won by Messrs. F. and C. Cur­
tis, of Mt. Vernon; the prize drill by the 
Academy cadet?, won by Serg’t F. Miller, 
and the base ball game, which was inter­
rupted by the rain on Monday afternoon.
Monday evening the Kenyon Day orations 
were delivered in Rosse Hall by Messrs. 
Bemiss and Harris, of the Junior class. 
Mr. Bemiss representing the Nu Pi Kappa 
and Mr. Harris the Philomathesean society. 
The subject of Mr Bemiss’ oration was 
“The Drama,” and Mr. Harris sjKike upon 
“War an Element of Progress.” The young 
gentlemen both did themselves proud and 
well sustained the reputation they made in 
the Junior contest. During the course of 
the program Miss McMartin of Harcourt, 
and Mr. Kronacher of the college, rendered 
several appropriate and beautiful musical 
numbers.
This (Tuesday) morning dawned beauti­
fully and the Kenyon Day sports are taking 
place on the lawn in front of Ascension 
Hall. The contests this year are unusually 
exciting, and several of the Kenyon rec­
ords have been broken. Mr. Eberth, of the 
Junior class, is excelling in the sports and 
has already taken a number of prizes and 
broken the record on the standing high 
jump, high kick and throwing hammer.
The sports will continue during the after­
noon, and this evening the cadets of the 
Academy give their Military hop and prize 
speaking.
Tomorrow (Wednesday) is Alumni Day. 
The Phi Beta Kappa society holds its an­
nual meeting and initiation at 9 a. nt., the 
Alumni meeting and election takes place 
at 4 p. in., and the Alumni dinner at 5 p. m- 
The sen ior reception and ball will he held 
in the Philomathesian and Nu Pi Kappa 
halls, Wednesday evening. Unusually 
elaborate preparations are being made, and 
with the presence of the large company of 
visitors, the seniors are anticipating a suc­
cessful reception.
The commencement orations will be de­
livered and degrees conferred in Rosse Hall, 
on Thursday morning. The class this year 
consists of the following ten young gen­
tlemen: H. C. Devin, Mt. Vernon; W. F. 
Douthirt, Indianapolis, Ind.; G. F. Dudley, 
Washington, D. C.; G. D. Goff, Clarkesburg, 
W. Va.; C. A. Neff, Cleveland; G. II. Prince, 
Gambier; J. D. Skilton, Monroeville; H. B. 
Swearengin, Circleville; C. A. Tappan, 
Steubenville, and R. C. Woo, Shanghai, 
China.
Mr. Skilton takes the first honor with the 
valedictory, Mr. Douthirt the second honor 
with the salutatory, and Mr. Devin the 
third honor with the historical oration.
The trustees meet Thursday and Friday 
in Bexley Hall.
Among the visitors in the village are 
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Bemiss, Cincinnati; 
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Douthirt, Indianapolis; 
Mr. Wilkerson, Sedalia, Mo.; Mrs. and Miss 
Neff, Cleveland; Mrs. and Miss Devin, Mt. 
Vernon; Mrs. Bennurn and Master Bennurn, 
Misses Thrall, Ambos, and Tress, Colum­
bus; the Misses Bates, Cleveland; Messrs. J. 
J. Adams and W. M. Townsend, Zanesville; 
J. A. Strutton, Norwalk; A. II. Granger, 
Columbus; A. S. Dudley, Washington, D. 
C.; E. M. Benedict. Cincinnati; Phillips and 
Haynes, Fremont; Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Her­
rington, Cincinnati; A. L. Frazier, Jr., Co­
lumbus; C. E. Milntine, N. Y.; G. C. Hol­
loway, Cincinnati; K. Gill, Cleveland; Mrs. 
anil the Misses Thurman, Columbus; Dr. 
and Mrs. Blake, Columbus; Rev. Drs. Bron­
son, of Mansfield, Ganter, of Akron, and 
Burton, Gwynedd, Pa.; Mr. Levi Buttles, 
Cleveland; Miss Sinks, Columbus; Mrs. and 
Miss Goff, Clarkesburg, W. Va.; Mrs. and 
Miss Follet, Cincinnati; Mr. J. S. Ringwalt, 
Miss Adams, Mrs. and the Misses Cooper, 
Miss Updergraff, Mr. Harry Watkins, Miss 
Young, Miss Oglivee, Mrs. F. F. Ward, 
Miss Shipley, Miss Beam, Mt. Vernon; 
Mrs. and the Misses Loomis, Tiffin; Mrs. 
and Miss Mahley, and Miss Davies, Cleve­
land; Mrs. W. C. Kimball, Tiffin; Miss 
Kuhn, Canton; T. Swearingen, Colnmbus; 
G. A. Reed, Geneva; McGugin, Monroe 
Mills; W. Eberth, Toledo; Rev. Dr. Cox, 
Cincinnati; Miss Miller, Miss Martin, Mt. 
Vernon; Miss Brown, Miss Mitchell, Co­
lumbus; Mrs. and Miss Ferris, Toledo, L. P. 
Hancock, Franklin, Pa.; R. A. Greer, Mt. 
Vernon.
The sports on Tuesday were the most 
closely contested and interesting ever held 
here. The entire program was carried out 
in the presence of some five hundred or 
more visitors, and the day was eminently 
successful in every respect. Following is a 
list of the sports and the winners of each:
program.
Standing high jump—II. J. Eberth—4 
feet, 9 inches.
High kick—H. J. Eberth—8 feet, 3i in­
ches.
Sack race—50 yards—J. II. Shroyer—15 
seconds.
Light-weight boxing—W. Beeson.
Running broad jump—H. J. Eberth—16 
feet, 4 inches.
Throwing the hammer—II. J. Eberth—09 
feet, 2 inches.
Heavy-weight wrestling—C. A. Ricks.
Hop, skip and jump, standing—H. J. 
Eberth—29 feet, 2| inches.
Hop, skipand jump running—II. J. Eb­
erth— 35 feet, 7 inches.
Heavy-weight boxing—A. L. Thurman.
Potato race—W. Beeson—4 minutes, 5 
seconds.
Standing broad jump—ii. J. Eberth—9 
feet, 1} incites.
Light-weight wrestling—Gny Buttolph.
Putting the shot—II. J. Eberth—32 feet, 5 
inches, breaking record.
Vaulting—JT. J. Eberth—6 feet 1A inches.
One mile walk—G. Curtis—.8 minutes, 50} 
seconds.
One hundred yards dash—C. W. Hotch­
kiss—10 3-5 seconds.
One-half mile run—G. F. Dudley—2 
minutes, 59} seconds.
Base ball throw—II. J. Eberth—337 feet, 
li inches.
One-fourth mile run—G. F. Dudley—59} 
seconds.
Bicycle race—G. Ruttolph— 3 minutes, 29} 
seconds.
Hurdle race—G. W. Harris.
220 yard dash—C. W. Hotchkiss—23} 
seconds.
Backward dash—150 feet—G. W. Harris— 
7 2-5 seconds.
100 yard dash by Hotchkiss to beat record 
—time, 10 seconds.
Several of the Kenyon records have been 
broken, and Hotchkiss ’92 made a record of 
10 seconds in the 100 yard dash, which is 
equal to the best American college record.
The following visitors have arrived since 
the last writing. Mr. Charles Wetmore, 
Columbus; Judge Leggett, Cleveland; Rev.’ 
Dr. Blake, Avondale; Dr. Rylauer, Rev. J. 
R. Taylor, Mr. J. B. Leavettc, N. Y.; Messrs. 
C. I. Stevens, G. C. Updegraff, Dwight 
Young, W. Dc Colignon, Mr. and Mrs. A. 
M. Stadler, Mr. II. C. Plimpton, Mt. Ver­
non; Mr. Y. Nardlow, Middletown; Mr. 
and Mrs. and Miss Brown, Mansfield; Mr. 
and Mrs. and Miss Taber, Norwalk.
The annual prize declamation occupied 
the first part of Tuesday evening. The 
speakers and their subjects were as follows:
Maj. J. D, Follett, Hofer’s Defense; Cadet
G. H. Buttolph, National Dishonesty; Sergt. 
F. J. Miller; Toussaint L’Oveture; Sergt.
H. H. Cackley, Unjust National Acquisi­
tion; Capt. C. W. Hotchkiss, The Dandy 
Fifth.
“A most excellent program of eighteen 
dances was followed out and during the 
intermission the decision of the judges was 
announced, awarding the first prize on 
declamation to Sergt. Miller, and the sec­
ond to Capt. Hotchkiss. The medals iu 
Latin, Greek, and composition were award­
ed to Cadet H. W. Buttolph and the medal 
in mathematics to Cadet A. E. Duerr. Adj. 
W. Knotts was awarded a medal for jierfect 
deportment during the year, and the staff 
and commissioned officers were pi esen ted 
their commissions.
The Kenyon Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi 
held its annual banquet in the East Wing 
Tuesday night. G. H. Harris ’92 broke the 
American record yesterday in the fifty yards 
backward dash, making it in 7 2-5 seconds. 
This afternocn the college nine will play a 
nine chosen from among the alumini on the 
Hill, among the alumni who will play are 
Messrs. Adams, Townsend, Dudley, Reid, 
Herriinger and Good.
OT tlie Mt. Vernon Ululi School 
at the Opera Houmc,
Thursday Night.
An Immense Throng in attend­
ance—Handsome Floral Trib­
utes—Brief Synopsis of the 
Essays and Orations—Speech 
of President Fairchild.
The Twenty-seventh annual Commence­
ment of the Mt. Vernon High School, held 
at the Opera House on Thursday evening, 
was an event that will long be remembered 
by those in attendance. The class was an 
unusually large one, being composed of 
thirteen young ladies and two young gen­
tlemen, and to say that each acquitted him­
self or herself with full honor, hut voices 
the sentiment of all in attendance. The 
opera house was tested to its utmost seat­
ing capacity and a large number of people 
were turned away, being unable to obtain 
even standing room.
The Moral tributes, boquets, baskets of 
flowers, etc., were very numerous. Sup’t 
Shawan conceived the idea of having them 
gathered together and placed upon a table 
in front of the stage, and several young 
gentlemen were designated to perform the 
duty. They passed among the audience 
and gathered the contributions which were 
at the appropriate time given to those 
for whom intended.
When the curtain was raised, the class 
of ’88 was disclosed sitting in a semi-circle 
near the front of the stage. The Superin­
tendent and High School instructors were 
at the right end, the President and Board 
of Education on the left, while occupying 
seats at the rear were one hundred school 
children, who furnished the chorus singing, 
under the directorship of Prof. Sipe.
The exercises opened with a march per­
formed by the orchestra composed of Will 
Horner, Earl Smith and Mrs. W. E. Jack- 
son. This was followed by the singing of 
an anthem by the school children entitled, 
“Guide Us, Our Heavenly Father.”
Rev. Sydney Strong, of the Congrega­
tional church made a short prayer, invok­
ing divine blessing upon the schools, the 
graduates, the members of the Board and 
all in attendance. Another chorus en­
titled “Three Beauties,” was rendered, 
when the graduating exercises proper com­
menced.
EARL SMITH,
Chose for his subject uUome Travel?' and 
said: The desire for travel is almost uni­
versal. It is a natural and reasonable de­
sire, for it is by travel we gain more gen­
eral knowledge than in any other way. 
Our great writers liave fpund by travel sub­
jects for important productions. Travel 
enlarges our ideas and opinions, but to be 
a truly traveled person we must be able to 
appreciate what we see. It is possible for 
a jierson by careful reading to become as 
familiar with different people and places as 
though we had visited the places. Mr. 
Smith's delivery was good, his gestures ap­
propriate and his voice could lie heard in 
every portion of the house.
JENNIE E. SEFTON
Read an essay upon "The Development of the 
Novel." Among other tilings she said: 
The love of fiction is inherent in man­
kind. She contrasted tlie works of nu­
merous authors, the moat important of 
which were Cooi>er and Hawthorne, show­
ing that by reading a High class of fiction 
it was the most pleasing, effectual and in­
teresting manner of becoming acquainted 
with the manners and customs of different 
people.
EDITH TUDOR,
Chose for the topic of her essay",• "The 
World is the Book of Woman." She said: 
In this 19th century with its culture and 
refinement we have no more wonderful 
book than that which has been written by 
women. It is a sealed book, but it con­
tains many wonderful works and import­
ant opinions. She spoke of the brave, heroic 
deeds that had been done by women, of the 
exalted positions held by many and of the 
avenues now open for women to become 
distinguished. But the home was woman’s 
truest and noblest sphere in life and the 
one for which she was best prepared. She 
can exercise more influence there than else­
where, for the first impression made by the 
mother upon the minds of the children are 
the ones which are most enduring.
BESSIE BIRD,
Delivered an oration upon the subject, 
"Social Evolution," and said: “Man know 
thyself’ was inscribed over the gate of 
Delphi, but from the day it was. written it 
is doubtful if the full meaning of the 
phrase has ever been grasped. Mail is a 
curious and wonderful creature. As an in­
dividual he is not all of man; as a unit is 
much, but man as an aggregate is more. 
History gives us but little insight into the 
vast workings of humanity. We have lit­
tle knowledge of the social condition of 
the jieople. There has been little advance 
in social evolution. In proportion a man 
becomes more intelligent and society ad­
vances, a sense of morality and justice i>er- 
vades all questions. Many are the causes 
which have brought about the change in 
sociolegy. The principal among them are 
the writers. They are the great teachers 
who, with the aid of the telegraph, tele­
phone and printing press, have carried 
teachings of right and liberty to the op­
pressed of the earth. They have taught the 
true principal of government, that the 
people must rule. The whole human 
world must be made better; not the earth, 
but man. Let us by the elevation of our 
moral and mental standard set an example 
that we may not only present to the 
world a model political structure, but a 
social structure that the prison and alms­
house shall he things of the past.
A male quartet, composed of Earl Smith, 
George Ball, Carl Bell and Will Horner, 
sang a piece entitled “Sunbeams,” that was 
warmly applauded.
IDA GARDNER
Read an essay upon the topic "The Best 
Books." She said: One of the greatest 
pleasures of life is to be able to read the 
books that required the most thought, and 
stud}' should give us the most pleasure 
and add most to our store of knowledge. 
A good book is better than a good compan­
ion. We can take up a good book and find 
in it such information concerning various 
things without exposing our ignorance 
Careful attention should be given to tlie 
selection of books. Marty people are very 
careless about this matter. It is not so 
ntueh the number of books which we 
read but the way in which we read them. 
One book carefully read is worth more than 
a dozeu carelessly read. Bacon saps: 
“Some books are to be tasted, some to be 
read and some few to he digested.” We 
should cultivate within ourselves a desire 
only for that kind of reading which is most 
beneficial. We should cultivate a desire 
for good literature; to put good books upon 
our shelves, for money, is never spent fool­
ishly which goes to purchase good books.
ELLA F. TILTON
Read an essay replete with wit and wisdom,
, choosing for her topic "The World of Har­
mony." She said in the concert of life that 
is being played every day, each one takes 
the part most suited to him or her. She 
described the part taken by the different 
instruments in an orchestra—the violin, 
the lut£, the bass-viol and the trumpet. 
She then drew a comparison, stating that 
the exclusive society people of the day, 
shallow-hearted and shallow-pated, resem­
bled the trumpeters. Certain other people, 
such as dignified hut ignorant praters, and 
the blusterers to the music made by horn 
and drums. Frivolous people were liken­
ed to the performers on bag-pipes, and no 
one was sorry when tlie wind gave out. 
She advised that one’s conversation should 
be so regulated that it would be harmoni­
ous in all parts, as is the music of an or­
chestra when skillfully controlled.
FLO SPEARMAN’S
Production was an original poem, which 
was a very entertaining as well as com­
mendable effort.
WM. C. BRYANS,
"The Discoverers of America." The mound 
builders Were really the first discoverers of 
America. They were succeeded by the 
Indians and then came Columbus, whose 
bravery and determination in the task he 
had undertaken was highly commendable, 
and he described the trials and poverty in 
which his latter days were passed. He 
dwelt on the beauty and grandure of Amer­
ica, the rapidity with which she had pro­
gressed since discovery and the brilliant 
prospects for her future.
MABY J. BAKER,
Delivered an oration upon the subject "The 
Mission of Genius," which she handled in 
a very able manner. She said there were 
few geniuses in the world, hut these are 
capable of making new combinations. 
When we look on the effects of literature 
upon the human race we see the develop­
ments of the works of genius. It has 
taught us to think for ourselves and be 
self-denying.
NANCY A. CURRY,
Chose for the subjeet of her essay "The 
Elements of Character," and among other 
things said: The word element means a 
oonstituent part of any*thing.’ The ele­
ments of character are- those qualities of 
which it is composed. Character may be 
classified as perfect and imperfect. A bad 
character can not always he detected, as 
the motives and actions of the liest of men 
are sometimes misunderstood and misrep­
resented. There is a difference between 
character and reputation. Reputation is 
obtained by some good deed while charac­
ter must be attained by the cultivation of 
principles. The principal element of char­
acter are honor, truthfulness, politeness, 
prudence, self control and charity. Gov­
ernment is the basis of the world's pro­
gress, so he who governs himself best pro­
gresses most rapidly. The most important 
and purest element in the human heart is 
charity. It is constantly seeking the good 
of others, cares for the sick, the orphan, 
the downcast and proclaims the gospel to 
the poor. If we all possessed charity there 
would he less slander and envy, and peace 
and harmony would prevail.
EMMA COLE
Delivered an oration, choosing as her sub­
ject "The Decisive Moment.'' She declared 
that a single moment might decide one's 
life for good or bad. Opportunities should 
be seized. She dwelt upon the great re­
sults which have come from prompt action 
at the proper time. If one desired to at­
tain a position of the greatest usefulness he 
must strike while the iron is hot. She as­
serted that the time spent at school was an 
opportunity for preparation.
KATHERINE BRADDOCK
Selected for the subject of her oration, 
"The Relation of Art to Nature" and de­
livered her address in a clear, distinct voice 
and graceful manner. The following syn­
opsis is appended:
Architecture, sculpture, painting, music 
and poetry are the highest forms of liberal 
art. They are so-called because they de- 
I>end directly upon the intellect. Almost 
any person may become proficient in the 
mechanical arts if he practises long enough 
in the special line he has marked out, but 
a person who wishes to become proficient 
in any one of tlie liberal arts, must not 
only have natural talent but he must give 
his whole thought to the carrying out of 
his project. Especially is this true of paint­
ing. It requires much thought, and many 
plans may be suggested and abandoned lie- 
fore the artist has secured his idea. Then he 
must work out every detail with consum­
mate care.
Paintings like all other arts was very 
crude in its beginnings. It is believed to 
be of later date than sculpture, for although 
Homer often speaks of statues and can ed 
works, he never mentions any piece of 
painting. The Egyptians boast themselves 
the inventors of painting, which is en­
tirely possible, but it was not in Egypt, but 
in Greece that painting attained its first 
perfection.
The first method of painting derived its 
origin from a mere shadow, and consisted 
only in a few strokes, which multiplying 
by degrees formed design. At first the de­
signs were conventional, in which certain 
typical forms were adopted and continually 
repeated. Gradually the painter learned 
more and more of his art, until in the time 
of Raphael it seemed as if there was noth­
ing more to be learned. Still there is more. 
Almost every year develops new resources.
The highest function of art is to devel­
op in human beings the love of the beauti­
ful. The savage does not think of the 
beauties around him as he walks through 
the green fields, dotted with (lowers, nor of 
the balmy air and waving trees. His at­
tention has never baen called to these 
things, therefore he does not appreciate 
them.
It is the duty of the artist to portray 
faithfully on so many square inches of can­
vas, all the beauties of a wide stretch of 
country, or all the beauties of a face or of 
a flower. If he does this successfully his 
picture will attract the attention of people 
to the original of his work, and they will 
perceive beauty in that which before they 
had not noticed.
All human beings to a greater or les3 de­
gree are affected by the beautiful, and if 
the cares of life weigh so heavily upon 
them that they have no time to consider 
their tastes, let them at least look about 
and admire nature. The best painter can 
only copy nature, and it makes little dif­
ference how well he does it, still it remains 
a copy, and the original is far more beauti­
ful. Cowper says:
“Lovely indeed the mimic works of art. 
But nature’s works far lovlier.”
However, if the artist is thoroughly in 
communion with nature, he will produce 
wonderful likenesses of her.
One artist may please without observing 
rules, while another may displease, even 
though he observe all rules, simply be­
cause the latter does not happen to lie born 
a genius
Genius is that fire which exalts painters 
above themselves, and imparts a kind of 
soul to their figures, and is to them what is 
called spirit, rapture or enthusiasm, in 
poetry. It is a well known fact that if 
poetry lacks these attributes it is very un­
satisfactory. So a very correct style either 
in painting or poetry, if it has not this 
Zealand spirit, wholly fails to accomplish 
its purpose. But if it jiossesses this spirit 
Simonides’ saying will be true, “A picture 
is a silent poem, and a poem a sjieaking 
picture.”
All artists paint as their souls dictate and 
not as their hands command. He must 
have a warm genial temperament, who 
would put on canvas a warm, genial pic­
ture. So it is that an artist cross and surly 
in disposition would make a much better 
use of his .colors on a dark, lowering pic­
ture, than he possibly could on a warm 
tropical scene.
One inducement to follow art as a pro­
fession, is the pleasure which the pursuit 
affords. The objects to which the young 
artist’s attention^ must be directed are the 
most beautiful and interesting in the 
whole field of nature, literature and art. 
But let no one take up the pallette and 
brush to escape from the counter, the 
desk, the college, or the farm, and exjiect 
in that way to better his condition, for he 
will be bitterly disappointed.
An earnest inconqiterable love of art for 
its own sake ought to be in every caes the, 
main cause for entering upon the trials and 
labors of the artist. Success is i\ot to he 
won by a single blow, but line upon line, 
and stroke upon stroke, through long years 
of patient labor. The more perfect the 
union between the artist and nature, the 
nearer jierfect will be the jiroductionsof his 
brush, and the greater his lovejof his art, 
and for nature, tlie more likely he will lie 
to succeed.
Art, to its true votaries, is what Cole-, 
ridge said poetry had been to him: “Its 
own exceeding great reward.”
LULU BUNN,
Was selected to prepare and read an essay 
on "Class History," which office she jier- 
formed in a highly creditable manner. 
The statistics and other data were quite 
interesting and some of the jiersonal ref­
erences were quite amusing and as much 
enjoyed by the audience as the class of ’88. 
Her manners were graceful and her enun­
ciation faultless, so that her remarks were 
distinctly heard by everyone.
LUCY CLARK
Attempted the difficult task of jirophecy- 
ing the future of the class. She adopted a 
novel conceit of producing a letter supposed 
I tq have been written by a young lady ntem-
her of the class some twenty years to come. 
It was written in a very humorous vein 
and was received by tlie audience in smiles 
and pleasant comments. The “hits” at 
different members of the class were taken 
in good part.
MISS KATE NEAL,
Valedictorian and first honor selected for 
the subject of her oration "The Earth Hath 
Bubbles as the Water Has."
You are all no donbt familiar with the pro­
cess of blowing soap babbles, those transparent 
children of soapy water and a pipe. It may be 
used merely as a pleasant pastime for children, 
or it may be used as a great chemical experi­
ment. The children are charmed with the light, 
airy bubbles, as they float promiscuously in 
the still air, and are delighted with the brilliant 
colors which play upon their surfaces. The 
philosopher, as we behold him playing with 
this toy of children, sees other than its purely 
beautiful properties He is enabled to blow it 
so large that the film of water is but one mole­
cule in thickness. He knows that the brilliant 
colors are caused by what is known as the in­
terference of light. And by further enlarging 
the bubble he shows that, when the film has 
reached one molecule in thickness, it is not 
further diminished, but the liquid is converted 
into gas, causing the bubble to burst. Thus we 
realize the fact that though the instrument may 
be small, mighty may be its work.
These bubbles of which we have just spoken 
are of water, but “the earth hath bubbles as 
the water has. and these are of them:” the 
bubble of politics, the*bubble of ambition, the 
bubble of pride, the bubble of fashion.
The political bubble is one, well known to the 
most of you. Politics in all its aspects may not 
be especially bubbly, but this great party con­
tention, which involves in it many of the 
nation’s best men, which fills their heads with 
the desire for political honors and makes them 
unfit for more useful business, is surely not 
more substantial than the bubble to which it 
is compared. The man who engages in pol­
itics with a desire of aiding liis country thereby, 
and not merely for the success of bis party, he 
who does what he thinks is right regardless of 
contending factions, does not aid in the bubble 
contest. But he who enters the political arena 
merely for persona] ambition, or party honors, 
who, as it were, aims to blow the biggest bub­
ble, becomes drenched by the remains of it, and 
is covered with a nothingness worse than soap 
suds. To the two contending factions of poli­
tics may be applied a saying of Samuel Cole­
ridge,
‘‘When one bubble runs foul of another.
The weakest needs must burst.”
Next in order of terrestrial bubbles comes am­
bition. Like that of politics, in one respect it 
is not a bubble, for it may be used as a powerful 
incentive to lead a person from a lower to high­
er level of life. For it has been said, “The 
higher yon aim, the nearer you will attain to 
greatness.” This is ambition that takes right 
for its motto. There is another, in which a 
man, wishing to gain some coveted goal, em­
ploys unlawful and unjust means. To this man 
ambition is not only a bubble of the worst form, 
but may lead him into dishonesty and destroy 
his manhood.
“Who pants for glory finds but short repose.
A breath revives him or a breath o’erthrows.’’
Now let us consider the bubble of pride, which 
is undoubtedly a big one. Our pride may be 
from various causes. Some are vain of their 
beauty, others of their talents or accomplish­
ments, while there are still Others proud of 
their position. The consciousness of beauty de­
ducts much from the personal charms. And 
where vanity is seen, there is always more or 
less of a tendency to improve by art or fashion, 
and the truthful statement that “beauty un­
adorned is adorned the most” is carefully laid 
aside. Then again the talents and accomplish­
ments of an individual may be the cause of 
his vanity. Although they are good things to 
have, yet a labored display of them is unwise 
and they may be made a subject for jest in­
stead of praise. A person’s talents and accom­
plishments are supposed to add greatly to his 
charms, while if they are made a matter of 
boast and parade by him. this mission is not 
fulfilled. The inspired writer ha8 said. “Pride 
goeth before a fall,” and this is not more truly 
shown than in the haughty spirit of one proud 
of a superior position.
And now as we are about to number our 
school days with the past, I wish to extend the 
hearty thanks of the class of ’88 to those who 
have so kindly guided us on our upward road. 
To our superintendent, who has made our wel­
fare his first study during this our Senior year, 
and who has so kindly given us the benefit of 
his superior wisdom and experience, we have 
nothing but the gratitude and admiration of 
our hearts to offer. To our principal uud his 
worthy assistants we render the praise and 
thankfulness which we ft el for those who have 
so patiently borne with our weakness, and who 
have so willingly given us their time and aid 
during the years that we were under their care. 
And to the members of the Board of Education, 
who have spared no thought or expense in try­
ing to make our school days bappy and profit­
able, we desire to extend our grateful thanks. 
And as we pass from under the sheltering wings 
of superintendent, teachers and members of 
the board, we desire that none but pleasant 
thoughts may be associated with the class of 
’88. And now, my classmates, as we bid fare­
well to the scenes and incidents so familiar to 
us, we could not willingly relinquish them, if 
we were not cheered by the hope of performing 
our separate parts in life nobly and with cr»*dit 
to our friends and oureelves. Let us take, ns 
our motto, the wise saying of our revered poet,
“Honor and shame from no condition rise,
Act well your iiart, there all the honor lies.”
“Slimmer Now Has Come Among Us,” a 
vocal duet by Miss Katherine Braddock and 
Miss Minnie White followed and was warm­
ly received.
PRESENTING THE DIPLOMAS.
Mr. F. L. Fairchild, President of the 
Board of Education, addressedthe class as 
follows:
My Young Friends: The interest of all 
here to-night has centered in the fact of 
your graduation. The thoughts naturally 
uppermost are, what have the years of 
study, and discipline wrought in your 
young and interesting lives—what has life 
come to mean to you—what will the fruit 
be. Every heart here rejoices that your 
lives have been sjiared, tlrat you have had 
the strength, jiatience, and application to 
persue the course of study to tlie end. No 
doubt the feeling is unreserved , and sincere; 
you may take it as a part of vonr reward, 
and it may rightfully be a source of hajipi- 
ness to you. This feeling arises from the 
belief and confident hojie, that you have 
not only gained knowledge, but in force of 
purjiose and character, so that you are bet­
ter fitted for usefulness to society and to 
yourselves.
It is not my purpose to hold up to your 
view great exjiectations, or to impress you 
with the horie of great rewards. Only the 
Divine mind can sec what there is before 
you. To fear, and obey God, to love one’s 
fellow man, to serve faithfully where duty 
calls, is the sum and substance of human 
life. I sincerely hope that in the course of 
life, each of you will have a home. It may 
be a palace by the sea—a cabin in the val­
ley, or a tent upon the plain, it matters not 
where: In it, and for it, the greater part of 
life’s force will be spent—not for the walls, 
but for what there may be of life within the 
walls; and it is worthy of it.
It was undoubtedly designed from tlie be­
ginning that our earthly home should be a 
fyjie of that “House not made with hands,” 
a very section of the Heavenly Kingdom. 
It is the place where character is formed and 
presented. A jjerpetual school of self-sacri­
fice. The birth-place of love: the nursery of 
childhood, where faith first takes its flight; 
where man’s ambition finds a reward,|where 
sorrow finds sympathy; where the Divine 
presence should ever be cherished; where 
loving confidence should never be disturbed 
by selfishness, or suspicion. Every jiower, 
every impulse, every manly instinct, every 
womanly intuition, should be in ready 
obedience to its demands. Though such a 
home may come the greatest usefulness, the 
greatest happiness possible to human life. 
It can be jiossessed only through self-sacri­
fice, right belief, humble, and faithful ser­
vice. Bytliisit is not meant that a life 
should live solely for itself, or that a family 
should live solely for itself. No adequate 
reason can be given for the existence of any 
life that lives solely unto itself. Our natures 
are so constituted that we are dejiendent 
one upon the other; and it seems to be a 
law of nature that nothing was created ex­
cept for service. Every life should have a 
care and interest for tlie well-being of all 
mankind; but for its own home it will be 
chiefly concerned, for through it the life 
will be best fitted for usefulness.
Society is safe, the State is safe, the Na­
tion is safe, when made up of intelligent 
Christian homes. Leaving these thoughts 
with you, aud expressing the hope that 
von may at last receive from our Heavenly 
Father, the applaudit “well done,” it is now 
my pleasant duty to present each of you 
with a Diploma, which is an evidence that 
you have completed the course of study in 
the High School of Mt. Vernon.
President Fairchild then distributed the 
diplomas, when the children's chorus sang 
the anthem “Praise the Lord,” (without 
any reflection upon the exercises, however.) 
Rev. Mr. Strong then pronounced the bene­
diction, after which the audience leisurely 
dispersed.
High School Alumni.
The annual reunion and banquet of the 
Mt. Vernon High School which took place 
at the Central building, Friday night, was a 
most enjoyable affair. The President of the 
association, Mr. Wilmot Sperry, called the 
meeting to order, when prayer was offered 
by Rev. Mr. Williams. The following pro­
gram was then carried out:
Address of welcome to class of ’88—Mr. 
Wilmot Sjierry.
Resjxmse—W. C. Bryans, ’88.
Alumni History—Miss Kate F. Benedict.
Necrology—Mrs. Mar}- Fultz.
TMe Ultimate of Woman’s Rights—Ora­
tion—Mr. Lee F. Lybarger.
After partaking of a substantial banquet, 
Prof. Shawan acted as toastmaster, and re­
sponses were made as follows:
The class of ’88—Prof. M. A. Yarnell.
The Boys—Dr. L. P. Holbrook.
Criticisms of the Public School System— 
Charles C. lams.
The School Fifty Years Ago—licv. J. II. 
Hamilton.
The Old Central—Fred Place.
The Weather—May it never grow warmer 
—Rev. F. A. Wilber.
The Board of Education—Mr. P. B. Chase.
The Alumni Association—Mrs. Lizzc 
Rowe.
Short Session of Council.
Regular meeting of Council was held 
Monday night. Tlie pay ordinance was 
passed as printed in the last issue of the 
Banner. The hose question was again 
brought up, but no action taken. After 
transacting some unimportant business an 
adjournment took place for four weeks, or 
until the 23d of July.
— M. V. Lyon, merchant and farmer of 
Bloomlield, Morrow county, Saturday as­
signed to John Blinn and. J. H. Sims 
for the benefit of his creditors. Assets 
about $8,500; liabilities about $10,000.
Prohibition Picnic.
The Prohibitionists of Knox and ad­
joining counties will hold a basket picnic 
at Camp Sychar, near Mt. Vernon, July 4. 
1888, commencing at 10 o’clock a. nt. Able 
speakers will be present to address the 
meeting. The celebrated Morrow County 
Glee Club led by Dr. McFarland will be in 
attendance to discourse music. All are in­
vited td the festivities on the nation’s 
birthday.
4th of July Excursions.
The C., A. A C. R'y will sell excursion 
tickets on July 3d and 4th. Tickets good 
returning until July 7th, at one-lialf rate. 
Also on June 28tli, 29th and 30th and July 
1st, .2d and 3d, to Gettysburg, Pa., at one- 
half rate. Tickets good returning until July 
6tli. For particulars apply to P. G. Joyce, 
Ticket Agent.
Mrs. McElroy Acquitted.
The trial of Mrs. Fannie McElroy, who 
was charged with setting fire to the barn of 
Wm. C. White, of Liberty township, which 
commenced in the Knox Common Pleas, 
on Thursday last, came to a close yesterday, 
which resulted in the jury finding a ver­
dict of “not guilty.”
Corner-Stone Euying.
The corner-stone of the new Methodist 
church in Gambier will be laid on Saturday. 
June 30th, at 2:30 p. in. Revs. G. W. Ball, 
J. S. Reager and others will officiate. 
Neighboring pastors and friends of Meth­
odism are respectfully requested to attend.
Fire nt Bangs.
The room used as a postoffice and store at 
Bangs was destroyed by fire about 9 o’clock 
Friday night. The goods were all saved 
through the assistance of residents. The 
cause of the fire is unknown. The loss is 
estimated at $800, partially covered by in- 
suarnce.
Horrible Dentil.
Winnie Jacobus, 12-year-old sonnf Hans­
ford Jacobus, came to a horrible death last 
Wednesday forenoon. He had been making 
his home at Mr. Davidson’s, who resides 
about two miles west of Centrebnrg. Las 
Wednesday he went to plow corn as usual, 
unhitching about eleven o’clock to go to 
dinner. The team he was using consisted 
of an old horse and colt that had not been 
worked much. It had been his custom to 
ride the old horse leading the colt, hut on 
this occasion he concluded to ride the colt. 
Accordingly he hooked the rings at the endT 
of the chain tugs over the bairns and then 
attempted to mount. No one witnessed the 
accident, but it is supjxised that in mount­
ing that he placed his foot in this chain, and 
that his foot slijijied through the looji. This 
frightened the colt and it ran at full speed 
until it reached the watering trough, a dis­
tance of a half mile, dragging the unfort­
unate lad after it. When Mr. Davidson 
came in he found the horse standing by the 
trough, and the boy lying on the ground, 
dead. Not noticing that his leg was fast in 
in the chain, he attempted to pick him up. 
This again frightened the horse, and it made 
several revolutions around him before it 
could he caught. The mangled remains 
were then picked up and taken to the house 
and the sad news borne to the relatives.— 
Centrebnrg Agitator.
FREDERICKTOWN.
Miss Carrie Bliss, of Chesterville, is the 
guest of Miss Mattie Burns.
Walter Owen and Walter Johnson took 
in the Chicago convention last week.
Miss Mattie Galleher was the guest of 
Miss Mattie Love near Ankenytown, last 
week.
Misses Anna Miller and Lue Bexley of 
Mt. Vernon, were the guests of II. Morgan 
and family last week.
Miss Callie Osborn, of Mt. Vernon, is the 
guest of Miss Mary Cocanower this week, 
on West Sandusky street.
Misses Jennie and Mary Condon and their 
brother Frank left this place last Monday 
for Hutchinson, Kansas, where they expect 
to make their future home.
Miss Hazel Hess, a daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. John Hess died last Saturday morn­
ing and was buried in the Dunkard ceme­
tery near Ankenytown Sunday afternoon. 
Rev. J.T. Lewis of this place preached the 
funeral sermon to a large audience in the 
old Dunkard church.
— The New York florid says: The Rev. 
Dr. W. F. Nichols, who has just been elect­
ed Assistant Episcojial Bishop of Ohio, has 
been for a short time rector of St. James's 
church, Philadelphia. Dr. Nichols is not 
yet forty years of age. From 1877 to 1887 
lie was rector of Christ Church, Hartford, 
Conn. He is one of the most promising of 
the younger men of the Episcopal clergy. 
Handsome, eloquent, cultured and ener 




Owing to his large practice in this 
vicinity Dr. France, President of the 
France Medical Institute, Columbus, 
Ohio, will make a return visit to Mt. 
Vernon, on Thursday, July 5. He 
makes a specialty of chronic or long 
standing diseases. If you have tiny 
disease, no matter what the name or 
nature may be, you can be assured of 
honest, fair dealing, reasonable charges 
and no encouragement without a pros­
pect of cure or benefit. Many of the 
leading citizens of Mt. Vernon arc tak­
ing treatment from Dr. Fiance. One 
person never knows that another is be­
ing treated. In the prescribing of med­
icine for disease the Doctor resorts to 
the whole field of materia medica or 
pathy. The medicines employed are 
all prepared by skilled chemists and 
pharmacists, and the greatest care is 
exercised to have them manufactured 
from the freshest and purest ingredi­
ents. Dr. France charges nothing for 
consultation, and is able to tell from 
an examination whether a disease is 
curable or not. He will be at the Cur­
tis House on the above date.
Artists’ Paints, I’lacques, Studies, 
Canvass, Gold Paints and the Metallics, 
Crayons, &c., Beardslee Co.’s Eagle 
Drug Store. 4
Ready Prepared Paints, Oils, Brushes, 
&c., at Beardslee & Co.’s Eagle Drug 
Store. 2
Wanted.
Twenty-five to fifty washings at 75c. 
to $1.50 per week. Goods called for and 
delivered to all parts of the city. Orders 
left at H. M. Young’s hat store or Me- 
hafley’s drug store, will receive prompt 
attention.
21jun2t Mt. Verno^ Steam Lavndbv.
Kue-Ken Oil. What is it?
Rogers’ Sliver Plated Ware
at Arnold’s, and guaranteed as repre­
sented, at the very lowest prices. You 
can get either Rogers & Son or Rogers 
<fc Bros, at Arnold’s.
Notice.
The members of the Knox County 
Mutual Insurance Company, are here­
by notified that the annual meeting of 
said Company will be held at their of­
fice in Mt. Vernon, Ohio, on Wednes­
day, July 4th, 1888, at 10 o’clock a. m., 
for the purpose of electing a Board of 
Directors and the transaction of other 
business. Wm. Turner, Scc'y.
Kue-Ken Oil. What is it?
Garden Seeds (Landreth’s), at Beard­
slee <fe Co.’s Drug Store. 12apr
Kue-Ken Oil. What is it?
Strawberries.
Clark & McFadden, Main street, be­
tween Vine street and the square, will 
this year handle the celebrated Penfield 
crop of strawberries. Leave your or­
der for prime fruit with them. june7-tf
PREPARE
For the hot weather by securing a Ham­
mock at Arnold’s. There you can find 
all kinds at the very lowest prices.
No Alorc Chicken Cholera
If you use Beardslee & Co.’s Chicken 
Powders—only at their Eagle Drug 
Store. 3
HAVE VOL
Ever tried one of the Perfection Carpet 
Sweepers, sold by E. O. Arnold? (’all 
and see them and take one home on 
trial.
Try Beardslee & Co.’s for Drugs and 
Patent Medicines, Perfumes, &c. 5
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF
PEOPLES'I'LftCE,
F. -J. D’ARCEV, PROP.,
8, 10 AND 12 VINE STREET,
OPPOSITE POST-OmCE.
[Front the Business Review, of Knox 
County. Ohio.]
In all our prominent trade centers 
there are those who assume distinction 
and take a leading position by virtue 
of their energy, business facilities and 
enterprise, which comprehends the 
full requirements of the business in 
whioh they are engaged. This is emi­
nently the case with the establishment 
of F. J. D’Arcey. The premises occu­
pied' embrace a fine large business 
block with a frontage of 70 feet on 
Vine street, extending back a depth 
of 55 feet, which is fitted up iu metro­
politan style in all departments. If 
you enter the place you will surely 
think that there is everything kept 
there that is good to eat, drink, smoke 
and nibble. The first floor is divided 
into three departments. The West 
room is used for general store, lunch­
room and office. Basement underneath 
is used and equipped in first-class'style 
for beer and ale bottling, &c. The cen­
tral room is occupied as a bar-room, 
which is one of the finest in finish and 
equipments in Ohio. The haudsome 
35 foot counter and refrigerator, side­
board aud mirrors, were exhibited 
and took the first premium at the Cin­
cinnati Industrial Exposition in 1886. 
The basement underneath contains a 
refrigerator which stores and cools 
105 barrels of beer, an elevator run­
ning from refrigerator to top of pave­
ment. This room is also used for a 
general store-room. The East room 
contains three first-class Monarch Bil­
liard and Pool Tables, which receive 
very liberal patronage from lovers of 
this popular amusement. The base­
ment underneath is where the exten­
sive stock of liquors carried by this 
house is kept, which comprises the 
purest and most popular brands of 
whiskies, wines, brandies and gins, 
both foreign and domestic, in the 
market. The upper rooms, or second 
floor, is handsomely fitted for dining, 
ice cream and oyster parlors, with a 
separate parlor for ladies, This is 
a model feature of the house where 
can he had in season all the delicacies 
the market affords, which are served 
by competent chefs and enjoyed by 
our best citizens. Mr. D’Arcey has 
had many years experience, and as a 
public caterer is unsurpassed. A visit 
to Mt. Vernon is not complete with­




Tlie Largest and Finest OYSTERS 
ever sold in Mt. Vernon. Solid filled 
cans at
THE OYSTER BAY.










5 cts. Per Glass,
50 CENTS PER GALLON,
AT THE
Oyster Bay Lunch Counter.
TRY OUR
ICE COLE
We use only the RICHEST JERSEY 
MILK and PURE SYRUPS FLA­
VORED with Natural Fruit Juices. 
Our milk is kept in our PATENT
ZEliD 1ILK COOLER
When you get a MILK SHAKE 
at our place you do not buy ice for 
Milk but you get Milk as cold as ice 
every time. Please compare ours 
with the other SHAKES made here 
and draw your own conclusions.
Oyster Bay LunchCounter.
J. S. BRADDOCK’SREAL ESTATE
COLUMN.
AEI. KINDS OF REAL EKTA1E 
BOUGHT, NOLI) AND Elf- 
« HINGED.
No. 47S.
FARM—80 ACRES within the corpora­tion of Deshler, Henry county, Ohio, a vown of 1,200 population. Deshler has three 
railroads—the O.,T. AD.and the D. A
M.‘; the land is crossed by the latter road; 
pike along one eno of larm. The whole 
farm is under cultivation and haK two dwel­
ling housea—it is suitable for /mb-dividing 
into lo^s and will be needed for this purjiose 
ere long. Price $100 per acre on any kind 
of payments to suit purchaser. The farm 
will brfrig 8 per cent, on this price for farm­
ing purposes and will bring four times the 
price asked when snh-diviaed into lots. It 
lies thirty miles South of Toledo in the Oil 
and Gas region of Ohio. This is a great 
bargain as an investment.
No. 471.
BUGGIES—A first-class, nearly new, two seated Buggy for sale^r exchange for vacant lot; also a good Side-Bar Buecv at 
reasonable price.
No. 175.
OAlfE—A large double door combination 
burglar and tire j>roof safe for sale at 
one-third its original cost.
No. 405.
I^ARM—65 ACRES—3 miles West of Mt.- Vernon; 62acres under cultivation, 3 
acres timber; new house containing 7rootns 
and cellar, stable and other out-lmildings; 
young orchard, good well and cistern at the 
house and oprings on the farm. Prlce$60per 
acre—$1,000 cash, balance on uny kind of 
payments to suit the purchaser-»-would take 
town property for part payment.
No. 400.
( 1H0ICE VACANT LOT South end oi 
Gay street, suitable for business prop­
erty. Price $900 on payments to suit pur 
chaser. Discount for all cash down.
No. 407.
1*11 ACRES, on Mansfield Avenue, ad- ^4 joining the corporation of Mt. Ver- on the North, rich land, now in wheat, 
er-failing well good building site, suit-
non 
nev r-
able for gardening, will sell all or divide at 
$200 j»er acre on any kind of payments de­
sired.
No. ION.
4 VACANT LOTS on Pleasant street, soft water spring, fine building site. Price 
$.300 per lot; 10 per cent discount if all sold 
at one time.
No. 400.
OMALL FRAME HOUSE on Braddock 
street—a "drove well'' guaranteed against 
royalty collection. Price $500 on jiayments of 
$25 cash and $5 per month; rent only.
No. 470.
OMALL FRAME HOUSE on Prospec 
O street, containing 3 rooms und cellar, 
good cistern, but unfortunately have no 
"drove well." Price, $5fK) on payments of $25 
cash, and $5 j»er month. J will jiay rent no 
longer!
No. 471.
ACRES in Calhoun county, Iowa, 
block loam soil, 0 miles from county 
seat—convenient to school, 1 mile from rail­
road. Price $20 per acre on time to suit pur­
chaser.
No. 47».
1 4^ ACRES in Pleasant township,
-L O miles East of Mt. Vernon, hewed log 
house, well. Price $700, on three equal pay­
ments, or $600 all cash down. A bargain.
No. 46».
Ij^ARM, 20 acres, at Hunts Station; all - under cultivation; 10 acres in wheat; 
price$1,200, in payments of $200 cash, and 
$100 jier year; Rent only!
No. 104.
AND LOT, corner of Calhoun 
and Prospect streets; house con-
1 jsix rooms and stone cellar,
^^^^^Bjirice $1,000, in jiayments of $100 
^^^^^•cash and $10 per month; will ex­
change for small farm.
No. 450.
VpARM— 38 ACRES, 21 miles south-east of Mt. Vernon; all under fence;: 1 acres under cultivation; 10 acres timber: 
good hewed-log house with 3 rooms and 
cellar; excellent neverfailing sjiring; young 
orchard. Price $C0 per acre, iu jiayments of 
$300 cash and $200 a year until j>atd out; or, 
will take house and lot in Mt. Vernon in 
part payment. A bargain!
No. 45«.
WO Sjilendid Building Lots on WulJ
JL nut street, artesian well; price $400 for 
the corner lot, $.350 for the other; or $700 
for the two, on jiayments of $10 per month.
No. 45N.
1 i W k will buy a choice building lot 
tpttv/vzon Sugar street, with arte­
sian well, 4 squares from B. A (). depot, on 
payments of One Dollar per Week ! Who 
cannot suve 15 cents per day ?
No. 450.
C3HOICK Vacant Residence Lot, corner /Chestnut and Adams sts., three squares front B. A O. depot. Price $5ti0 on longtime 
including an artesian well, which I agree to 
jiut down.
No. 452.
V ACANT LOT on Chestnut street, three squares from B. A O. de|iot. Price $466 
on long time, including artesian well. A 
BARGAIN.
No. 454.
ACHOICR Building Lot, corner Adams and Sugar streets, four squares from IL A O. depot, including artesian well. Price 
$450 on payments of $5 per month.
No. 415.
I^RAMK HOUSE, corner Braddock and - Burgess streets, contains three rooms. 
Price $660, in jiayments of $60 cash and 6 
per month—rent only!
No. 44G.
8 R?ACRE FARM—four miles East <U O Bladensburg, known as the “Charles 
Mercer farm,” house 18x30,three rooms,new 
bank barn 30x40, smoke house, springhousc 
live good springs, supplying water for every 
field; excellent orchard; IK acres timber;; t 
acres meadow; 4 acres corn; remaining ii t 
fields in pasture. Price $50 per acre, on Ions 
payment^, or will trade for small tract neat 
Mt. Vernon, or’property.ln Mt. Vernon.
No.lttO.
TEN Choice Vacant Building Lots, only two squares from the B. A O. depot; arj tesian wells may be had on them at an ex- 
jiense of $30. Prices $300 to $460,|on j>ay- 
mentsto suit the purchasers.
No. 44(1.
51 ACRES, three squares from JB" At).2 depot, suitable for manufacturing pur 
poses, for gardening or for cow pasture Ar­
tesian well. Price $400 an acre on time..
NO. 422.:
LEXCELLENT Building Lot,corner Brat dock and BurgeBS streets- price $260,o payments to suit.
No. »(>».
PT’UIRKR-SKVKNTHS Interest in an 80 -I- acrefarm, half mile East of Louisville 
Licklngcotinty,Ohio;rich, black soil. Price 
$1200; will exchange forprojierty in Mount 
Vernon.
No. SN8.
NDIV1DKD half interest in a busings
_ property in Deshler, Ohio; 2 lots and 2 
story building on Main Stqstoreroom 26x60 
feet; 2d story divided into five rooms for 
dwellings- at the low price of $360. —
No.342.
LOT 77x1.32 feet on Vinestreet.it squares West of Main street .known as t he“Bnp; 
tistfChurch property,” the building is 40x76 
feet, is in good condition,newly painted and 
new slateroof, now rented for carring painl 
shop nt$150 per annum; also small dwelling 
houseon same lot, renting at $84p »r luinuni 
price of large house $2530, or payment of 
$200 a year; price of small house ,800; jiay 
ment of $100n year,or will sell the pr<i|>ert) 
at $3000,in payment of $30Uayenr;discoun| 
for shorttime or cash.
No. 37N.
VACA NT LOT, Cor. Park and Sugar Sts. at $276 on any kind of paymentstosult
No.880.
CCHOICE Vaount Lot,on Park Hi.,at$800 J in paymentef $5 per month.
No. 371.
SEVEN copies left of the late HISTORY OF KNOX COUNTY; subscription price 
$6.50; sell now for $4; complete record of sol • 
diersin the war from Knox county; even 
soldiershould haveonc^I
NO.34N.
upKXAS LAND SCRIP in pieces of 04(1
JL acres each at 60 cents jier acre; will ex­
change for projiertyin Mt.Vcntonorsmali 
far m; d iscou n t f orcash.
IF l’OH WANT TO IWY A LOT
JLIF YOU WANT TO SELL A LOT, If you 
wantto buy a house, if you want to sellyou 
house,if yon want tobuy nfarntjf you wan 
to sell a farm, if you want to loan money, i 
you want to borrow money, in short If v’o 









Used by the United States Government. Endorsed by the heads of the Great Universities 
and Public Food Analysts, as the Strongest, Pnrest and most ITealthful. Dr. Price’s Cream 
Baking Powder does notcontain Ammonia, Limo or Alum. Dr. Price's Delicious Flavoring Ex­
tracts, Vanilla, Lemon, Orange, Almond, Rose, etc, do not contain Poisonous Oils or Chemicals.
PRICE BAKING POWDER CO., Row York. Chicago* St. Louis.
H.W. JENNINGS ft SON
Give the citizens of Knox county an opportunity to buv
DRY GOODS!
cheaper rn-i AN Ever.
New Spring and Summer) Great Bargains in Embroid- 
Goods in Variety. i eries and Dress Goods,
Dress and Trimming Silksm .... ,, . „ . „ , i Table Linens, Towels.Nap-m Moire.Francais,Supans and,, . T _ x . _ .
„ .. kins, Lace Curtains, Scrims,
«L™am8’ CHEAPER THAN THE
SHADES’ CHEAPEST.
Special Prices on Ladies’ 
and Misses Hosiery & Gloves. 
PAST BLACK HOSE at any 
Price.
The Best Satines, Ginghams 
and Seersuckers in the Mar­
ket for the Money.
WE HAVE NOT ANI) SHALL NOT
JBYiNCE PRICES OH DOMESTICS 01 INI KIND.
PRINTS, MUSLINS, SHIRTINGS, &c., at Old Prices.
H. W. JENNINGS & SON.apr6m
We are Giving Away Clothing for
MEN, BOYS AND CHILDREN!
IN COMPARISON TO THE
PIKES YOU liVE 10 PAY ELSEWHERE.
WE ARE IN POSITION TO 1)0 IT.
WE MCFACTURE (III! OWN GOODS
AND IT STANDS TO REASON ’THAT
YOU CAN BUY CHEAPER FROM US
Than from those who buy in the ordinary wtjy from jobbers and have to' pay 
a jobber’s profit. Our prices will always be
LOWER THANT ANY OTIIJKR HOUSE
On same make and quality of goods. You will always find everything that 
is kept in a FIRST-CLASS CLOTHING HOUSE.. Convince yourselves of 
these facts by calling at the
Opera House Block, Corner Main and Vine Streets,
I. & D. ROSENTHALL, Proprietors, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
GREAT ATTRACTIONS
WE ARE OPENINC OCR
SPRING- STOCK!
HATS and GENTS FURNISHING GOODS
AND ARE PREPARED TO SHOW TIIF>
LATEST BLOCKS in RATS
At Prices that will please all. .We luwe a LARGE LINE of*
STIFF AND SOFT HATS AT $2.00
THAT ARE A DECIDED BARGAIN.








ALL TILL LATEST STYLES IN * *
Boots, Shoe?, Hats, Caps, Trunks, Valises
and Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
Kept constantly mi band. Don’t fail to call. Everybody invited. The 
LARGEST STOCK in Knox county to select from.
THEO. H. SLBVLMLOTTjE^,
12jan6m ' 2d Door South of Public Square, in Kirk Block.
Cincinnati JULY 4th tO
CEJITEJIllfJIL HPOSmBIWIO VflLLEY
GRAND jOBILEE celebrating the Settlement of the Northwestern Territory.
IJNSTIKl -AS.'iKI r DISPLAY.
EXCURSION RATE& FROM ALL POINTS!
THE, LEST OF ALL.
to*
\ tciM Puiic, \ attic i . •! . A .! iiivig u .itor. A valuable family medicine.
5 hi- w imdeioi! )nd ..i remedy cure. DYSPEPSIA ai,*i all di-ea.es of the Stomach Liver 
... ivi inn,. ■•hmIi-. I. ;uni ( ,,>i h$i, , th.-ht„,..l. ( Off BALE BY AL! DRUGGISTS.
»t HA*TUUSr4$» CLO., Sole JProp’s, Cincinnati, O., U. 3. A. 
I. HAYMAN, Wholesale Agent, AB. Vernon, Ohio. 22marCm
ALL SORTS.
• General Bradley Johnson is visiting 
Princeton.
Riverside, Cali., this season shipped 
720 car loads of oranges.
At Newark, 30,00 eels were placed 
in the North Fork river.
A great Mormon exodes to Mexico 
is taking place from Utah.
Jackson township, Coshocton county, 
went dry -by a vote of 150 to 10.
Jenny, is one of the baptismal names 
of the new Empress of Germany.
At Newark, Bishop Watterson' con­
firmed a class of about 150, Sunday.
A rumor was started in Paris that 
Henry M. Stanley had died in Atrica.
Dr. Ijenthold has been appointed 
Phvsician-in-Ordinary, to Wilhelm II.
Oscar Penny was drowftdll in the 
Laramie reservoir, Shelby county, 0.
Mrs. Garfield will take up her resi­
dence with her daughter Mrs. Brown.
It is rumored that Michigan gold has 
been found in Chicago in large quanti­
ties.
Frank Evans died from the effects of 
an overdose of morphine at Wabash, 
Ind.
A velvet pile Persian carpet was re­
cently sold at auction in Paris for $7,- 
700.
Marshal Field, the Chicago dry 
goods merchant, has a fortune of $30,- 
000,000.
Elliston .Studebaker drowned Avhile 
in bathing in Mud J.ake, near Logans­
port, Ind.
Sneak thieves cleaned out the re­
freshment room of the S. of Y’s. fair at 
Chillicothe. •
Senator Joe Brown is assessed in At­
lanta as the possessor of $357,000 worth 
of real estate.A
The State Industrial school at Ad- 
rain, Mich., has a well drilled female 
tire department.
M. de Lesseps still insists that the 
Panama canal will be open to naviga­
tion in two years.
H. B. Chamberlin, of Denver, has 
given a 20 inch refracting telescope to 
Denver University.
At Logan, Miss Annie McGinnis was 
acquitted of the charge of murdering 
her new born babe.
The summer schools of languages at 
Chautauqua, Chicago and Burlington 
win have Volapuk classes.
Dr., Edgar L. Carr, of Pittfield, was 
nominated by the prohibitionists of 
New Hampshire for Governor.
Detroit society is agitated over the 
determination of a well knwwn wealthy 
widow to marry her coachman.
An employe of the Marysville (Ky.) 
cotton mills had an eye put out by an 
explosion of a fire extinguisher.
Mrs. Levy, of New York sues her 
mother-in-law for $50,000 damages for 
allienating her husband’s affections.
One of Forepaugh’s elephants had 
to be covered with mustard to ease his 
pains, and it took 22 pounds to do it.
Mrs. Mackay recently presented her 
daughter. Princess Colona, with a pair 
of jeweled bracelets valued at $45,000.
Eighty men who were escaping from 
a burning German steamer were 
drowned by the capsiiaing of a large 
boat.
Louis Clode, a saloon-keeper, was 
waylaid, and terribly beaten and rob­
bed of $350 by some unknown assail­
ants.
Mi's. Campbell, residing two miles 
west of Degraff, Logan county, suicid­
ed by hanging Sunday. She was in­
sane.
W.C. Allen, aged 50, a printer, for 
many years employed in the office of 
Sidney Journal, died after two days ill­
ness.
Green Reynold and Dick Potterfield, 
negroes, bad a dispute at Charleston, 
W. Va., and the former was shot by 
the latter.
Mrs. Langtry owns 5,000 acres of 
farm land, Frederick Gebland is cred­
ited with 3,000 acres adjoining hers in 
Lake county Cali.
The first salmon ever caught in the 
Hudson river was taken from Newburg 
Bay Friday morning. It weighed 01 
pounds and sold for $2.
Chancellor Douglass, of the Knights 
of Pythias, has been sustained in bis 
demeanor by suspending the Grand 
Lodge of Pennsylvania.
A negro wedding closed at Norfolk. 
Va., with the remark by the parson we 
will sing that beautiful hymn, “plunged 
in a valley of dark despair.”
One of the cheapest and best modes 
of destroying insects on pot plants is to 
invert the plant and dip it for a lew 
seconds in water warmed to 130°.
One man killed and several others 
seriously wounded by the premature 
explosion of dynamite at Riverside 
Blast Furnace, Wheeling, W. Va.
A broad bandanna folded around 
Brother Blaine’s noble neck inight 
serve as a duster during bis pictur 
esque jaunt towards John O’Great’s.
A party of itungarians wild with li­
quor raided the quarters of the Irish 
miners at Wilkesbarre, Pa. Several 
persons were injured during the figjit.
Admiral Hornby says that England 
would require at least 185 cruisers to 
protect her merchants ships from an 
enemy’s cruisers, and that she has but 
45.
The Mikado of Japan has issued an 
edict against what he calls the “pernic­
ious game of baseball, which foreigners 
are attempting to introducedn his king­
dom.”
~ Recently Reason Wales, of Gibson, 
Ga., undertook to extract a tooth for 
his wife. By some means in his en­
deavors to ^loosen the tooth broke her 
jawbone.
Distress alter eating, heartburn, sick 
headache and indigestion are cured 
by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It also creates 
a good appetite.
What may be of great value id ship 
building and watch making is the dis 
covery that steel mixed with twenty- 
four parts of maganese becomes non 
magnetic.
Little 3-year*old was out in the fields 
the other day and came running in 
Avith, “I saw a pansy and I was going 
to pick it, and it was a butterfly and it 
fiied away.”
George B. Thayer, of Hartford, Conn., 
Avho crossed the continent to .Califor­
nia on the bicycle two years ago, is cros­
sing the ocean now to “do” Europe in 
the same way.
The Dayton Car Works, have nearly 
5,(XX) cars to build for the roads under 
the control of the Huntington syndi­
cate, the Chesapeake and Ohio being 
one of the number.
Avoid the use of calomel for bilious 
complaints. Ayer’s Cathartic Pills, en­
tirely vegetable, have been tested forty 
years, and are acknowledged to be the 
best remedy for torpidity of the liver, 
costiveness and indigestion.
A few days ago lixieh to the surprise 
of Father McCarthy, of Darien, Ga., 
Mrs. General Sherman sent him a very 
elaborate gold monstranee of Munich 
design, studied with rubies and pre­
cious stones. *
A new trial has been granted to T 
A. Ridenour, twice convicted at Win­
chester, Va., of the murder of Wm. A. 
Broy. A clerical error in the olljcial 
record has given him a third chance 
for his life.
The population of Canada is less 
than that of the State of New York, 
and yet while New York has a debt of 
only $7,000,OCX), Canada has a debt of 
$240,000,000.
Mortf quartz, running $4().<X)0 in gold 
to the ton, has been found at the Lake 
Superior iron company’s mine, eleven 
miles from Ishpeming, Mich., and 
great excitement-is said to prevail.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla operates radically 
upon the blood, thoroughly cleansing 
and invigorating it. As a safe and ab­
solute cure for the various disorders 
caused by constitutional taint or in­
fection, this remedy has no equal. 
Take it this month.
Countess Hencknel Yon Donners- 
marck, Avife of a great German noble­
man, has given birth to a boy to the 
count’s ecstacy and delight, for, al­
though 58 years old and twice married, 
this is his first debut as a father, thus 
securing at last the long booed for heir 
to his vast property, whicn otherwise 
Avould revert to a distant branch of the 
family. As a token of joy the count 
presented to the happy mother a dia­
mond necklace worth $100,000.
“I am little I know, but I think I 
can throAA' the weight of a hundred 
ton.” So sang a proud banana peel. 
But Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets are 
quite as poAverful in meeting with and 
overthroAving disease. If you have 
rush of blood to the brain, dizziness, 
headache, constipation, indigestion or 
billiousness, buy a vial of these little 
pills at once. One a dose.
In the conservatory at Jay Gould’s 
summer home, at Irvington-on-the- 
Iludeon, there are four hundred varie­
ties of palms and tree ferns, besides a 
vast collection of smaller plants.
Stories, “hitherto unpublished,” by 
the late Louisa M. Alcott are begin­
ning to appear, notwithstandiug her 
will provided that all unpublished 
manuscript should be burned.
Vmelie Rives, the novelist, sent her 
signature to fourteen different editors 
on a Avager that all could read it. The 
nearest any oiie made it out Avas 
“American Rivers.”
Don’t Experiment.
You cannot afford to waste time in 
experimenting when your lungs an in 
danger. Consumption'alwaysseeim at 
first only as cold. Do not permit any 
dealer to impose upon you Avith some 
cheap imitation of Dr. King’s Ncaa- Dis­
covery for Consumption, Coughs and 
Colds, but be sure you get the genuine. 
Because he can make more profit be 
may tell you he has something just as 
good, or just the same. Don’t be de­
ceived, but insist upon getting Dr. 
King’s NeA\- Discovery, Avhich is guar­
anteed to give relief in all Throat, Lung 
and Chest affections. Trial bottles free 
at G. R. Baker & Son’s (Sign of Big 
Hand) Drug Store.
Saved His Life.
Mr. D. I. Wilcoxson, of Horse Cave, 
Ky., says he Avas, for many years, badly 
afflicted with Phthisic, also Diabetes; 
the pains Avere almost unendurable and 
Avould sometimes almost tliroAA’ him in­
to convulsions. He tried Electric Bit­
ters and got relief from the first bottle 
and after-taking six bottles, Avas entire­
ly qured, and had gained in llesh 
eighteen pounds. Says he positively 
believes he would have died, had it not 
been for the relief afforded by Electric 
Bitters. Sold at fifty cents a bottle by 
G. R. Baker A Son’s (Sign of Big Hand) 
Drug Store. G
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best Salve in the world for Cuts 
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum 
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands 
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup; 
tions, and positively cures Piles or no 
Pay required. It is guaranteed to give 
perfect satisfaction, or money refunded, 
price 25 cents per box. Sold by Geo. 
R. Baker. April7’86-lyr
“Where did God place Adam and 
Eve,” asked a teacher. “In the Garden 
of Even on Mt. Sinai,” was the answer 
from a youthful miss Avho certainly 
hoped to get the prize.
Syrup of Figs,
Manufactured only by the California 
Fig Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is 
Nature’s Own True Laxative. This 
pleasant California liquid fruit remedy 
may be had at Greens Drug Store and 
large bottles at fifty cents or one dollar 
It is the most pleasant, prompt, and 
effective remedy knoAvn to cleanse the 
system; to act on Liver, Kidneys, and 
BoAvels gently yet thoroughly: to dispel 
Headaches, Colds, and Fevers; to cure 
Constipation, Indigestioji, and kindred 
ills. 28jlylv.
A ’.vindoAA’ from Munich has been 
placed in Christ church, Georgetown, 
I). C., as a memorial to Francis Scott 
Key, author of “The Star Spangled 
Banner,” Avho was one of the original 
ten incorporators.
Happiness and Health
Are important problems, the former 
depending greatly on the latter. Every­
one i» familiar Avith the health proper- 
erties of fruit, and no one can afford to 
be sick and miserable Avhile the pleas­
ant California concentrated liquid fruit 
remedy, Syrup of Figs, may be had of 
our enterprising druggist, M. A. Green.
7junelm
Being a sufferer from chronic catarrh, 
and having derived great benefit from 
the use of Ely’s Cream Balm I can 
highly recommend it. Its sales are far 
in excess of all other catarrh remedies 
—B. Franken, Druggist, Sigourney 
Iowa. 21june2t
Dr. Kent, of Cadiz, is said to be the 
owner of ft calf with eight legs, all of 
which it uses in walking. It is also 
supplied with two tails and tAvo back­
bones, but still is not double. Provi­
dence evidently had an eye of pity for 
mankind when this animal was made a 
calf instead of a mute.
For over eight years I have suffered 
from catarrh, which affected my eyes 
and hearing; have employed, many 
physicians without relief. I am now 
on my second bottle of Ely’s Cream 
Balm, and feel confident ot a complete 








Commencing at 9 o’clock A. M., as 
Follows:
1887.
September.....................  10 and 24
October................................................. 8 and 22




February............................................ 11 and 25






Coleman E. Boggs, 
Clerk.
THE NEW IHJBEK
Has Patent Return Flue Boiler; Wrought 
Iron and Steel Wheels, Avith Springs in the 
Hub; 11-inch Steel Tire; Cushioned Gear, 
and all latest improvements. Imperial 
StraAA- Stackers. Victoria Clover Hullers. 
Ask for catalogues, free. Threshers, all sizes.
•i. a. loai;y,
12apr3m North Liberty, Ohio.-
HOTEL ROWLEY,
SOUTH MAIN ST., MT, VERNON. OHIO.
FIRST-CLASS IN EVERY PARTICU­
LAR.
LARGE SAMPLE ROOM ON FIRST 
FLOOR.
JACOB M. STYERS, Prop’r. 
William Biuckek. in office.
Atlministratrix Notice.
XT’OTICE is hereby given that the under- 
signed has been appointed and quali­
fied Administratrix of the estate of 
FRANCES O’ROUKKE,
late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by the 
Probate Court of said-county.,
MARY E. O’ROURKE, 
14june3t Administratrix.
Horse Sheets keep horses smooth, 
clean and ready for driving.
The owner of this horse spends 
an hour a day cleaning him rather 
than buy a Horse Sheet.
5/A Ironside Sheet
The Strongest Horse 
Sheet made.
5a Lap Dusters
Fast Colors; will wash.
5/a. Horse Sheets
Are made up strong.
5/a Horse Covers
Will keep dies off.
5/k Fly Nets.
Are the Best and Strongest.
Don’t get stuck with poor Horse 
Sheets. If your dealer don’t have
5/k Ironsides Sheets ask him to
order some for you.
[Copyrighted i88£. by AVm. Ayres & Sons.]
TIME! TAULE




Lv Pittsburgh... s2 35 *7 30
“ Wheeling  8 50 J10 15
“ Bellaire....... 0 27 10 53
A M 
1 23Zanesville..... 11 47
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ATTORNEY and COUNSELLOR-at-LAW, 
NEWARK, OHIO,
Practices in Licking and adjoiningcounties. 
Also in the United States Courts. Special 
attention given to the business of Executors, 
Administrators and Guardians; Collections, 
Petitions for Partition and Conveyancing. 
Pensions, Bounty and baek pay procured. 
Office North Side Public Square. 8dac87




Jan. 1, ’83-ly. Mt. Vernon, O.
GEORGE W. MORGAN,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 




General Fire, Life and Accident lnsuraure Agt.
Application for insurance to any of the 
strong,-Reliable and Well-known Compa­
nies represented by thus Agency solicited.
Also agent for the following first-class 
Steamship lines: Guion, National, White 
Star and Allen. Passage tickets to or from 
England, Ireland and all points in Europe, 
at responsible rates.
Office—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. 7apr87’ly
PHYSICIANS.
DRS. BARRY & SPEES.Office, room 2 Kirk Block, South side 
of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, O. Calls by 
day and night responded to promptly. Spe­
cial office days—Tuesdays, Wednesdays and 
Saturdays. Special attention given to Chron­
ic Diseases, and diseases of Women and 
Children. Private Diseases and Catarrh treat­
ed successfully. 26apr-tf
Lizzie a. curtis.PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON, 
Office—Corner Main St. and Public Square.
Residence, 208 Main Street.
Office Hours—9 to 10 a. in. and 2 to 4 p. in.
15marlm
AVM. BALMER, M. D.
NO MONEY REQUIRED OF RESPONSIBLE PARTIES TO COMMENCE TREATMENT
OfXew York, Principal of the France Medical and Surgical Institute, f’oluinbus, 
. Ohio, accompanied by,I>. OTHO FRVTH, M. D.. the Celebrated German Spe­
cialist,.of Yew York, by request of many friends and patients, has 
decided to visit
MT. VERNON, THURSDAY, JULY 5th, 1888,
C’onsultation'and examination Free and Confidential in their Parlors af the Ci lt-
TIS HOI SF. from 8 a. m. fo 5 p. in. OYF DAY OAI.Y.
Dr. France describes the different diseases better than the sick can tlietnselves. It is a woiiderfql gift for anvone 
to possess. The Doctor’s diagnostic powers have created wonder throughout the country. A guarantee given 
with every case that is Curable. The France Medical and Surgical Institute, of Columbus, Ohio, is the only 
Medical Institute in the State Incorporated with a capital of $300,000. Our capital stock and r<'fi renc(»s given below 




INCORPORoTcO I83O. CAPITAL, 8300,000.00. .* •
No. 30 WEST GA.Y STREET, COEUMHUS, 1ELEPH0NF 861.
Established for the Treatment of all forms of CHRONIC DISEASES, and DISEASES of the EVE and EAR. Alsoi PRIVATE DISEASED.
Dr FRANCE, of New York, the well known Specialist In Chronic 
Discuses and Diseases of the Eye and Ear, Princi>^l
D. OTHO KliUTH, M. D., the celebrated German 8p«<.ialist, of Hew 
York, Surgeon in Charge.
DR. FRANCE, of New York, the well known and successful Specialist in Chronic Di eases and Diseases of the Eye and Ear, 
on account of his large practice in Ohio, has associated himself with D. OTHO ERUTH, M. D., the c< lebrated German Specialist, 
of New York, who has resigned his position in the Provident Medical Dispensary to take charge of the Ftauft /Medical Jnstitute, wneie 
all forms of Chronic, Nervous and Private Diseases •will be successfully treated on the most Scientific Principles.
A FAIR PROPOSITION.—Intelligent people,the world over, when the reason is appealed to and prejudice is laid aside, can siv.’aysbe relied upon to reach 
a correct con. lusion in any matter that m.,y be presented to them. It is in this way Dr. France, the founder of the France f edical Innitute, at No. ho 
West Gay stteet, desires to meet the public, and discuss the manner in which he undertakes to cure chronic diseases. He places his propositions in this 
Arc you accustomed to think^and a< t for y urselft If t o, th' n do not heed the counsel of skeptical and prejudiced friends, or jealous physicians.
but listen to what we have to say. Yt u perhaps know nothing of us or our system of treatment, or of the business methods vt e employ, 
but you know nothing of our facilities and advantarcs of perfecting cures in cases beyond the rear It < r aid of the general |ir.,etitioii. r
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OFFICE— Room No. 2, Woodward Opera 
House. Residence—506 North Gay Street.
dec8tf
JJRS. ARMENTROUT & MONINGER.
OFFICE—Over Postoffice, Mt. Vernon, O.
Dr. Armentrout's residence 2 doors North 
of High School building, Mulberry street. 
Dr. Moninger in office at night 15septly.
then, of all these advantages, you still knew as much ns the would-be friend or physician, who never loses an opportunity to traduce and mi-represent u-, ami 
prejudice the afflicted against us. We wish to add further that we are responsible and invite you to come an<| visit Our institution ; and if you find on investi- 
palton that we haze mistated or misrepresented in any particular, cur institution, our advantages or our success in curing Chronic Disratbs, we will 
gladly bear the expense cf your trip, wc court honest, sincere investigation, and are glad and anxious to show interested people what we can do and are 
dwing for suffering humanity. Can a proposition be plainer? Can an offer be more fair and business-like? If, therefore, v on t -c afllielcd and are seeking 
reli f, come where genuine ability is a ruling feature, where success is our watchword and the alleviation of human suffering < ur mission.
They adopt the following plan, which is pet uliar to the latgc hospitals, and is not and never has been the practice of ■ ountry doctors, vis: They cars- 
ully note the symptoms of the patient, ascertain the conditions of the internal organs, examine Eye, Ear and Throat by the most recent and approved 
instruments and methods, all c f which they carefully record in-their register for future reference. In this way th« y ascertain the true nature < f the iliscas' 
and its cause. Know ing the t iseas. , they know the < hanges it produces in the tissues, and, knowing the ch. nges, they check them w ith specific remedies, 
and place the patient on.thc high road to recovery. When sick people consult them they readily tell them whether they can cure or help them, or if they 
are beyond hope.
The examinations are in accordance---ith anatomical and physical science, and they will convince the most skeptical. Ily an examination they will 
convince any one of the nature and extent cf disea-e, amount of danger to life, and chance of a perfect cure, believing th.t science is truth, aid 'truth it 
miphty and will prevail” when known, and knowing that di.e&sc can be cured, with positive certainty, they invite the afflicted to call and receive stdvica 
free and be cured of their diseases.
There is no subject that requires so much study and experience as the treatment and cure of Chronic Diseases. The nrtounding success and teniarkablj 
cures performed by them are due to the lonp study of the constitution of man, and the cure of diseases by natural remedies. Let (nos ■ given up by others 
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“ Philadelphia 9 30 9 30 12 00 .....
» Trains run daily, f Daily except Sun 
day. i Daily except Saturday.
Accommodation train leaves Mansfield at 
6:15 a. m., Mt. Vernon at 7:32 a. m. daily 
except Sunday, Newark at 8:20 a. m. daily 
arriving at Columbus at 9:25 a. m.
C. O SCULL, General Passenger Agent 
Baltimore, Md.
W. W. Peabody, Gen. Man'g'r, Chicago, Ill
TOE PAN HANDLE ROUTE.
—AND THE—
Co.
Chicano. Si. Loois & Pitlslnrnh R. R. Co
—CONTROL THE—





Cincinnati and the South-west, 
St. Louis and the West and South 
west,
Chicago and the North-West, 
Pittsburgh,New York and the East
Pullman, Palace Sleeping and Buffej
Cars are Carried on all Express 
Trains,
And sure connection is made through 
Union Depots at terminal stations for 
all points beyond.
For full information apply to nearest 
ticket agent of the line named, or 
J. G. Rupee,
District Passenger Agt.,Columbus 
Jas. M. McCrea, E. A. Ford,
Gen’l Man’g’r. Gen’l Pass. Agt.
Pittsburgh, Penna.
O.
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may say and 
think he has as
good, but he has not.
Insist upon the exact label 
and top.
GEO. A. MACBETH & CO. 
Pittsburgh, Pa.
FARMS FOR SALE.
Ill AVE FOR SALE, at a bargain, four -farms in Knox county, Ohio. 185 acres 
near Fredericktown. 202 acres West of Mt. 
Vernon, 135 acres near Bangs and 55 acres 
of Owl Creek bottom, near Gambier. Any 
of these tracts will be sub-divided and sold 
on terms of credit to suit purchasers.
A. R. McINTIRE,
12jan6m Mt. Vernon,Ohio.
pOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN, 
Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, 
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele­
phone 73. 296ept87.
DR. R. J. ROBINSON
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Office and residence—On Gambier street, a
few doors East of Main.
Office days—Wednesday and Saturdays.
a«g!3y.
DR. GEORGE B. BUNN. 
►HYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Room 3, Rogers Block, 111 South Main St., 
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
All professional calls, by day or night, 




Sell all the Patent Medicines 
Advertised in this paper.
Marc 1.18 .1881 .
Mt. Vernon Granite and Marble Works
MONUMENTS,
No. 230 South Main Street.
The Largest and Most Complete Assort­
ment of Foreign and Native Granite Monu­
ments on hand which will be offered at Ex­
tremely Low Prices. Be sure to call and see 
before you buy. 25mytf
NERVOUS DEBILITY
• DK. PERCY’S
MB, I POSITIVE HIRBAt REMEDY
5 Stops NIGHT EMISSIONS at
once, imparting strength, en- 
: ergy, flesh and manly vigor. 
i Unequalled for removing pirn- 
I pies and giving expression to 
the eyes and face. Cures guar-
I anteed, failureunknown. 7000 
I testimonials. Sent by return 
Lmail. and bo delay, in plain, 
-sealed package, on reoeipt ol 12. Estab'd I860. Sealed Pamphlet free.




Cleanses the Nasal 
Paa i A Hays 
Pain and Inflam­
mation, Heals the]
Sores, Restores tl 
Senses of Taste 
and Smell.
Try The Cure.
A particleJs ap-j 
plied into each nos 
tril and is agreeable;
Price 50cents at Druggists: bj’ mail, regis­
tered, 60 cents. ELY 




HAS JUST OPENED UP A STOCK OF
New Piece Goods,
rorBigii nl Domestic Casiinerts
Worsteds, Cheviots, 
0VERC0AT1N12S,
RICH, NEW AND NOVEL
Pant? Patterns not Excelled! Must lie
Seen to be appreciated.
These Goods will be cut, trimmed, 
and made to orderin FIRST-CLASS STYLE, 
and as reasonable as living CASH PRICES 
willallow. Pleasecall; I will begladto see 
you.and Goodssliown with pleasure.
GEO. P. FR1SE,
Ward’s Building, Vine Street, Opposite 
Post-office. . Nov311
Advertisers by ntfiirtrsiig < co. p Rowell A Co., 10 Snrucc Si, New York can learn the ecactcoat ol mv nroposedline 
of Advertising in American Newspapers. 
;2®~100-page Parnphl'”, Kr
Ovarian Tumors, Paralysis or Palsy, Prolapsus Uteri, Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, Scrofula, Consumption, Chronic Cough, Female Weakness, Sperms 
torrhoea, Rheumatism, etc.
CURING OF PILES GUARANTEED.—Will 
give $1,000 for any case of failure. No money re­
quired of responsible parties.
YOUNG MEN —Who have become victims of 
solitary vice, that dreadful and destructive habit, 
which annually sweeps to an untimely grave thou­
sands of young men of exalted talent and brilliant 
intellect, may call with confidence.
DR. FRANCE—After years of experience, has 
discovered the greatest cure known for weaknes. 
in the back and limbs, involuntary discharges, im- 
potency, general debility, nervousness, languor, 
confusion of ideas, palpitation of the heart, timidity, 
trembling, dimness of sight, or giddiness, diseases 
of the head, throat, nose or skin, affections of 
the liver, lungs, stomach, or bowels—those terrible 
disorders arising from the solitary vice of youth— 
and secret practices, blighting their most radiant 
hopes or anticipations, rendering marriage impos­
sible. Take one candid thought before it is too 
Ute. A week or month may place your case beyond 
the reach of hope. Mv method of treatment will 
speedily and permanently cure the most obstinate
case and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
TO MIDDLE-AGED MEN .—There are many 
from the age of 30 to 60 who are troubled with fre­
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom­
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensation, 
weakening the system in a manner the patient can­
not account for. On examination of the urinary 
deposits a ropy sediment will be found, and some­
times small particles of albumen will appear, or the 
color will he a thin or milkish hue, again changing 
to a dark or torpid appearance. There arc many 
men who die of this difficulty, ignorant cf the cause, 
which is a second stage of seminal weakness. We 
will guarantee a perfect cure in all such cases, and 
a healthy restoration of the genito-urinary organs.
PRIVATE DISEASES—riood Poison,Venerr. l 
Taint, Gleet, Stricttre, Seminal Emissions, Lo-s of 
Sexual Power, Weakness of Sexual Organs, Want 
of Desire in Male or Female, whether from impru­
dent habits of youth or sexual habits cf mature 
years, or any cause that debilitates the sexual 
functions, speedily and permanently cured. Con­
sultation free and strictly confidential. Absolute
cures guaranteed. No risks incurred. Correspond­
ence promptly answered, and medicines scut free 
from observation to all parts of the United States.
DISEASES OF WOMEN —We have u.ppccial 
department, thoroughly organized, and devoted 
exclusively to the treatment of diseases of women. 
Every case consulting our specialist, whether by 
letter <r in person, is given the most cartful and 
considerate attention. Important cases (and we 
g1 t few which have not baffled the skill of all the 
home physicians) have the benefit of a full council 
ot skilled specialist^. In treatment of diaeares pe­
culiar to f< males, our success has been marked, 
over two-4hirds of our patients being ladies, old. 
r ung, married, single, t ich and poor. Our method 
ise .tireiy free from objectionable features of the 
g-neral practitioner, namely, “ Local treatment.** 
We seldom find it necessary. We prepare rente- 
die t, constitutional mid local, as the case demands, 
and instruct ladies bow to trgat themselves.
EPILEPSY, OR FITS—Positively cured by a 
new and never-failing method.
To Whom it May Concern: We, the undersigned, do cheerfully and conscientiously recommend Drs. France mid Fruth ns gentlemen of rare pro­
fessional ability, ripe in judgment, humane to a fault, considerate in price, and enthusiastic for the relief of their fellow men, and we therefore urge the 
afflicted tc avail themselves of their superior skill.
Granviiie M. Weeks, M. D., L. L. D.. President Provident Dispensary, N. Y ; T. Merideth Maxwell, A. M., M. D., N. Y.; Orvin Pomeroy M D 
N.Y.; V. M Davis, M.D.N Y.; W. F. White, A. M, M. D., Toronto, Canada; F. H Koruk.M U . Chicago, III.; Dr Gardner, Paintsville, 6.
Also, Farm rs’ National Bank, Findlay, O.; First National B.ink, Fostoria, O ;Second National Bank, Bucyrus. O ; Fourth National Rauk, Columbus, O.
FREE EXAMINATION OF THE URINE—Each person applying for medical treatment should send ot bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine,' 
which will receive a careful chemical and microscopical examination. Persons ruined in health by Unlearned Pie tenders, who keep trifling with them 
month after_raonrii, givingjjoisonous_and injurious compounds, should apply immediately.
"* Perfected in old cases which have been ..:£!<• ted or un-xillfullv treated. No experiments or failures. Parties
treated by mail and express, but wheie possible, p -r- vi i| c ui- Jt.ition it preferred. Cut ible C.i es Gt arantesd. 
Address, with postage. OR. FrahicE. No. 30 Vv'r-ist Qr? Street Columbus. O.
 m th  pois  
WONDERFUL CURES
List of questions sent free.
TAKE THE
Mt. Vernon & Pan Handle
iaOTXTS 
The Great Through Line via
The 0., A. & C. Railway.
P.,C. <S St. and C. St. L. A I’. Railioadsfor 
alt Points South and Southwest.
Theo ily line running the celebrated Pull­
man Palace Sleeping and Drawing Room 
Cars between Cleveland, Akron, Columbus, 
Cincin inti, Indianapolis and St. Louis.
Passengers holding lirst-class tickets via 
this Line are entitled to scats in the new 
and elegai t Pullman Reclining Chair Cars 
at a nominal charge, leaving Columbus on 
the Fast Express at 3:00 p. m. daily, arriving 
at Indianapolis 10:20 r. M., St. Louis 7:00 a. 
m., and Kansas City 7:15 p. m.
No line running through the states of 
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois can offer such 
superior facilities or kingly comfort to its 
patrons. Rates as low as the lowest.
THE S< IIEIX I.E.
Central or 90th Meridian Time- 
In effect May 27, 1888.
GOING KOBTH. j ] GOING SOUTH









































P. M. a UDept 1 A.M.
5 40 (’lev’ntl 8 io 
5 Euclid Av 8 -’I 
5 10 Newburg.. 8 39
1 32 11 udson... 9 15
4 IGCu’y Falls 9 29 
•1 05 Akron..? *.* 40 
3 24 Warwick.. 10 12 
3 02 Orrville... 10 36
2 14 Millersb'Jg !1 21 
2 00 1 Killb’k a 11 34
P. M. P
8 00 1 
8 14 1
8 29 2
9 05 2 




11 20 5 
11 33 5
A. m. a. m. p. m. Ores. Bra'Ii a. m. p. m. p. m.
8 55 ....... 1 58 a Killb'k 1 11 35...........5 20
8 05 ....... 1 16 Warsaw... !‘2 20........0 04
7 00 ....... 12>33 DresdenJe 1 04 ........ 6 46
6 10....... 11 53 lZ’ncsvlea 1 50 p m/7 35
A. M. A. M. r. M. A. M. P. M. P. M.
9 03 3 46 2 00 a Killb’k In 34 n 335 is
8 02 2 43 1 06 Gambier... 12 33 12 34 6 20
7 52 1 54 12 55 Mt.Ver. 1 03 12 52 6 50
7 17 1 58 12 24 Centering, l 29 1 20 7 20
6 54 1 35 12 03,Sunburt 
6 35 1 15 11 45 Westervle1 
6 10 12 05 11 20 le Col. ar 
A. M. N’T A. M?
.......  12 40 11 10 ar. Col. le
...........11 15 9 33 Xenia......
.......  9 59 8 14 Loveland
....... 9 15 7 25 lv Cin. ai
M. A. M
1 49 1 43 7 42
2 06 2 04 8 01 
2 30 2 30 8 25
M A. M. P. M.
2 5Q 2 55 ........
4 40,, 4 55 .....
5 47 (I 17 .....
6 30, 7 10 .....
■. it. a. m.......
3 00 5 40 .....
4 49 7 01 .....
5 49 7 46 .....
8 00 9 40 .....
.... . 11 20 11 10 ar Col. lv
.......  9 54 9 43 Urbana ...
.......  9 01 8 53 Piqua......
....... 7 30 7.05 Ricbmod.
....... 4 55 4 30 Indiana'^ 10 20 11 45 .....
........ 2 38 1 51 Terre Ha’t 1 42 2 18 .....
.......  12 22 11 25 Efi'mgh’m 3 49*4 20 .....
..........  12 23 10 20 Vandalia . 4 48 5 10 ......
.......  9 00 8 00 lv S tl. ar, 7 0Q, 7 30 .....
....... . A. M. P. II.1 ,A. M. P. M.‘.........
Trains27 and 28 run daily, all otbertrains 
daily except Sunday.
Trains 7 and 8, known as the Gann and 
Columbus accommodations, leave Gann at 
6:2£ a. M.rarriving at Columbus at 8:45 a. 
m.;leave Columbus at 4.30 p. m., arriving at 
Gann,at 6.50 p. m.
For further infoi tnulion .address
CHAS. O. WOOD, 




Bought, Sold, Exchanged or Rented.
The JUMBO
STOCK IN THE COONTY!
MEN, BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S
Every man lias a desire to clothe himself and hoys, (if he 
has any,) as reasonable as possible. I can and 
will supply you with tin* host
SUITS, HATS, SHIHTS, OVERALLS
And all such goods as men and boys wear, at the
VERY LOWEST PRICES!
Tlie I. <TEST filing in nil’s of Etriy 1>«*m riplloii.
The LAItGEST Slock ol I’ltl AI4S <M> YAl.lsES <0 In* found 
in lloiinf Vernon, af NurpriNiiiKl low prl<*CN.
Our line of Spring; and Summer XIM lilVI’.lll and UENT.V 
FI ltMSIII\(a GOODS is fli<- mosf aft rad Ire 
ever displayed in file < lfy.
Call and see us and we will do you Good.
t l ■.
RELIABLE CLQTHIIYG HOUSE t
1*22 SOI Til Mil\ STItEET.
THE STURTEVANT LUMBER GO.,
The one 
Lumber Firm





N. B. Write for Priocaon Lumber. Doors. 8»b!j. Blinds. Mouldluge, eta.
AT






Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry,
N'O. 1 KREMLIN BLOCK,
Mt. Vernon. 0, Telephone No. 89
qiTYTQ Y, A 'PVT? may ho fonnd on filo nt Ooo. 
LxlJ-ij JT Hi JZjXv i>. Ttowell & Co’a Newspaper 
Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce St.), where advert Icing 
gubtraeta tuuy Ut inado fur it IN NLW lOKli>
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CIRCULARS
SHOWING WHY
THE SOOLEY CREAMER
Is used by tho
Premium butter makers.
Why It makes More Batter. Why It makes Better Butter.
It has hot h s | • !€ ’' X PR a nd MOTTO n ski U tl I'.ll s. Is Imitate,1 
In bn paociAS which gives It, sui’icmoit I'l'Vcannot be legally used by others. ’
A Full I.in<* <>n» A IKY and BUTTKIt FACTORY SV1TI.IKS
VERMONT MAl'lllM: CO., Bellows Palls. V,!rw
Investments Made
lor parties having money, by loans or other­
wise.
TL VCS..
Han. rou.l f..r DUi; ll(IYRKM» 
<■111 Dii. cONt-niiiiug colored plataa. 
1OO eilUI it vingN ol dillotout I reixln, 
prlcCM they arc worth, and wiit*r<* lu 
i'uythoin. Directions forTritlitliitf 
Bi A Doga mid Breeding Ferrets. Mniled 
for 15<!«*tils. AltoCnls «f Dog 
l'liriiiNhlitir (»oo<In of all kluda.




T’aliuce Steamers. Low Hates. 
I"oui- Trips P- r Week Between
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Ht. I. Cliubov*;mi. Alpci ft, JTarnuvilld,
(. s*»iid Ban.*h. I’u ’ Kai on,
I v Ciajr, Oakland .loo 3. City#
XJvrry Week 2)ay Louv'cn
r'-TPOli* AN’ ■) CLEVELAND
: Sunday Tri pa durlu.'i July said Augut-t.
\'in Illustrate j Pamphlet*
LalCr. . nT >*‘scuraiun I wilt t-
•yy yuUr ’Fu/Ket Z^cnt, or acfln-h*
£* 3*' WHITCOMB, Get, 1 1 A,»«t.
.v.ccit A Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
DETROIT. MICH.
QU INTERESTED iN POULTRY ?!
Then »en<l for l'uictlrnl I’OPI.-
?.{Y HOOK. iTiOlHigeM bnau- 
P thtil t-nlnrcd pliite, ,-itgriivlouv 
lot nearly nil kinda of lot. 1m; dcucrip- 
tions <4 tho breodn; hour to < nponizo( 
t.loita for poultry hoiiBc'.i: h:!,»tuatloM 
nlio.itiorubntora, nod lie! e I:»kmli'ttiu hoot ».(< Killing. Sent for t ti Cents.
If I O, jot: nr,.,1 dm ROOK OF CAC1 
DIKIIS. |' (| l uge,., lap illiiM 
I Ij'i10«»t>N. Bcnnt,.1,1 colored plote 
I I noitim ut.nro. hri'iH.ingct all kino,Cur 
birds, for p!c ,«yro (Old /.rent. Di>cn»ua I 
and 1 heir cum I t , luhld md bio, k 
an A Mary All a ho, ( parrot a. I’rhoavl
(ki. II inda ulrdn, c;i|-, ... etc. J, • >d t.i | 
latfiilM. 'Pho 'I’u oo L...,ko,
ASSOCIATED FAHOir 
287 South Eight h Street, 1'iitlo<i,-i,.
J26an-1 v.
